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Roxanne Beckford Hoge Game of Hoges Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

This quote of yours is everything … "talking to people with whom I don’t agree, is one of the

main ways I have ever learned anything, or, I believe, that anyone has ever learned anything"

So very true. So very sad that's being erased.

LIKED (96)

REPLY (1)

Ruth H Apr 28

This administration has worked hard to censor opposing voices. Obama/Biden have

corrupted our government departments FBI DOJ IRS CDC NIH to the point of tyranny.

LIKE (23)
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Rose Desjarlais Apr 29

FJB.

LIKE (2)

BigGuy49 Apr 28 · edited Apr 28

That comment also caught my eye. That is also the sincere approach to decision-making

used by our 45th president, Donald Trump, and was the basis for many of his personnel

appointments and selections as advisors, several of whom did not stay with him for his

entire term. Some of the departing personnel complained that P45 did not adopt their
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entire term. Some of the departing personnel complained that P45 did not adopt their

views as his mainstream policies. Thank heavens.

One of the most memorable "square pegs" he invited to his "round hole" advisory team

was war hawk John Bolton, a seemingly contradictory choice for a president who was

finding more success in creating peaceful foreign relations than any president before him

in recent times. But PDJT staunchly defended his choice, noting that Bolton presented

the hawkish views that Pres. Trump needed to make a truly informed decision in many

situations.

Obviously, President Trump, like Mr. Carlson and Dr. Wolf, also refuses to forget the

once-great American tradition of bringing differing viewpoints together to eventually

build effective solutions.
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Joseph Little Apr 29

It is not being erased. But that idea is under attack in many ways.
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Dr. K Apr 28

Naomi, One of your best, most heartfelt pieces. The America I know was filled with leaning

left and leaning right good people who believed in the country despite its inevitable warts.

Idealogues on both sides were quickly sidelined. And things continued to get better. Until

they didn't.

The cancer has arisen primarily from the left -- a shock to me since that represents my roots.

There must be many others like us. Where are we? What do we do? You are a deep thinker --

I cannot imagine that you do not have ideas germinating there somewhere.

In any case, thanks for writing this. It is spot on. We need everyone to read this and to think

about what it is telling us.
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Janet Apr 28

Me too. I am politically marooned. What do I do? When it really hit me what the left had

become I was so shocked I could barely sleep for a time then I put together that Satan

had recruited his army of deceit, injury and death along with child sacrifice, directly from

the Left, I had to make some decisions. I chose God.
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Skeptical Mom Apr 29

As someone in her 60’s who was very much on the left at one time, I started gravitating
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As someone in her 60’s who was very much on the left at one time, I started gravitating

away when it felt like the feminism I fought for (respect and opportunity for women)

became a denigration of men and of women who cherished being mothers. I happen to

like plenty of men. My brother, dad, grandfather all supported me in any pursuit. For me,

being a mother was life-changing. It’s like jazz. If you don’t understand I can’t explain it

to you. So I too felt adrift and bullied when I didn’t wholeheartedly support “the current

thing.” It’s the bullying that has shut down discourse and I found most of that comes

from the left.
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mzlizzi Apr 28

The Left was captured, at some point.
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Adrian Gaty Unofficial Pediatrics Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

God bless you! Note that, as you and Mr Carlson become more open about your growing faith

(his last public speech before the show ended was on recognizing spiritual evil), you are more

and more attached. That’s a good sign - you’re over the target!

Along those lines, I think y’all will like my latest, about the spiritual battle in your doctor’s

office, and the need to vet your child’s doctor before it’s too late:

https://thefederalist.com/2023/04/28/prescription-for-parents-vet-your-childs-doctors-they-

no-longer-deserve-your-trust/
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Paulina415 Truth & Humour Apr 28

Thank you for sharing this 

❤
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Adrian Gaty Unofficial Pediatrics Apr 28

Attacked I meant, but also attached : )
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mzlizzi Apr 28

Actually, "attached" works really nicely there!

LIKE (1)

Agnes Marko Apr 28

Excellent article and very true.
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Excellent article and very true.
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Valerie Apr 29

Excellent article!
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Adrian Gaty Unofficial Pediatrics Apr 29

Thank you!

LIKE
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reality speaks Apr 28

Naomi you are beginning to realize out the reality that we so called deplorable’s face

everyday. We are lied about and demonize everyday and yet we get up and go to work and

make it possible for people to make a living by just writing or talking because we do the

mundane task’s of making sure the food is produced and delivered. The lights come on when

you flick the switch etc. Welcome to reality where common sense rules. Where men are men.

Women are women and the children are all above average. Tucker is a national treasure just

as you are. He is (be patient with me) the replacement for Rush Limbaugh the mayor of

realville I know very few of your circle ever listen to Rush but he was just as cleared eye and

humble and funny as Mr Carlson. The left can never win based upon the merits of their

policies so they always resort to demonizing the person. See what you wrote about your

friends reaction to your talking with Tucker. They had never actually taken time to actually

listen to him just as they never listen to Rush. We welcome you with open minds. We need

your help to save this country.
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Rosemary B Rosemary’s Substack Apr 28

I agree with you completely.

the left is brainwashed.

Many of my friends and family are intolerable now because of this indoctrination

LIKE (21)

Donna Ruth Apr 28 · edited Apr 28

I think the hardest hurdle we ALL face is to learn how to forgive. It is said that time is the

great healer, but these gashes of the last three years are wide and double deep: Feelings

of unconscionable betrayal all round. Deep suspicions. Our adversaries hoping that

everything will just be smoothed over by some "normalcy," whatever that is now in a
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society dangling on puppet fear-strings.

Some think we may never heal this massive division, especially since it is fertilized daily

by the mainstream media, a media Dr. Steve Turley believes was co-opted 50 years ago.

But, forgive we must. It's okay that we do not forget, but if we ever hope to move forward

and grow stronger, thus reaching a new maturity ... we must forgive.

Many will say they just cannot forgive. And, yes, that may be true on a human level, but

not on a supernatural level. We may not be able to forgive ... but God can do it within us.

He's God! It commences with a simple daily (out loud) prayer: I forgive __________ .

Lord, heal my unforgiving heart. Amen (So be it). Saying it out loud - and hearing it -

commences the process.

Couple this with knowing that we have ALL been played can lead to a softening of hearts

and that necessary wound healing.

LIKE (4)
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Martin Mehlberth Apr 28

I don’t foresee a day when I will forgive Fauci, Collins, Walensky, Pfizer, FDA, Klaus

Schwab, George Soros or the entire Biden regime for the deaths and damage they

have caused. I will continue to pray that all of them are brought to justice and given

the proper punishments for their crimes against humanity. I’ll leave their forgiveness

to God.
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Donna Ruth Apr 28

Understood, Martin. Perhaps I should have been clearer. In the context of Dr.

Wolf's essay, I was referring specifically to a broken populace of North America

- and the healing of the hearts of the citizens of our nations.

My last sentence spoke of how ALL were played - by precisely those you listed.

I merely pray for their hearts to be changed, and for them to repent and to

make reparations. And I leave the rest to God - and hopefully to proper justice

while on earth.
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reality speaks Apr 28

Yes and the punishment can not just be fines and jail time. The greatest crime

against humanity demands true justice is done.

LIKE (5)
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Janet Apr 28

Am I obligated to forgive pure evil? I know what it is when I hear, read and see it. I

will not.
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Donna Ruth Apr 28

Did you see my reply to Martin below?

LIKE
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Janet Apr 28

Just my opinion. No reflection on you, Donna. Cheers.
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David Cashion Apr 28

Once a pound of flesh is obtained we can forgive.

LIKE (3)
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mzlizzi Apr 28 · edited Apr 28

Forgive???

Who is apologizing?! And for what exactly?!

LIKE (1)
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SusanMc Apr 29

Not unusual to hear a caller on Rush admit their epiphany after listening to him for

themselves rather than hating him bc of out of context soundbites that misrepresented

him. I loved those calls. If more had merely listened for at least 2 weeks or so.....perhaps

they wouldn’t have fallen prey to the malevolent voices of the last 3 years.

LIKE (2)
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MariKate Apr 30

Andrew Breitbart was one of those who listened to Rush expecting the worst. He

talks about it in his book Righteous Indignation. Thank goodness for people like

Andrew, Dr. Wolf, Tucker - truth seekers and truth tellers all.

LIKE

mzlizzi Apr 28

"They had never actually taken time to actually listen to him just as they never listen to
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Rush."

Given their reaction to her recent choices, I wonder if they ever actually took to the time

to listen to Naomi.

LIKE (2)

Di Chez 9 hr ago

Unfortunately I blame that on fascistbook! It's what started people reading a title,

commenting, & reposting without actually reading! It also cultivated an entire

society in all age groups that believe and repost a pic of a tweet with no link! People,

left and right, aren't questioning or seeking out the truth. It also cultivated a society

that reads very little and responds by cussing out and being belligerent to

strangers! We are thrown so much information day in and day out we can't

POSSIBLY read all the 16 page articles or watch all the hour plus videos every day! I

know these people doing this feel they are doing us a service, but it's actually

keeping alot from even caring. You can't work 8 hrs, do regular life, kids, spouse,

pay bills, fix car etc, and possibly keep up! I don't work and can't keep up! It's the

bury my head in the sand group that's just hoping it'll all work out! I said year two of

the scamdemic I wished I'd kept a spiral of everything thrown at us so I could go

back and follow up. So many things very important that the next day they'd already

moved on to a new topic if DIRE importance! I didn't expect the scamdemic to last

this long. NOT because I didn't believe the corrupt government wouldn't force it as

long as possible, but because I honestly thought as Americans we'd stand up

together. (Heck I was the moron who said to my husband the day Trump said we

could possibly shut down..."NO way will Americans go for this let alone Texans!"

Yeah joke was on me!!!) Oh there's been little victories, but not enough. There's

been many fighting for our freedoms, but because we LET them hold us back for so

long things like the convoys were shut down. That's the 2nd reason for J6. 1st was

to make President Trump look bad. 2nd was to make sure us peasants knew our

place! A person can get on fascistbook and raise $300,000 for a homeless guy, but

givesendgo has only raised about $188,000 for J6 legal fees. At this point, even

with the overabundance of information, I don't feel sorry for the people that aren't

even trying to hear a-z to then make an common sense decision. Which is what Dr

Naomi is explaining in this article. Even her peers who believe exactly like her just

read a few comments Tucker made in headlines, but never actually took the time to

research. They have worked tirelessly at dividing us so that instead of us ALL

standing up together next Scamdemic they succeed! I urge writers and video

makers to PLEASE consider length when sharing information! Alot of what is written

is so far above people's heads it's hurting not helping!
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is so far above people's heads it's hurting not helping!
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David Cashion Apr 28

Mayor of realville.

Ha

Lov it
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Bridget Apr 28

Hey, former Liberal Michael Savage is a gem, himself. True, he’s still strangely enamored

with Trump, but Savage said in early 2020 he’d never take the coming Vaxx because they

were inserting HIV into it, among other things.

Naomi should get on Savage’s podcast.
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ellie1066 Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

"People will forgive you for being wrong, but they will never forgive you for being right—

especially if events prove you right while proving them wrong."

- Thomas Sowell

LIKE (38)
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Mauri Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you for this article Naomi. Its good to hear from common sense people no matter what

their political spectrum is. We are really the common sense , constitutional party. Not

republican or democrat anymore.
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Bridget Apr 28

Great idea for a Third Party.
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David Cashion Apr 28

We have 3 parties.

The Uni party

The Republucan party
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The Populist party.
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Michael Schmidt May 3

There already IS a Constitution Party. 

"
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Ann Williams Apr 28

Yes, indeed! I first recall reading something Tucker had written about his interview with

Presidential Candidate, George W. Bush, and in it he revealed that for as much as Bush

referred to himself as a Christian, he often "let fly with the F- word." As a classic Liberal, then

Dem, myself, I changed my mind about Tucker Carlson, and viewed him as a real journalist,

unafraid to report the truth on fellow conservatives.

In reading how you've been ostracized by your old friends, family., the thing that really pisses

me off about my experience of the same treatment- is that if they once truly respected me

and my intelligence, which they often said that they did, then WHY weren't they curious

about my change of opinion, my reasoning? Why didn't they even asked me why I had

changed my mind- for example, say about Trump? I changed my mind because I researched

his history prior to his becoming a candidate for President. There i found a decent guy: When

he opened Mar-A-Lago years ago, Trump invited Jews, Blacks and Gays to join- much to the

horror of other posh clubs in southern FL. Stuff like that. A big dinner honoring him by

Rainbow Coalition and Jesse Jackson, some years back. I read an old article of Trump kicking

Epstein out of Mar-A-Lago for sexually harassing a 16 yr old employee there. Stuff like that.

Anyhow, I "feel ya", and I am SO happy that you are who you are- an honest person with

integrity and a truth-teller, and as I heard you say recently, "A Seeker," - all wrapped in a

package of exceptional eloquence and ability to express these things, orally or in writing.

And when I watched your conversation with RFK, Jr. on childrenshealthdefense.com over year

or so ago, I had tears in my eyes with both of you talking about the lost friends from the Left,

alienation from certain family members, and that the Constitution and our freedoms are

everything. I didn't cry from sadness but from relief, to hear I wasn't alone.

Thank you!

LIKE (33)

Janet Apr 28

I know. No one ever asked me WHY I refused the shots or made other decisions from

what I finally knew to be the truth, so I never told them. Tuckers speech at the Heritage

Club this week about telling truth, has made me courageous enough to start speaking
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Club this week about telling truth, has made me courageous enough to start speaking

the truth now, as my meager speaking abilities can take me. But God promises “the

words” if we open our mouths first. Time to believe and practice. Never would I have

believed that Tucker Carlson would help me with that. But then I never listened and

bought the left bullsh-t.
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mzlizzi Apr 28

You are not alone, I hope you know. (I bought it, too.)
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Patti Apr 28

Love your comments!
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Ann Williams Apr 28

Thanks, Patti! Appreciate it.
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viva (Hoffmann) Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Though since their ousting of Tucker, Fox news in now experiencing a HUGE decline in

viewers, I'm doubting it's going to make an equally HUGE difference in the usual blah blah

blabbing of the "so called media" or of my neighbors here in Palm Springs or even of the

majority (99%) of my family members. However, like Bobby Kennedy Jr.'s campaign for

President, the very ousting of Carlsen should wake up a huge bunch of the brainwashed by

its very existence. Bobby's campaign will deliver his message to millions more as will Tucker's

fall from Grace. This should show us that the enemies of Humanity itself, be it the devil, the

devil's hybrids, simply the so-called Elite, some jealous of our planet extraterrestrials, a

bunch of insanely greedy merely humans, the Pharmaceutical Industry, a sentient AI, (wow on

that one but apparently the belief of ALL of Central American Inhabitants), or the Communist

Party of China, might not be able to overcome, finally, the Creations of our Creator. Could be

my age, 84, and its proximity to death, but this Spring, spilling out Her bounty of miraculously

transformed canyons and hillsides and even little plots of grass here and there, has made me

re experience a revelation that once came upon me that we were born to praise God for

having created the most gorgeous Planet imaginable for our Home. So I have hope that the

good is going to prevail over the evil because who could argue that being hooked up to a

computer in a sanitized Planet is preferable to walking through the flowering Brittlebush??
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Dr Naomi Wolf Apr 28 Author

What a gorgeous post
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viva (Hoffmann) Apr 28

Thank you. And thank you for yours which inspired it.
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Writes 
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Mark Brody Mark’s Newsletter Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

There is no more Left and Right. There are no more Liberals and Conservatives. There are

only Truth lovers and Truth avoiders, Science lovers, and Science distorters, anti-globalists,

globalists, and those who don't even know about globalism; there are the pro-corporate, the

anti-corporate and those who don't even get what the fuss is about. There are the informed,

the uninformed and the misinformed. There are the gullible conformists and the skeptical

non-conformists. We must come together and unite around truth, love, honesty, decency and

toleration. We must oppose fake virtues such as those espoused by Blackrock, WEF, and the

globalists, greenwashers, liars, and deceivers. The truth, love, and morality welcomes people

from all sides of the political spectrum. The only ones who will find it uncomfortable are the

globalists.
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Letsrock Apr 29

Discernment
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Andrea Franklin Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I’m so grateful for both Naomi Wolf and Tucker Carlson. May your tribe as truth seekers only

increase exponentially !!!
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MeriBear Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I used to be a Liberal, too. Once even on the Colorado State Board of NOW. I woke up in 2016

listening to David Webb on a three hour ride back to SW WA from a Seattle meeting. I also

experienced the excommunication from the Kool Kids Club. Crazy to watch all the rabbit hole,

crackpot theories be proven true in the past three years. Being a survivor is familiar. I made it

through breast cancer in 1999. I have lived through Covid and Dem excommunication. You did

too and we are tougher and stronger for it. Eyes opened never close again! Bless you, Naomi!
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too and we are tougher and stronger for it. Eyes opened never close again! Bless you, Naomi!
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Sherilyn Wells Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I am a former Washington State resident who proudly engaged in pro se public interest

environmental litigation back in the day. I have watched in shock as everything I thought

to be true about my former state became its polar opposite and the shock extended to

me now finding myself firmly on the side of constitutionalists, for what is more precious

than our hard-won freedoms in a country that honors those fundamental rights?
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AnnR Apr 29

Nothing is more important.
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DAVID LEVINE Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

This is one of the most important articles I have ever read. After your appearance on the

Tucker Carlson today show I noticed, in passing, several snarky, mischaracterizations of you,

has somehow having “lost it.” Thank you for not retreating, but rather fixing your bayonet and

charging forward. And by forward I mean, continuing to speak the truth.
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Henry Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

"They were treating me as though by my talking to Mr Carlson and Mr Bannon... I was burning

my I-am-a-good-person membership club card"

Indeed. As your red pill continues to dissolve, please never forget that we MAGA folks are not

in the least reluctant or embarrassed to be seen talking to YOU.
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Sangreal Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

So over these 'hyper-inflated' words, used like weapons now. 'Red Pill' about someone

waking up in the 'matrix' about the 'MSM' but MADE BY THE MSM. And people keep

repeating this, 'red pilled', and then are against Big Pharma pushing their 'PILLS'.

Or choosing a 'side', red/blue.

How about 'no side' other than those seeking the truth and what is best for the majority

of Americans? Sorry, even the word, 'woke' is now weaponized.

Do we need to use 'cookie' words?
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I agree with the rest of your point though and loved that line in Naomi's story.
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Henry Apr 29 · edited Apr 29

Yes. For the same reason we say "man" instead of "person who produces sperm."

This is a value of language -- condensing wordy concepts into short terms. Gutfeld

explained precisely this a few days back.

"Red pill" says exactly what I want to say, in a way that everybody else understands,

without conflating political colors, the ad hominem of who created the term, or

anything else.

A lot of us took that pill. A lot of us made that journey. This NRA-certified firearms

instructor used to be a regular donor to Handgun Control and a Dukakis voter.

Respect my lived experience.
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AnnR Apr 29

And THAT is a fundamental difference between us and them.
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Charles Tate Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Much of the discord I see is from uninformed liberal types who fell for the premise that they

were smarter, more moral, and more educated than non-liberals. Ordinary productive people

for many decades have chafed under this misapprehension and endured the condescension

from liberals who were narcissistic, uneducated, impractical, arrogant, and morally unsteady.

Most come from privileged families, and go to expensive pedigreed schools never realizing

they are coddled adolescents with no record of personal challenge to school them in wisdom.

Then of course there is the supremely ignorant hubris of their rudderless atheism and general

loveless-ness. This is manifest in the political sphere since at least the New Deal airheads.

In order to maintain this foolish complacency, the elite psychopaths that run Washington,

pandered to the hubris, the desperate need for social status, and the sexual immorality of

these spoiled children. Liberals were told never to listen to Rush Limbaugh for example,

because he was...wait for it...their favorite all purpose epithet: "racist!!!" Well, now aren't we

all, and x-y-z-phobic, insurrectionists, and other forms of un-persons. Political correctness

was a creation of the privileged who did not want to surrender their privilege to the fact that it

was undeserved, unearned, and having nothing to do with merit.
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Bridget Apr 28

I’m a Conservative female with an older Liberal family member who used to call me and,

after saying hi, launch into things like he just read a study that found Liberals are more

intelligent than Conservatives. I never took the bait and remained silent.

It was exhausting to endure, though. Other family members had to tell him they’d not

engage in political discussions with him because he always turned it into some variation

of the theme he used with me. I still don’t get it after all these years. I’m sure it can go

both ways, but I don’t recall any Conservative I’ve known putting someone down as

being less INTELLIGENT by simply being Liberal. Disliking or even despising their ideas,

yes, but not insulting them as being inferior beings.

On a brighter note, I think we’ve inadvertently already formed a third, hybrid,

Constitutional based, Freedom demanding party in the meantime. Now to find our

Leaders and our Candidates.

Hey, at least our party’s the one where we’re all labeled conspiratorial idiots across the

board.
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Liberty4all Apr 28

I want to be a proud member of the Anti-Conspiratorial Truth Lovers Party! Sounds

pretty cool to me

#
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Jane Apr 28

Could not agree more.
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Cathy S Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Bless you Dr Wolf..I was shocked when I realized this woman from Al Gore’s campaign was

awakened by the Covid experiment on the world. As an RN who worked through it, I was

changed forever in my view of government, national and global...terrifying. Please know how

appreciated and supported you are..a true American warrior like Tucker, Matt Taibbi
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Forrest Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Well reasoned. Well worth reading. I, like the author, was a staunch liberal Democrat believing

in the ideals of social justice to which the party adhered. Then during the rabid hatred
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rhetoric thrown against Trump, I began to see the insanity of blind adherence to the party

when I tried to share a video from Tucker Carlson. My “liberal” friends dismissed it outright

due to its source. I subscribed to Epoch Times to make myself aware of different

perspectives. Again, my friends rejected any discussion in which I used this as a reference. I,

too, found myself quickly marooned from former colleagues. The Democrat party left me

more than I left it. I am thankful for whatever spark of truth flamed me into deeper

understanding of indoctrination and prejudice. I think that’s what is known as “growing up”.
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David K. Apr 28

Amen, brother. I started a bit earlier, when during the 2012 Republican primary debates, I

noticed that Ron Paul made a lot of sense, and all of the "progressives" (I had

considered myself one) immediately started calling him a racist, etc. Glenn Greenwald

was one of the few who stood up for him.
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PleasePassThePepper Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I have been following this great Liberal’s publishings since college. Fascinating how we are so

alike, yet do different. Bravo, Naomi Wolf!
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reed Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

This makes me cry. Because it is so true, and because I still just do not understand what

happened. I do not understand how we got to this awful place.
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RevMikeyMac Apr 28

We got here because of human free will - which we can choose to use for good or for

evil.
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Letsrock Apr 29

Research the Khazarian Mafia. I promise it will connect ALOT of dots .
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Chekstein Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

So very well said! I have to share something along these lines...I dated a guy who jetted

between DC and NYC what seems like a lifetime ago, but it was probably about 17yo. One
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between DC and NYC what seems like a lifetime ago, but it was probably about 17yo. One

night at The Palm, I met Fauci. Turns out the guy I was with dated one of his daughters. I am

an RN, so I knew who he was and was so excited to meet him. I’m 5’11’’ and was wearing

heals, so I just remember him being so short and very full of himself. During dinner, Tucker

Carlson was seated right next to us. I spent the evening sneering at him and wondering how a

person could be so awful (I too, come from the left). I often think back at the night and how

differently I think about both of these men. My perspective has done a 180 and I try to remind

myself of this when I think about how I’m surrounded by either idiots or cowards. It’s hard to

have compassion when they keep injecting themselves and voting for these monsters! How

much longer will it be until they see the error of their ways as I have? Maybe never.
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Debby Apr 28

Wow, that is a great story and even better a great outcome.
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MacGuffin Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I remember your appearance on TC's show well. For me it underlined the seriousness of the

catastrophe that was unfolding: 'Someone like Naomi Wolf and someone like Tucker Carlson

are finding common cause'. I expect it was a significant moment for many Americans, and

many of us from elsewhere. Well done for him to ask you on, and well done for you to agree.
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mary Apr 28

Sadly, Fox Nation has removed your interview by Tucker. So disappointed as I wanted to

listen again. As a committed Christian and conservative, I’ve come to admire you very

much.
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chuck kutchera Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

What I really liked about Tucker was how many times he’d have a guest on and say their views

were opposite of his. He’d treat them well and thank them for coming on his program.
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Sherilyn Wells Apr 28

Perhaps that's one definition of being a "gentleman," using old-style good manners as

the benchmark?
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Letsrock Apr 29

Apparently unheard of today. Unfortunately another anachronism?
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Coachella Chica Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you for using the word "traitor" in one line of the last couple of paragraphs. I hope

more analysts and intellectuals begin to use this apt terminology. Because that is what we are

witnessing. Call it a coup, an insurrection, and more to the point, an act of treachery against

our country. Many in Washington DC, in our justice department, in our unelected institutions,

and beyond, are outright traitors. And they are being aided by those outside our (former)

borders who are our enemies.
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SusanSays Apr 28

Not only in your country; Canada has a traitor PM.
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Lark Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Once again you have stepped up to bat and eloquently and elegantly knocked it out of the

park. Actually, I found myself in tears as I finished the read.

Like you, I grew up in CA and the west coast in the 70’s. From a long line of democrats we

often had the kitchen table discussion or debate about who we were voting for and why.

There was often the joke of realizing we were canceling out each others votes when we

disagreed.

Oddly, every member of my family, each for different reasons all left our democrat heritage

about the same time. I went away to school to a prestigious university in the South. Oddly,

there I was the only democrat in a sea of republicans and they made no sense to me. More

oddly, I was far more conservative on some issues than these supposedly conservative peers.

It is then I realized that real meaning to party affiliation was a myth.

I am in truth a Libertarian though that party does not represent my belief that a baby in the

womb is always a valuable human. The sad reality of being registered in a party so I can play

all election rounds makes me only a reluctant republican...a conservative RINO I guess for

those who like labels.

My tears here are for the loss of discourse we once had. The iron sharpening iron that makes

us all better.
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I have often not likedTucker Carlson. I found him to be a mix of important points and kind of

nasty and fear pushing at times. However, in the last year I have found him growing on me. He

seems to have lost some of that edge. In the end I have found him courageous, honest,

truthful and open minded. Just as I have found you to be.

As journalists who are truth tellers, who ground their lives and stories in real facts, who

welcome opposing views - may your numbers multiply. And may the liars and propaganda
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KellyG Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

A very eloquent and telling column of the sad state of affairs America has come to. I wasn't

going to respond, but felt the need.

I remember when you first came on the Warroom (I didn't get cable anymore at this point, and

didn't feel Fox was worth watching even though I did like Tucker and a couple on the Business

side they got rid of soon after Covid), and I recall all the negative comments about you below

on Rumble (I close the chats), and couldn't understand why. What you said sounded very

reasonable and was against the Government propaganda that was being force fed us by the

MSM, and was very aware of the cancellations on Social media (why I closed all of my

accounts), and actually posted in your favor that anyone who was against humanities

enemies was my friend in this battle. I got lot's of dislikes. Then the battle with the

documents by the FDA trying to protect the release of for first 55 and then 75 years came

into play with the Judge ultimately siding against Big Pharma in the people's favor (I still can

hardly believe), and the forming of the alliance between all sides behind your efforts to sort

through and release all newfound information and the creation of Daily Clout to be used as

the platform. People (not all) started to see the Truth about what you, Bannon, and Tucker

(and many others) were saying and calling for in an alliance against TPTB who were on

neither of our sides of he aisle they were pitting against each other to bring us down and into

their totalitarian/fascist control of a Global dictat, and we could debate the details of societal

policy after or if we could stop their assault on our Republic.

Maybe it has something to do with age as you say being able to see things in a different light

before the partisan divide became absolute and discussions and hope/belief we could make

the country a better place for everyone. One would hope what we witnessed throughout the

past 3+ years would open some eyes and minds to what's going on, but sadly for so many the

blinders are still attached and maybe always will be. I want to believe otherwise.

LIKE (12)

SueZQ Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Yet again, I find myself agreeing with Dr. Wolf, a woman who I believed was just another lock-
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step part of the leftist movement.

I was born and raised in California during the same time period you describe. It was magical

and felt as though we would live in the Golden Light of Freedom forever. I still live in CA. I plan

on being one of the many who will bring her beauty and greatness back from the abyss.

Thank you Dr. Wolf for explaining, in ways that I cannot, how to be a truth-seeker and a truth-

sayer. I admire your strength and determination to bring the light of truth to defeat the

darkness.

Keep fighting the good fight. You have many of us supporting you!

LIKE (12)

Writes 
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SimulationCommander Screaming into the Void Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

It's really simple: if you disagree with the left about anything at all, you are the enemy.

Naomi found that out the hard way.

LIKE (12)
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Nancy in NC Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Wonderful article that suggests to me that it's past time for Americans to forget the R and D

teams, and get on the liberty train. It's about to leave the station, and unlikely to come our

way again for decades, if ever.

LIKE (12)
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Jennifer S Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I cannot believe how beautiful and true your words are... and how amazing it is that you have

arrived where you are. Thank you for these truths that you are speaking.

LIKE (12)

Ms. P Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Wow. This is a stunning analysis. I've experienced similar in my world - just mentioned once

Ron DeSantis was doing good things to protect kids, and I was shrieked at, at an outdoor

patio, causing everyone to turn and stare.

This is perhaps the most profound statement I found in this piece:

"Above all it horrified me because the Left thus had departed from the post-Enlightenment

metric of “is it true?” to return to a pre-rational metric of “is this within our tribe and

according to our rituals and our cult?”

Bravo!
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John Cougar Misanthrope Apr 29 · edited Apr 29

As a former "liberal" SJW who evolved through life experience into an independent

conservative, I struggle to understand the ethos that defines the so-called contemporary

"left".

They are no longer anti-establishment. The common denominator is that they have

become statists, authoritarians, and praetorian guards for the oligarchs and the elite.

They are anti-constitution, anti-faith, and pro-war yet they see themselves as morally

superior.

Was it Trump Derangement Syndrome that brought them to this point or did the

evolution start with the introduction of the surveillance state in the wake of 9/11? Were

two decades of social engineering and propagandizing that effective?

What do they stand for and why is it that the mere mention of Ron DeSantis or Tucker

Carlson results in the visceral shrieking that you described? It's cult behavior.

The always brilliant gato malo offers an explanation:

https://boriquagato.substack.com/p/asches-to-ashes-all-fall-down?utm_source=post-

email-

title&publication_id=323914&post_id=118022242&isFreemail=false&utm_medium=emai

l

LIKE (7)
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Paul Apr 30

I think it falls in between Trump and 9/11. It was Barack Hussein who broke the left

from their last connections with reality. The dreamy speeches littered with "Hope

and Change" and the willingness to weaponize the government (IRS and more)

against conservatives was the new model for the leftists looking for endless power.

Since they "are" morally superior, anything goes to further the cause. The ends

justify the means. Truly dangerous territory. ---- As an aside, "Safe and Effective"

always reminded me of "Hope and Change." (both meaningless)

LIKE (1)

John Cougar Misanthrope Apr 30

Great comment. I struggle with it as the days following 9/11 are fresh in my

mind and the tactics used to drum up support for the neocon 'Global War on

Terror' mirror the current 5th Generation Warfare tactics being used by the

authoritarians and their statist supporters in the contemporary left.
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Naomi Wolf talked about it in her 2007 book, The Fall of America. COVID and

the Russia Threat, replaced the GWOT, the left became the establishment, but

the tactics remained the same.

I think you are spot on as to the significance of Obama. The Obama campaign

were the ones who first recognized the power of social media to drive public

opinion as we witnessed the marshaling Facebook to rally support from Obama

in the 2008 Election.

From that time forward, the major social media players were firmly in the DNC

camp and, as always, the GOP/conservatives were miles behind. Social media

has been the principle means by which contemporary leftist thought is socially

engineered and propagated.

LIKE (1)
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Ms. P Apr 29

That was an excellent read!
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R. Scott Allen Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Great article! Thanks for standing up for values and opinions shared by many of us.

The debate has moved from political parties versus political parties, to state-sponsored

fascism versus freedom; this was proven conclusively with the twitter files, and the

government censorship of anyone telling the truth, from liberals such as yourself, to

conservatives like Tucker, to foreign journalists like Assange. Once you see and

hear the truth, you can’t ever un-see it.

LIKE (11)
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Deb Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

You, and Tucker, are wonderful! And like you, I have not always believed that about Tucker.

Tucker's recent videos make me cry. Because he is SO passionate, and such a "true and real"

person. As are you. I am at the stage in my grieving process (for the loss of American ideals)

that I am just sad. Sad about what we all have experienced as Americans, as a new dystopia

rolls in and exposes its underbelly. Despite my sadness, I have hope, in no small measure,

because people like you and Tucker exist and speak from your hearts. Powerful voices

indeed!

LIKE (11)
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Kathleen Carlin Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Love how you write Naomi. It's elegant and truthful. I have followed you for years and was

also a liberal but I don't recognize the liberals of today. What happened to Peace, Love and

Brotherhood? And what is causing so many intelligent people to follow lockstep to tyranny.

It's mind boggling and frankly frightening. My hope is that with enough people like you and

others we will stop the march to the abyss.
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Coachella Chica Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

What happened to the former Democrat party "liberals" is that "the Left" hijacked the

party decades ago. Liberals actually have more in common with conservatives on many

levels than they do with "the Left". Read Dennis Prager's "Still the Best Hope" for the

best explanation I've ever heard of the many differences between liberal and left

ideology in America.
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cricket1776 Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you for this post. I am 76, but grew up in the America you describe. I was introduced to

you by Steve Bannon on Warroom. I had already had covid and everybody knows that once

you had something, you got natural immunity and did not need a vaccine.

When my doctor had covid (serious bad case) as soon as she got better, she had the vaccine,

had covid again, and even sicker the second time. She had to be vaxxed or she would be

fired. Is it medical school or obediance training?

I got "othered" at my job at an academic library in November 2015. I came to work in a

cheerful mood, not hysterical grief, when Hillary lost. I hung on till 2019 because we needed

the money, then retired in disgust.

My best friend of 30 years dumped me because of Trump. Two years later I sent her a copy of

The Bodies of Others, in the hope she might read it because you were known as a liberal once

upon a time.

My husband and I never got the vax, neither did our grandaughter. But both my daughters

did, required by their jobs. My greatest regret is there will be no more granchildren for us.

LIKE (11)

Mark Much Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Wonderful essay, Naomi, but Hillary will not like when she hears that you said that our country

is now led by elite-captured traitors to our country. It's good that you have a husband who

knows how to protect you from these traitors.
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knows how to protect you from these traitors.
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Second Class Citizen Second’s Substack Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you, once again, Naomi, for your comments.

I too could not stand Tucker and I dont even know why.. maybe it was because when i did see

him, he was always smirking and mockingly laughing and i had a visceral reaction to him (not

even hearing what he had to say). I couldnt stand Trump either... he was too arrogant for me

and I had no idea about him as a person. The MSM just pushed out the negatives and I fell for

it. Dont get me wrong, they both still irritate me in many ways, but what they are doing and

have done for the world has made more of an impact on me then anything they have said.

I see both Conservatives and Democrats as my enemy now so I look for those that are here to

make things better, tell the truth and help me through this tangled web of liars. You are now

on my list of folks I now listen to and respect because you had the courage to be honest with

yourself and see for yourself what has been really going on. I look forward to hearing what

you have to say next... but will hold you to the fire if I feel you are off balance. Again, thank

you for standing firm!
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Transcriber B Transcriber B’s Substack Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Bravo
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Dawn Kluver Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I so very much respect your humility and wisdom.

LIKE (10)

Ed Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Very nice long commentary. It also paints an insightful picture of what elite D.C. was like in the

1990s--a social milieu completely alien to me and most people I know. And yet, as you say,

there was a shared agreement that people "can disagree without being disagreeable,"

allowing that communication and cross-pollination of ideas vital for a thriving country.

I saw the media problems start when I was in college during the early 1970s, first with the

trend toward "New Journalism" (using fiction writing techniques in journalistic stories)--

which seemed innocent enough at the time. But then the grizzled, fiercely independent

newspaper veterans who were the first wave of TV journalists (Cronkite, Safer, Huntley and

Brinkley, and others) were replaced by younger, more photogenic Happy Faces who had no
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journalistic background. So they didn't bring with them any sense of traditional journalistic

values and ethics.

Later, when I was in J-school in the late 1970s, we were still expected to be objective and

accurate. We had to put aside our biases and report stories as objectively as possible. But

that seemed to vanish as New Journalism was replaced by Advocacy Journalism--which

completely abandoned any pretense of embracing objectivity.

Looking back, I think it was a sign of the coming decline of both public discourse and politics

as a whole.

Thanks for shining a light on that. We desperately need to give new life to those old,

traditional values.

They worked.
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Chris Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Following up on an earlier comment … we used to be steadfast watchers of the Hayes-

Maddow-O’Donnell news block. I was offered the opportunity to hear Tucker speak at the

Reagan library years ago which I ungraciously declined. He was reprehensible, or so I

thought. Russiagate, the pandemic, and the deplatforming of you, Dr. Wolf, and so many

other important voices changed all of that. Tucker is a voice of reason, even if you may not

agree with his position on a given issue.
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Mike Bond In Bond's Opinion Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Some of us still believe in America; we are what was known once before as the silent majority.

And when the madness become too great to ignore, we will retake the high ground.

LIKE (10)
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Nancy Monahan Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Tucker attended the same prep school as my kids. They were schooled in the Socratic

method of teaching/learning and I always felt Tucker and his show exemplified that skill set. I

would concur that almost everyone who "hates" him and his show rarely seemed to have

watched him to make their own judgement.

LIKE (9)

Amuzed_Traveler Apr 28

Same with Rush Limbaugh in his time.
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Sangreal Apr 28

Tucker and Rush are not even a close comparison. Rush was a bully, I could hardly

bare to listen to his bellicose ranting and he lied often and then said it was true.

People don't research what people say enough or follow the origins of stories. (I try

to listen to all points of view).

LIKE
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Dena Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thanks for writing such an honest, heartfelt piece(eulogy). I never missed Tucker &

remember the times you were on his show. I was pleasantly surprised by your courageous

outspokenness on vaccine harms, as few from the left / liberals would stray from the

accepted cult-like narrative. It was just the beginning; Covid & vaccines being the impetus of

many other bad things uncovered. There’s a real push to erase women, the beauty & miracle

of womanhood. The leftist push to eliminate title IX by reinventing its intent & definition for

one. Who knew we would have to define “what is a woman “ in order to know what a woman

is! Everyone can notice that this transgender in sports issue goes only one way - men

infiltrating women sports in order to dominate. Where are the feminists?

LIKE (9)
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hope Apr 28

"where are the feminists?"

I found one - doing God's work!

"Meghan Markle is set to be awarded the 2023 Women of Vision Award next month —

and it will be presented to her by none other than Gloria Steinem."

The now muted feminists have turned into cartoon characters. Time to put that word to

bed as it is meaningless.
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werpor werpor’s Substack May 4

COVID is a manifestation of the power of the trans-State to injure society enough to

justify stepping on our freedoms and liberties. COVID is a false flag — promulgated to

test societies readiness and willingness to obey the diktats of the Globalist Overlords.

Freedoms and liberties do not exist in a Gulag.

LIKE

Danny Huckabee Apr 28
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Danny Huckabee Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I was brought up as a yellow dog Democrat in TX and we were liberal on some issues, not so

much on others. There was an old saying that conservatives thought liberals were good

people with bad ideas. Liberals thought conservatives were just bad people. That's why your

friends treat like you've got monkey pox: they can't imagine Tucker, or anyone on the right,

being anything but the worst sort of ogre. You've given up a lot of your long time friends and

associates and I'm certain that hurt financially and personally. But your truth and courage has

helped save untold lives from early death and suffering. History will show you to be the hero

and will be very kind to you, and your former friends, the ones who have a reckoning coming.

Danny Huckabee
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Dawn Slike Apr 28

Amen
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Liberty4all Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you, Naomi. So beautifully and truthfully written!

".. our nation is led entirely now by elite-captured traitors"

"We did not used to call the aggregate of all of those ideals, “conspiracy theories.”

We used to call them, America"
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John Haupt Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Nailed it! How do we recapture what we lost rather than just bemoan where we are?

LIKE (9)

Writes Match Your Batch The Latest from Match Your Batc… Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you for your work. Vax injury awareness needs to continue.

You may be interested in this new, free, powerful tool for anyone to easily search VAERS and

see summarized results. You can search by batch number or symptoms, as well as location,

age, vax date, and more.

Searching https://matchyourbatch.org/ VAERS records for: ( Manufacturer: Janssen, Pfizer-

Biontech, Moderna, Novavax, Unknown ) ( Type: Covid19, Covid19-2 )

1,547,355 events reported through April 14, 2023
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Of which: 35,152 died 2.3% | 37,337 life-threathening 2.4% | 65,253 permanently disabled

4.2% | 5,418 possible miscarriage or stillbirth 0.4%

NOTE: VAERS receives reports for only a small fraction of actual adverse events. (Source:

CDC)

Share this tool with anyone wondering if their batch(es) had VAERS reports submitted and the

associated symptoms or severity. You can enter multiple batch numbers at the same time.

https://matchyourbatch.substack.com/p/matchyourbatchorg-countering-we-dont
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Match Your Batch The Latest from Match Your Batc… Apr 28

A tailored search at matchyourbatch.org for you, Naomi -

VAERS records for: ( Type: Covid19, Covid19-2 ) ( Manufacturer: Janssen, Pfizer-

Biontech, Moderna, Novavax, Unknown ) ( Symptom: Menstrual disorder, Menopausal

symptoms, Menometrorrhagia, Menopause, Menstrual discomfort, Menstruation

delayed, Menstruation irregular, Premenstrual pain, Premenstrual syndrome,

Intermenstrual bleeding, Heavy menstrual bleeding )

32,938 events reported through April 14, 2023

Of which: 5 died 0.0% | 249 life-threatening 0.8% | 2,612 permanently disabled 7.9% |

449 possible miscarriage or stillbirth 1.4%

NOTE: VAERS receives reports for only a small fraction of actual adverse events.

(Source: CDC)
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Sherilyn Wells Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Aside from the fact that I occasionally need to have a dictionary close at hand as I read :-), I

am smitten with Naomi's writing, logic, honesty, integrity, and courage. I share none of her

background and yet, time and again, I find that she speaks for me with a precision and insight

sans pareil. She makes facts and eloquence her "weapon" instead of vitriol, unlike so many

other contemporary "pundits." I thank whatever sublime Source that orchestrates this

creation for her presence at this point in history and for her decision to pursue the truth over

the comfort of continuing a cosy acceptance by "her side" of the aisle. Bravo Naomi, mille

merci, mahalo nui loa, and may you be honored as our history is written as one of the major

heroes of our time.
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Mike Howard Where were You and Hear We Are Apr 29

Yes, She certainly has a great skill for writing.
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Truth 101 Truth’s Substack Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I am surrounded by friends and acquaintances who have been recently diagnosed with

multiple ailments from pericarditis, breast cancer reoccurrence, breast mass benign,

temporary paralysis, seizure, speech aphasia and basal cell cancer at the injection site and

one friend's daughter required c-section delivery at 28 weeks due to mother's pre-

eclampsia. Your words give me hope that the truth will be exposed.
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Rocky Tapscott Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

It is so nice to have you over on Team Reality Naomi. We need millions more to wake up to

what has been happening before it's too late.
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Sangreal Apr 28

Also, long before others, Naomi was shouting about the problem with the reduction

of our rights, in the 'Patriot Act', in her book, 'End of America.'
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ratskins Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Naomi: Many of us have trod the same path as you. I went to Vietnam war protests,

graduated from a hippie "free school", and attended Evergreen State College, the most leftist

college in the country. But over time many perceptions have flipped 180 degrees. I'm sure

you know what I'm talking about. But I still want clean air and water! But I should add that

conservatives don't want to live in a dirty world either. Nobody wants to toss a 50 gallon drum

of mercury into the local estuary.
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Scott Whiteman Scott Whiteman’s Experience Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Confessions: I would never never read you in the ‘90s. I hang on your words 30 years later

(though I’m still a “conservative” white guy).
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FreedomFighter Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Unfortunately, some of your former circle are now intent on destroying America. What is

America? It is our border, language, culture, love of freedom. All of which is being destroyed.

If those progressive, communists, globalists accomplish their goals, America will no longer

exist. It is not too late to save America, but time is rapidly fleeting.

We are so happy you are now awake and see the light of truth. Thank you for being a true

American.
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Carolyn Carolyn’s Newsletter Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Dr. Naomi, please realize they were NEVER really your friends nor supporters. Now you

understand how we have been treated for years. You lived in a make believe lie. Now your

eyes are seeing. Welcome to the real world. GOD is always there for us. HE loves us. Is ready

to forgive us. Welcome home.
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Gwaihir Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Fabulous article. So measured, so sane, so rare these days. Thank you for all you do. You are

in the world for such a time as this. Blessings to you.
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Holly Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Like so many others, you bring tears to my eyes. We recognize you and Tucker as warriors for

all that is good and true.
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john dallas Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

The left better be careful what they cheer for....Tucker has been let out of his cage & his

muzzle is gone....Free to speak "TRUTH to POWER.....Lord knows we need much more Truth!

Thank You Naomi for seeking & reporting Truth! [I loved your Heartfelt message]
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Jennifer S Apr 28

Oh yeah! Watch out!!!
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Beatrix (Trixie) Burneston Artist in the Wild Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Amen! Hallelujah! Thanks for continuing to call a spade a spade! Traitors, indeed. I'm appalled

by how many former friends and colleagues are still pro-mask...it's an outrage to me now, as

the passing of time has continued to wear down our rights and opportunities, as well as the

basic integrity and decency of DISCUSSION that I once took for granted too.

I was cancelled by the woke-sters in 2017 and it showed me that I no longer shared basic

values with people I had once considered "chosen family". But my values are baked into how I

walk, talk and AM in the world. And I was willing to take the blows for them. Their approach

was so mean and hysterical, whereas my spiritual training (yoga and western esoteric

traditions) had taught me that we get what we give in the world. And my Christian

grandmother taught me unconditional love and to treat others how I want to be treated.

ALWAYS. Not sometimes or when they agree with me.

My old career and former community was completely taken away from me, but I kept my soul

and sleep well every night. It was a huge loss at the time, but I am stronger than ever and I

agree with you that this is the fight of our lives.
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janneli miller Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I want to join the others in thanking you for this piece- In the pandemic I found Tucker Carlson

to be a voice that needed to be heard as he would say what others dared not to- and I was

ever so glad to see you there too “speaking truth to power” as they say- But I found I couldn’t

tell “liberal” “friends” he was spot on (at times-). I was ridiculed & ostracized for listening to

and agreeing with him! And as the madness continued/s I found those few of us who used to

be left leaning “liberals” but kept our minds open became the real friends & one way to

realize that was when we’d look at each other after cheering on something Tucker had

presented- we’d be smirking and laughing while the so called liberals looked at us in horror-

How could you actually “like” Tucker? And who knew we’d be choosing Tucker over NPR! But

there it is/was and you’ve articulated it all so well- I want to say to you both- keep on! We

need your voices! Thank you for this essay! (and I would never call myself a liberal right now-

or “progressive” or any of the labels. Just an ordinary citizen who can think for myself-

imagine that!!! Bless you-
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Sangreal Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I think you are allowed to speak, in the 'captured' venues, as long as you are towing the 'party

line' and then in a limited fashion of succession, as long as you employ the 'us/them' tribalism

being instituted into the systems and atmosphere/ egregore. What you absolutely cannot and
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must not do, is 'have a conversation' and listen to each other's points of view.
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Brandy Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

That was so satisfying to read. So much honesty in a time when honesty is increasingly rare.

Wasn’t it Orwell who coined the phrase “wrong think”? The media and political groups have

successfully tricked people into willingly closing off all communications with people who have

diverse opinions and perspectives by painting voices of reason/concern /opposition as

“wrong thinkers”. You’re not even allowed to listen to wrong thinkers, or you become tainted.

This is essentially the brainwashing that allowed the medical field to keep on following the

NIH and CDC recommendations, despite how illogical everything they recommend was. I

would wager that those doctors don’t want to know more than what their hospital

administrators roll out for standard care and treatments. They were most likely conditioned

this way during medical school?

You could see this culture of avoiding wrong think building against the “anti-vaxxers” for

several years prior to Covid. Vaccinate your children = being a good person. Not vaccinating

your children = bad, selfish, ignorant. It’s been a powerful psy-op. And a lucrative one. And it

set us up for the pandemic response catastrophe. I do not think money was/is the main

objective but it certainly played a roll.

It seems to me that the flourishing of social media has allowed this avoidance of listening to

wrong-thinkers to really become much stronger than it could possibly have been without the

constant moral one-upping that, apparently, humans are naturally inclined to do. It must be

our innate longing for, and need of, community support systems and to be included. We want

everyone to think we are good and we are desperate for that approval. With the social 24/7

monitoring of people’s “goodness”, AI has been able to easily manipulate the public into

whatever it wants. I scroll through the Facebook news feed just to see what and how they

want me to think. It’s entertaining. The message that ‘you are good

(educated/intelligent/sofisticated/caring etc) if you support this’ and ‘you are bad if you say or

support that”, has driven people into an irrational madness. I was literally not able to talk

people into seeing how defunding the police was a bad idea. On what planet would it make

sense to stop paying law enforcement a living wage? I still have a friend wearing masks and

carrying around a portable air filter.

AI is powerful and understands human nature more than we seem to understand it ourselves.

It makes us easy targets of their manipulation. I do not see how we can overcome this, as a

whole, but at least many of us are seeing it for what it is. What a strange world today is. Every

time has its challenges, I suppose. This is ours. And it’s making the voluntary enslavement of

the entire world a real, actual possibility. I’m anxious and nervous to see where we are in ten
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the entire world a real, actual possibility. I’m anxious and nervous to see where we are in ten

years. Having people speak reasonable words gives me some hope. Thank you.
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Sangreal Apr 28

Great comment, this too, gives me hope that people care and are thinking beyond the

binary constraints of AI/binary codes. Us/them dialectic. It is soul-crushing. Thank you.
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Judy Kaplan Warner Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you for this insightful and gracious piece, Naomi Wolf. Your open-mindedness is a

great blessing as it shows how we can bring people with differing viewpoints together in

search of the truth rather than driving them apart as they search for the flaws of their

opponents. I posted it on Lucianne.com, a conservative site; it received some very

appreciative and grateful comments. If you want to read them, they're here:

https://www.lucianne.com/2023/04/28/the_crime_of_talking_to_tucker_carlson_106892.html
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Dr Naomi Wolf Apr 28 Author

That is very nice but please tell that commentator that it was not I who offered Pres

Clinton a "BJ". Def not on my bucket list.
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BigGuy49 Apr 28
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Barbara Roberts Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you for sharing your thoughts, Naomi. I have listened to your conversations with Eric

Metaxas and Tucker and have learned so much. Keep speaking out and encouraging others

to do so. Those of us who love our freedom must stand together!!!
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Lino D'Ischia Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Ms. Wolf: This perspective you expressed is why you find yourself black-balled by the Left:

"Whatever 'side' we were on, we journalists and commentators all took pride in that mission.

Truth existed. We would hunt it down, by God, and make our case for it."

Thank you for standing up for the truth. It is our only hope for freedom.
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Thank you for standing up for the truth. It is our only hope for freedom.
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Susan Reeder Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Well said Dr. Wolf. Who could ever have predicted pre-Covid that our alliances with what we

thought were shared ideologies could shift so drastically. Left leaning groups who worked

tirelessly for equity and women's rights have been kidnapped by transgender nonsense and

cancel culture that is destroying what it means to be a woman and what it means to have free

speech. It is the right leaning values that are upholding traditional ideologies. What has

happened to the West?
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Letsrock Apr 28

Indoctrinated by Khazarian Mafia.
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Kinev Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thanks for this one. You are a jewel in our tattered fabric.
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Dennis D. Duffy Courage, Bravery & Parrhesia Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

And, thank you for being true to freedom, liberty, truth, and the real application of the First

Amendment. We are lost without it.
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Elizabeth Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

More words of wisdom from the wise Dr Naomi Wolf.
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Lisa Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Journalists have disgraced themselves as obsequious cowards serving the regime. Tucker

Carlson was one of the very few willing to question the narrative and scrutinize facts that

didn’t add up.
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Susan Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Spectacularly important piece. Thanks so much for your continuing courage in the midst.

There is more and more awakening, and you are part of that enlightenment. Keep strong, and
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know that you are a blessing and a light, giving us courage, in turn.
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BerryFarmer Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

In regards to Tucker's presence on Fox, there was a saying in the protest movement in the

60s, "You can't use the master's tools to dismantle the master's house." This will not be

allowed, and Tucker found this out the hard way.

The Cabal didn't create and fund the media juggernaut only to have its airtime taken over by

upstarts like Tucker and outsiders like Dan Bongino. They are panicked by the fact that

"unapproved" opinion is so popular, and will fight to the corporate death to wrest control of

the narrative back into their hands. No, they really don't care if Fox loses half its viewers and

income due to the loss of their most popular anchor. Heck, they would fund MSM propaganda

networks at a loss if they had to.
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Gringa Tejana Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Wonderful article. But seriously, how do we get these other people to open their freakin eyes

to the truth? Thank you for all you do!
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Sotto Voce Apr 28

The only way I know is to speak the truth always. Refuse the "narrative". Tucker spoke

about this in his Twitter post. If everyone who doesn't believe the institutional liars would

speak the truth with unwavering conviction, it would throw sand in their gears. And

courage is contagious.
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Sandra Slivka Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Awesome Naomi. The best piece I have read on what this moment means in American history.
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Vincent Oliveri Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

One of the beautiful things emerging out of our steady march back into the Middle Ages is

seeing people on the left and right coming together. I never thought I, a conservative, would

be regularly reading you, or listening to Jimmy Dore or Glenn Greenwald or Russel Brand or

Kim Iversen, but I do. I don't agree with them all of the time, but I don't DISagree with them all

of the time either. So there is at least something hopeful about our present political and

epistemological moment.
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epistemological moment.
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Marion Apr 28 · edited Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I have experienced the same, though from the opposite side of the spectrum. Before all

this I considered myself a far-left liberal, and I generally believed the liberal media

sources I followed. Now I don't feel any label applies, and I'm far more aware of the

absolute lies mainstream media concocts to smear people on both sides. Having an

open mind and actually listening/connecting with others feel absolutely vital to me now;

ignoring or knee-jerk hating people with whom we think we don't agree is a luxury we

can no longer afford. Doubtless this was always true, but the stakes have become crazy

high.
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BirdyB Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I also had to do a 'turn around' on Carlson AND Bannon - actually the only reason I watched

Bannon was because you were on his show. I believe there are many of us - including Carlson

(don't know about Bannon) who had had to do an about face and offer an apology up for

what we believed then, and what we have come to realize is the truth now. I think it might be

put under the heading 'being human'. Now I believe he is primed for more and better as a free

agent - he is on a journey as are we all who has seen the starkness of the future - I am not a

Trump fan, I don't believe he is the 'one' to turn things around, but with the numbers he

gathers about him, the numbers you have gathered and the numbers Carlson gathers, the

truth is getting wider and more noticed... with Schwab announcing an acceleration of the

2030 agenda, we know they are afraid things are slipping - we can use all the numbers we

can get. Thanks much Naomi - in all ways!
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Kim Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Your words often bring me tears. A mix of grief and of deep hope. Thank you.

LIKE (7)
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Jacquelyn Innes Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Totally wonderful and so well said!

Thank you.

LIKE (7)

Roy Hurst Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf
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Roy Hurst Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

"Above all it horrified me because the Left thus had departed from the post-Enlightenment

metric of “is it true?” to return to a pre-rational metric of “is this within our tribe and

according to our rituals and our cult?”"

Preach, Naomi! Preach!
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Pat Wetzel BumpInTheRoad Apr 28

Bingo. And how sad.

LIKE (1)
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Fred Leonard Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thanks for this article. I am a constitutional conservative who was cured of left wing (not

classic liberal) thinking by living life a long time ago. You & Kara Dansky are 2 of my new

heros because you both can see the pursuit of truth through the fog and you’re both valiant

defenders of women
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Ely The Truth Patrol Apr 28

Naomi, I saw you on Fox Nation with Tucker; great stuff. I have now cancelled my subscription

since they cancelled Tucker. My only complaint about your post is that you had to blemish it

with Schumer, who is as vile as they come.
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Nicole Apr 28

True story - I had no idea who he was before you appeared on his show. That is how little

attention I paid to cable news media or who I was supposed to hate as a GenX (former)

Democrat. However, I quickly became a fan as he was one of the few mainstream figures to

question the covid craziness. I wish him all the best wherever he lands next. We need his

voice.

LIKE (11)

JanC1955 Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Another of your masterpieces that also makes me a bit tearful. I’m out west, so Tucker was

my 5pm evening anchor in more ways than one. His was the only TV show I sat down and

watched, and looked forward to 5 days a week. When they cut my anchor, I felt at sea, and

now I no longer know what to, to mark the start of my evening. Tucker also helped me feel

sane in a world gone hard and cold and frightening. The good news, I suppose, is that I’m
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sane in a world gone hard and cold and frightening. The good news, I suppose, is that I’m

apparently so numb from the last 3 years, I don’t feel the loss as acutely as my pre-COVID

self would have. Thanks for your wonderful tribute to Tucker.
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Abbybwood Abbybwood’s Substack Apr 30

I agree. It was one of those moments we will remember. “Where were you when Tucker

lost his show and was censored by FOX?”

I have been in a state of mourning. Like he was politically assassinated through

censorship.
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Kelly Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you Naomi!! You amaze me with your humility and openness.

&
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StClair Tweedie Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you for so doggedly speaking out and holding sacred the truth. We have all been sold

ideological bills of goods over the years in the Washington bubble. The truth is we have o

very much in common and so much at stake in the very survival of our nation and its hope.
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Michael Hangge Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Dr. Naomi Wolf you REALLY care about the Truth. Amen, thankyou for going out on a limb for

all of us.

You & Tucker are priceless!

LIKE (6)

Elizabeth Apr 29 · edited Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

What happened to liberals standing up for the First Amendment? Change just for its own sake

is not real progress if it devolves into madness, collectivism, and tribalism while denying

individual, inalienable rights enshrined in the Declaration of Independence: life, liberty and the

pursuit of happiness. Sometimes I think what happened was a covert coup, so that we woke

up with the pretense of 'America' but in a new, dystopian Marxist reality reminiscent of '1984'

by George Orwell.

Moreover, some conservatives like Tucker Carlson and Steve Bannon are doing what comes

naturally, conserving the American way of life founded upon the principles of US Constitution

and the Bill of Rights. "Give me liberty, or give me death," declared Patrick Henry and was
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and the Bill of Rights. "Give me liberty, or give me death," declared Patrick Henry and was

once the rallying cry of all American patriots, regardless. Thanks, Dr. Wolf, for being true to

liberalism in the classical sense, openhanded and broad-minded, even with those whom you

disagree at times.
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Michael Patterson Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

This is an excellent and passionate plea for a return to the world of sanity, fairness, facts,

rights, and progress that I, many, only a decade ago thought immutable.
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Martha Crawford Christian Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Naomi, I can’t begin to tell you how this article made my heart sing. Your words carry me

along on an amazing journey of deeper understanding every time I read your essays or listen

to you read and comment on the Geneva Bible. I appreciate you totally and am forever in your

debt for the clarity and honesty you bring to the major issues of our time.
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RevMikeyMac Apr 28 · edited Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Having grown up in the 60's/70's like yourself and Tucker (yet a bit older at 65), and as a

"military brat" who spent enough time overseas to "come home" and really appreciate this

country, I resonate in a powerful way with your conclusions:

"And he (Tucker) insists on patriotism, in a time of relentless propaganda and the bribery of

elites that urges us all to drop national identities, cultures, borders and even allegiances.

"This last quality especially makes him dangerous, as our nation is led entirely now by elite-

captured traitors to our country.

"All of these resonances are deeply nostalgic — but they are also what must be saved and

protected as memories and as part of our core belief system, if we are ever to regain our

Republic — and our decency — in the future."

Amen, sister!
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Marie Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Yes you and Tucker are both presenting the truth. Thank you !
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Writes Peter Falkenberg Brown Peter Falkenberg Brown Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf
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Peter Falkenberg Brown Peter Falkenberg Brown Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you, Dr. Wolf, for your uncompromising bravery---and patriotism! I especially

appreciated this statement: "And he insists on patriotism, in a time of relentless propaganda

and the bribery of elites that urges us all to drop national identities, cultures, borders and

even allegiances. This last quality especially makes him dangerous, as our nation is led

entirely now by elite-captured traitors to our country."

Freedom-loving Americans and Westerners have been caught surprised after a hundred

years of "relentless propaganda" attacks by the Marxist Left. We are frogs in pots that are

now boiling over. My prayer is that enough patriots will jump out of the pot and save freedom

before the Left puts us all in gulags or worse. Thank you again for what you do!
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RevMikeyMac Apr 28 · edited Apr 28

It won't just be "the Left" as you put it - the Rinos on the right are just as culpable in this

mess.

Many of us on the right have been awakened from our myopic slumber of nodding like

bobble-heads whenever the GOP claimed we needed to fight another war, or intervene in

another country's politics. Eisenhower and JFK were both right, but we weren't listening:

the military industrial complex (including the CIA and FBI, etc.) is never satisfied, it

always wants more of our sons and daughters, and more of our hard earned tax dollars

to enrich its contractors (and the corrupt politicians themselves)...

I'm wondering if we will now listen to another Kennedy, RFK, Jr., as he cuts through so

much of the political smoke and mirrors to diagnose how we got here. No, I don't agree

with him on everything, but he is speaking truth "for such a time as this."

LIKE (3)

Writes Peter Falkenberg Brown Peter Falkenberg Brown May 3

I agree.... the GOP has not done its job. During the first two years of Trump's term,

when they had the House and Senate, they could have revolutionized America, by

passing a slew of laws (approved!) on topics like:

* a balanced budget

* term limits

* recover control of the monetary system from the Fed. Reserve

* remove the excessive arms and munitions purchased by admin departments (e.g.

Social Security)

* replace the FBI and remove the laws making firing of Deep State employees next
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to impossible

* kick wokeism out of the military and fire top brass who were woke

* remove all public funding from woke colleges

* eliminate the Dept of Education

* and on and on and on.

If they won't act when they have a super-majority, when will the GOP act? SHAME

ON THEM.

LIKE
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Cynthia Ford Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

It is the weirdest thing, how people who used to relish debate, who used to listen to opposing

voices, who ascribed, as my friend and I used to, to the old ACLU deontological formula of

"you've got to let the Nazis march in Skokie" as a sort of brake on our own propensities to

think we knew how things should be, no longer think at all and instead huddle in social media

silos, and don't seem to even notice how their thinking (or lack of it) has transmogrified. I get

total outrage and disgust and contempt for being so naive or oblivious as to have listened to a

word Tucker Carlson said from someone celebrating in the FB pile on inside the silo. I was

accused of having gone down a rabbit hole as there was no doubt a very sophisticated psyop

put out there to psychoanalyze those that have been red pilled so the narrative holds up. I get

it all the time, so and so is evil, so and so is Republican (synonymous with evil lol), as if the

label or the epithet is definitional. I think of them now as Moonies, or devotees of the

Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh, cults that were around when California was a liberal paradise.

Someone on another platform was mentioning Robert J. Lifton's "thought terminating cliche,"

how it defines cults, only in this cult the axiom is that everyone else is in a rabbit hole or cult

and they are the rational democratic liberal ones. It is so freaking sophisticated. It reminds

me, sometimes, of that old Stooges routine on Niagara Falls "slowly I turned" Thank you for

this. With the center not holding, all that has been known to us flying apart (Plath's "I break

apart in pieces that fly about like clubs"), "all that is solid melting into air," it is so mirroring

and settling to read your work.

LIKE (6)

Letsrock Apr 28

While I usually abhor labels, the one word I'm not hearing is 'fascist' to describe the

leftist m.o. As a Constitutional Republic it's most disturbing that this mentality even

exists here.

As an aside, BS Rajneesh has rebranded and reestablished himself as Osho w a whole
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new set of devotees. I believe in India. God willing he will stay there.
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Nancy in NC Apr 28

That drives me crazy too. Maybe people shy away from the Fascist moniker because

of Hitler. But it's starting to look more like the Germany of the 1930s everyday. IG

Farber has changed its name I think, but Bayer is still there.

LIKE (2)
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Sangreal Apr 28

Part of this whole psyop, is the weaponization of words, like ~'woke'...not a fa of the

'red pilled' label as someone being 'aware' or 'woke' either. No pilled is better, but

people see things that string them along into a form of consciousness they didn't

have, and they seem to not be able to help themselves but to repeat the

programming within the material that first 'woke' them up. We are so far behind,

they have been at this since WWII and Operation Paperclip, or longer.

People learn some actual truth, conspiracy's that are very true/real, and then they

go off on the 'flat earth' rant, proving they are clueless about Eratosthenes for

instance.

LIKE
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Jane Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

They are in a cult but don’t know it. Or a gang. Or a matrix. Their brains, like the country, are

captured. I’m not sure if they can wake up.
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LadyLiberty Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Profound. True and Beautifully Written. Thank you.
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Debby Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

LadyLiberty you said exactly what I was going to say.

Thank you Naomi for the post.

LIKE (2)

Sharon Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

What a beautiful, heartfelt article! I first saw you as one of our lifelines when you appeared on
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What a beautiful, heartfelt article! I first saw you as one of our lifelines when you appeared on

Tucker. I’m a DC native but somehow was always conservative, now living in the free state of

Florida, of course. But I still read The Washington Post every day so I know how the other side

thinks. My husband is loving your Geneva Bible readings too!
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cgg Apr 28 · edited Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

A friend of mine has long observed that the fact that casual socializing in the political class

seems to have gone the way of the dodo bird has a direct correlation to the demise of our

national conversations. An entire generation has been taught to reflexively scream "cooties!"

Which in turn stops any conversation. At this point, I think this is by design.

I have brought this up with a few people, and while it is acknowledged, they slip back into

"well, it is the D/R fault," depending on what team they associate with. I have started to push

back and say no; this goes further than that. This is not left/right/red/blue. Do we have our

differences? Of course we do. That is human.

But we have far more in common than is acknowledged. The question we should all be asking

is why the push to focus with an almost religious fervor on what divides us rather than unites

us? Why the need to divide and conquer? And who specifically benefits and what are their

motives?
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Truth Seeker Apr 28

I'd like to think you are right about our common ground, but what concerns me is that

the division seems to be due to real differences in opinions and fundamental values.

When I talk with my liberal friends with whom I thought I had a lot in common, I learn that

they are okay with open borders, abortion till the moment of birth, sexualizing (and even

mutilation) of children, having a president with dementia (one even said it's just that he

had a stutter when he was a child), a terrible economy, mask and "vaccine" mandates,

and somehow it all gets back to . . . hate Trump. It's become impossible to talk with

them, and frankly I don't how we get back together. The chasm between us has become

too wide.

I should add that I'm not surprised by this--even back in 1970 at Berkeley, the flouting of

traditional values and disdain for America was the norm. The seeds have been sown for a

very long time.
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Well, it is not an easy thing! 

"

 As you pointed out in your last sentence, the seeds
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Well, it is not an easy thing! 

"

 As you pointed out in your last sentence, the seeds

have been sown for a very long time. But I think the key is to take it back to the very

basics and not focus on the hot buttons - those are the distractions. I am not saying

they aren't important; they aren't going away, but we need to be reminded of the

foundation and build upon that - life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness, for lack of

a better phrase. Does that sound a little pollyannish? Maybe. But in the end, don't

we all want to be happy?
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Truth Seeker Apr 28

Thanks for that, cgg. Pollyanna got a bum rap--there's nothing wrong with

looking for the positive. But after all the tearing down, I honestly wonder if we

have a common foundation anymore. I see so much of this as a spiritual battle-

-beyond anything I can fully understand.
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Love Activist Love Activist Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Bravo Naomi.
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Christopher L. Calkins Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Naomi, dear sister your mastery of the English language is eloquent, enlightening, piercing

and clear. Thank You in 35 languages for being a hard core seeker and speaker of truth. This

is what all journalist once were and now are few and far between. Please see CHD.com,

Brighteon.com and StopTheCrime .net . Big Blessings of Light and Love.

In Purpose

Christopher L. Calkins RN
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Charlene Dennen Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you again for another article that outlines "truth" so beautifully. I particularly enjoyed

your description of DC in the early 90's. I was there in the late 80's and fondly remember the

camaraderie between those of different political persuasions and how it made every party

fun!! I live far from DC now and can't imagine how miserable those parties must be now!!

I do agree with Tucker's tweet...I believe the "truth" will win out, one way or another. If not in

man's eyes, it will in GOD's eyes...and that's the only one that matters.

Continuing to pray for you:)
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Ellen GEE Apr 28

God bless you Naomi. As a die hard conservative, your voice has always been the one on the

other side that I respected and voraciously read.
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Janice Janice’s Substack Apr 28

It occurred to me as I read this article that Dominion sued, Fox paid, and either no money was

exchanged or they paid and got it back as long as Tucker was sacrificed. Am I wrong? Can we

verify this?
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Duly Noted Apr 28

Naomi Wolf getting interviewed by Tucker Carlson and Steve Bannon wasn't something I

expected to see on my Lockdown Bingo card but the interviews I saw were thought provoking

and important.
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Roy Anderson May 3 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

One of the most succinct, accurate and well thought out articles I have read in a long time.
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Robert Robinson Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I follow both you and Tucker , him because I do agree with most of his politics and know he is

not the man portrayed by the left and you for your vaccine views (RFK Jr as well), this is one

of the most heart felt articles in a long time. Thank you for writing it.
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Joe Dorner Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Somehow I wish we could get the old left and old right to unite to fight this common enemy,

of wokeism or call it what you like. Perhaps we could all unite around Robert Kennedy Jr? I

really enjoyed his speech in which he announced his candidacy. Full disclosure... I'm a Ron

Paul Republican, and I think I'm going to vote for Kennedy Jr.
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Denton Scratch Apr 30

The Old Left and the Old Right will never unite to face their common enemy. Both see
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themselves under attack. But they each fall back upon tactics and habits they are

familiar with. That is how humans everywhere respond when faced with a mortal threat,

they do what they know. The Old-Left responds with calls for tolerance, open-expression

and questioning. That only gave Maoists a bigger beachhead from which to attack

civilization. The Right responds with demands for orderliness, self-restraint and respect

for authority. When those measures are implemented they give the Maoists weapons to

attack civilization. The Old-Left allowed the Maoists in the door. But the Old Right

created the Military-Industrial-Security Complex, wrote the Patriot Act, and established

the "trust authority" ethos that enabled all the Covid mandates. The Right built those

tools but Maoists weaponized them all against us all. Neither the Old-Left or the Old-

Right can defeat the Maoists without abandoning their old mindsets.
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Jan K. Vroman Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you for being a brilliant woman. I have never been disappointed by your thoughts and

writings. I remember seeing you on Tucker Carlson's show. I was thrilled. I remember that you

called him "Mr. Carlson" and wishing you would call him Tucker. But I figured it was your way,

your way of showing respect. I remember what you said and not being shocked. Just

horrified. It is an outrage that you have been so maligned. Please carry it as a torch of truth

with pride. There are so many of us you have educated. You have saved too many to count. I

love the America you write of, and I pray that it survives.
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John Howard Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

While I am pleased that Ms Wolf is finally waking up to the truth that government is the

problem, not the solution, I fear that, like RFK she still believes that if only really sincere,

compassionate, thoughtful, well educated, deep thinkers like herself were in power, the world

would soon become a far better place.

But it won't and the reason is quite simple: power is the problem. The one thing deep thinking

compassionate people like Ms Wolf will never permit is liberty and free markets. They always

have schemes to force "goodness" on others, never realizing that the problem is force itself.

Under all their deep-feeling rhetoric is the notion that 'fairness' trumps 'freedom' - and they

know what is fair and that real freedom is unfair.

For instance, these ever so good people may want to end the unnecessary wars, but it is so

they can spend that loot on educating other people's children or feeding them government

approved diets or giving their parents job training. They have 'programs' in mind, not

freedom.
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In short they want to save America but never, ever want to leave America alone. And like all

the official busy-bodies, they want to continue financing their vast utopian schemes with the

good old extortion racket of taxation, the counterfeiting racket of fractional-reserve banking,

and the monopoly racket of IP law and licensing to benefit the donor class that supports the

gang of parasites called government.

What so few of these deep thinkers ever understand is that Ron Paul was right. Until we end

the IRS and the Federal Reserve, the power lusters and parasites inflicting all this evil upon us

cannot be stopped. Unlimited funding results in unlimited evil.

Worrying about women's reproductive health while ignoring the funding of the instruments of

medical tyranny that are attacking Women's health is a fruitless game.
Expand full comment
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macDuff macDuff’s Substack Apr 29

I wonder what you mean by property rights. Right now all of the property belongs or will

soon belong to BlackRock and Vanguard. There is the problem.

Without some force from somewhere, Those entities will own everything and everybody

else will own nothing.
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John Howard Apr 30

Property rights begin with self-ownership and then extend to other property

obtained by homesteading, gift, or trade. That certainly includes homes, which

BlackRock and Vanguard are buying up (while Bill Gates buys up farm land). But

they won't be buying it all and the real estate market bubble appears to be about to

crash. Like all bubbles, it was inflated by massive injections of counterfeit money

resulting in absurdly low-interest loans made available to the super wealthy.

I do not pretend to have a solution to every new calamity caused by such massive

stealing. I am making the point that stopping the stealing should be our first priority.
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le_berger_des_photons Apr 30

Agreed. My dogs told me they'd chew up and spit out Bill Gates but that they

wouldn't eat him.

LIKE

Michael James Gallagher Apr 29
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A lot of good points there but I too still have faith that the system can and should be the

means of initiating change. What is fruitless is saying that her efforts are fruitless. Other

people will perhaps extend her logic to include the instruments of what you call medical

tyranny. Advancement is incremental.
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John Howard Apr 29

I agree that the 'system' will [continue to] be a means of initiating change. That is

exactly the problem; a system of unlimited looting by parasites is initiating vast

political and cultural changes that most people do not want but cannot stop. Efforts

to stop it will continue to be fruitless until the looting is stopped.

Faith in the 'system' (talking and voting) is no match for the objective reality of

massive, unlimited looting backed up by black-box voting machines, and vast

censorship.
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Michael James Gallagher Apr 29

Pretty hard to disagree with you, but it reminds me of some of my smarter

friends from the 70s. They were supportive of direct action at that time and

dismissive of agit prop. All the direct action of that period did not accomplish

much other than to kill many and set the stage for the intellectual

misappropriation of the present as an alternative rebranding of 70s hard left

ideology.

LIKE

John Howard Apr 29

I am not supportive of 'direct action' other than a) demanding an end to

voting machines and b) demanding an end to looting. The major mistake

being made now by most common sense people is to waste time on all the

other issues while ignoring those two. Without honest elections and

property rights, nothing else will stop the steady progress of evil, which is

accelerating now because the parasites know that many people are

awakening to their evil. "Lockdown" - a prison term - is exactly what they

are up to now.

It is because people allowed the voting machines and continued voting for

the looting - thinking they would benefit at their neighbors expense - that

the mess is now upon us. Too many still see 'representative' government

as a good idea being done poorly rather than an evil idea being done
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as a good idea being done poorly rather than an evil idea being done

thoroughly. As long as common sense people waste their time drawing

attention to the newly minted evils arriving almost daily rather than to the

fundamentals of vote fraud and looting at its root, evil will continue to

flourish.
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Michael James Gallagher Apr 29

You write clearly, but it seems to me that the only way to end the

voting machines and the funding theft would be through some for of

direct action or fast changes. I couldn’t agree more about defending

private property. My government is now proceeding with a weapon

buyback which is the theft of private property.

To stop these actions and limit or end the use of voting machines

would require the acquiescence of the powers that be, something I

don’t see happening when you see that the justice system has

refused to acknowledge the existence of a problem.

My problem with fast changes remains that they often simply produce

a new st of complicated problems when the human beings that take

over after the fast change assert their own agendas.

I am sincerely enjoying this exchange. First time in years.
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macDuff macDuff’s Substack Apr 29

we need to take some of the mentioned weapons and put some

teflon bullets in them and some silencers on them and find out

where the voting machines with the proprietary software are

stored and go and murder those machines. Every one of them.

Hopefully in a way where they don't find out until the day of the

election that it has happened. Surely the doofuses with the keys

to the storage facilities where the voting machines with the

proprietary software are housed can be bought off cheaply.

Seems like it could be a worthwhile project. Spending unlimited

money on new voting machines seems like a better use of that

money than what it's being used for now.

LIKE

John Howard Apr 29
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I am not recommending fast, but rather focused. Focus on

extortion, counterfeiting, monopoly and elections. They are the

disease of stealing which finance all of these many symptoms of

obvious evil.

Actually, thanks to those who are focusing on the voting

machines, they are being outlawed in some locations with great

results. That just needs to be encouraged and publicized.
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macDuff macDuff’s Substack Apr 29

Gangrene is also incremental.
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Heather Gulliver Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I keep on wondering why so many apparently intelligent people keep behaving like

programmed parrots. Interesting essay as always, keep up your great work.
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Catherine Allebe Apr 29 · edited Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you Dr. Wolf for always seeking and speaking the truth no matter the cost to you

personally. I have been watching your appearances on Warroom for the last few years. I

admire your intelligence, courage, humility, honesty and your obvious deep love for our

country and citizenry. You will be remembered as one of the few courageous heroes that

stood up and spoke out for truth. God bless you!
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Natalie Stevens Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Dr. Wolf, I find your writing here and throughout these past few years so inspiring.

First and foremost because you speak in “common sense” and “humility”. Two characteristics

that have seemingly all but vanished from much of our culture.

When we humble ourselves and use our God-given common sense, we are set on a path for

true learning and understanding. I, for one, have been on this road intensely for the past 3

years.

When I read this, I see your humble heart. I see someone who, like many of us, has been

beaten to a pulp by those who cling to their fear of “the others” whomever the others may be.

The common thread I see in many, if not all who have risen up on the side of truth is their
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The common thread I see in many, if not all who have risen up on the side of truth is their

understanding of PURE EVIL in a new and profound way.

You are a seeker, and I place myself in that category as well. You seek God, seek truth, seek

justice, seek answers.

I don’t see politics anymore, I see those who are searching, and those who are stuck.

My belief is that God and God alone holds the truth, and to those seeking and searching with

humility and common sense, he will reveal himself more and more.

May God bless you for your vulnerability to bring this sort of needed public discourse front

and center.
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Marc Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Why can we open to truth our colleagues and families will not - what is the ‘key’?

Is it what we love & desire that opens the door?

Is it belief in G’d?

Is it having independence in our work lives?

I know close family members who voted for JFK, RFK and hung pictures and quotes of these

men and even named children after them but will NOT even watch RFKJr’s Presidential

announcement speech in Boston.
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mzlizzi Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

OMG! Your depiction of that DC social Venn diagram--I can only imagine those delicious

conversations!
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jean Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Little sister you did not get contaminated by Mr. Bannon and Mr. Carlson you got cooties;

when as a five and six year old I learned about this dreadful condition I was mystified and

frankly, terrified. There is a growing number of people afflicted with cooties. Cooties can be

eradicated by putting blinders on. Loosing prejudices is liberating. I have learned to

appreciate and love you, little sister.
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Janna Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

And soon it will be........ "How can you talk to Naomi Wolf?"
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And soon it will be........ "How can you talk to Naomi Wolf?"
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bee Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

The 80s -90s, we're a time of diversity. Look up the history of BONDS, The Fun House,

Studio 54. Clubs in NYC, going strong with all walks of life and neighborhoods. All getting out

together, dancing, partying. It was a great time. The politicians started speaking of "division

diversity", and been full speed ahead with Obama, who is Mulatto, like many, but ramped it

up. America is the diverse country.
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Jillian Stirling Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

This polarisation is a sad development over the last 10 years all around the world. We used to

be able to agree to disagree and still be friends. This is a very thoughtful and insightful piece

that has set me thinking about this issue which I have been pondering all this week. Thank

you for your gifts and graces.
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Migdia Chinea Migdia’s Newsletter Apr 28

It’s thoughtful, but I have my own irrespective based on lack of access -- if you think

being a toilet cleaner is easy I’ve got brooms for you
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Ripple Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

You've come a long way, Naomi, but you still have a little way to go. You still use the phrase

"people of color" in all seriousness. One day you will realize that it was made up by your

former teammates to purport to bring together ethnicities that have nothing in common with

each other besides being non-white, as a way to try to unite them against oppressive whitey.

"Homophobia" is another made-up word that essentially denotes a thought crime. Those of

us who are red-pilled would never utter or write that word with a straight face.
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Writes Pat Wetzel BumpInTheRoad Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Prescott. I was lucky enough to stumble into a fairly conservative crowd early on and now run

a monthly speakers group and happy hour with...I think we're up to nearly 70 people and

growing! I've lived in prettier places; I've lived in places with better weather; but I've never

had the privilege of living among such a great group of people. That is what makes all the

difference!
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Nan Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Your article is so appreciated, Naomi. Thank you for speaking up -- once Again! As a 2nd

generation Southern Californian who grew up a generation before you, I miss the days when

conversations included many view points with a genuine interest in learning, especially from

differing points of view. Sadly, I am unable to share important truthful-factual information

about Covid, the jab, Fauci, etc nor discuss any other topic that might involve a political

difference with 50+ year friends who are either liberal or who hate anything perceived as

conservative. I personally am more liberal socially and fiscally more conservative-- but I care

about Truth and value others and their opinions -- from where I can learn and grow in

understanding and compassion.

Yes, I listen to Tucker Carlson and although not necessarily in agreement with all of his and

guest commentaries, I appreciated his genuine openness and questioning on many topics --

including your appearances on his and other shows.

Thank you for your courage to speak up and to share your thoughts, research and keen

insights - including about history repeating itself right before our eyes. Thank you for

standing behind others who appreciate and value truth from whatever political party it might

be spoken. May your bravery, character and principles help many more eyes to open to the

truths of our world. 

(
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Larry Pahl Larry’s Substack Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I was honored to be appointed to the Illinois Governors Task Force on Civics Education, and

insisted the Task Force work to get a law passed requiring a Civics course for graduation in IL.

We did! But not just any Civics course. The law required that students must 1) take part in

simulations (mock trials, mock elections, etc) 2) Do service learning in their community and

3) here it is: the course REQUIRES that students engage in the discussion of current and

controversial issues. With a skilled teacher moderating, what a powerful skill for kids to

learn… talking to Tucker. And Schumer. And Trump. And Biden.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Apr 28 Author

Can you send me the bill?
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Naomi, I answered you from the email notice which told me of your question… but it

appears the three answers I have all went in as general comments not bundled to

your question… do you see them in the general comments?
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Tom Butz Tom’s Substack Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Truth is truth and the left has resorted to name calling and accusations rather than a

discussion. This piece shows a solid description of how truth is sought and pursued.
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Theresa McGregor Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

There are still places where the Left and Right can meet for the truth. This is time to salute

you, Tucker Carlson, Steve Bannon and Hillsdale College for not being afraid of the truth.
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Chiadrum Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

This was all festering before Trump. And it was a nuclear explosion after him. Amazing how all

the “smart people” are literally drowning in hate and blind rage. Our species is pathetic.
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Corky Bobbin Drown Later Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Let's say your article is the written communication equivalent of an Olympian gymnast's floor

performance that scored a 10; 10 as in perfection. Your last three sentences "stuck the

landing."
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YourVoiceCounts Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

OPEN LETTER TO TUCKER CARLSON:

MSM is having its way with RFK Jr. Whatever you are going to do, do it quickly. People tend to

formulate opinions early on, at which point it is much harder to move them to reexamine and

change. Your country, We The People, now call upon you to help restore democratic debate

based on long time well established principles of free speech and open honest uncensored

discourse. I believe you were not separated from Fox platform b/c of anything you said or did,

but rather it was b/c of what you could do. Think about it. Watch how ABC lies and Pierce

Morgan falsely labels Robert Kennedy in short clips grinding out a foothold in registered

voters' opinion formulations. We need a strong well followed Voice of the People based on

sound journalistic principles, a fair and unbiased set of short interviews from now until

POTUS contest date, of the two (2) strong candidates emerging from the smoke and dust
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POTUS contest date, of the two (2) strong candidates emerging from the smoke and dust

visited upon us all by MSM since 2020, and you, our Dear Tucker, can and should stand

strong in that light. Kindly consider these words and ask yourself, "Who am I", and "What can

I do for my country?". With respect and deep appreciation for your contributions to date,

Signed: We The People of the United States of America.
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Holly Lovejoy Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you for defining the "tribalism" we see today. It is dividing families and friendships as

well as communities and countries. Indeed tribalism is dangerous. My great grandmother was

a person of pert phrases about life..."let's call a spade a spade." There exists today a version

of the truth which is like the three monkeys...see no evil, hear no evil etc. Thank you for

collecting the data about Phizer

which would have been hidden for 55 years. We need to face the truth, deal with the truth,

and see reality as it really is, not as we wish it to be. We need to charge up our BS detectors

to high alert. We must find a way to keep communicating what is true. Like you, my siblings

and three out of four of the Gen X kids are eye rollers if I so much as open my mouth. I strive

to maintain at least some relationship with them. It really boils down to the sanctity of life and

a belief in God's love for mankind.

I am with you and Tucker. It would be fascinating to sit down and have a great discussion with

either of you.
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StandingUpForAmerica StandingUpForAmerica’s Newslett… Apr 29

Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you for writing 

✍

 this Naomi.
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NoHoHoBo Decollage Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

As amazed as you are, Dr Wolf, that you find yourself agreeing and admiring Tucker Carlson,

so am I to find myself agreeing and admiring you. Thank you, and keep telling the truth.
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Jane Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thanks for the great article Dr Wolf, enjoyed the read though sad you’re one of the few real

journalists still around .. strength and love
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Ann Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you Naomi for reminding me through your words that I grew up around a dinner table

that allowed us to talk freely. What a gift that was. Later in my life I wanted to read any book

that had been banned. It was a source of deep sadness to me that info was not allowed. Had I

known what was coming I would have been shell shocked.
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Helen Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Fascinating article about Tucker Carlson and your perspective. My biggest take away from

this is what you both presently have in common is you are both being vilified and cast out of

the acceptable crowd. You are being shut down, ridiculed, and are an enemy for trying to find

and expose the truth.

The irony is you both come from opposite sides of the political spectrum, and yet you both

are being deliberately marginalized. Strange bedfellows indeed.
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Vincent Oliveri Apr 29

A lot of comments here are suggesting that the right is more open to dissident voices

than the left. Perhaps somewhat, but you're dead on: there is a definite right-wing

establishment that is just as willing to silence people. It just so happens that in this case

it appears to agree with the left-wing establishment about who those voices are. The

right isn't interested in de-platforming people who advocate for burning down cities, but

is all too willing to join the left in de-platforming someone against the war in Ukraine and

covid shots. Curious.
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Letsrock Apr 29

Rinos
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Prairielily Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you for this article and for your investigations and reports on the harms of the covid

vaccines. I appreciate your open mind and excellent writing.
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BRAVO!
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Motoko Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

In one way, reading this explained why it is hard to “get through” to Covidians. Pre-conceived

ideas based on nothing but manipulative ‘talk’ control our behaviour more than we think.
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Leskunque Lepew Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you. The captured MSM narrative is a shroud that is asphyxtiating this country. Not

many see this.
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Amuzed_Traveler Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Great piece!

I call into question only one statement - that of the UC system providing a “nearly free

education”. Nothing is free, even though it may be without cost, or subsidized, for the

recipients. Somebody pays. Always.
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Sangreal Apr 28

Some things are worth investing in wisely and with structures in place. Ignorance is

nothing to rejoice about, part of the issue we have now is ignorance and somehow

people unwilling to take a look into places they would rather not have to, it is easier to

just believe what we are told and that the elected officials are taking care of things.

I don't at this point, believe in 'free' education, but I do believe in education, much like

our forefathers did.

Application, Ability, Appreciation, and public service to repay the loan from the US

taxpayers, would help us as a country. Isn't that what is important?

We don't have to compete with China in AI implementation and takeover/surveillance.

We have to prove we are the country of inclusion and freedom, our hallmarks.

And why that makes us a TRUE LEADER.

Not that we have the most bombs, most military camps, most money.

We care and we are willing to implement a truly diverse, society that excludes no one,

other than their own choice to participate as they choose and are capable.
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Amuzed_Traveler Apr 29

I’m not completely sure of the intent of your comment. I, too, think education is

important. But not the one size fits all kind.

And what sort of inclusion and diversity are you advocating for? Philosophically,

nations really only thrive when the people are generally aligned in their foundational

principles. Industriousness and sloth won’t coexist very well.
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Migdia Chinea Migdia’s Newsletter Apr 28

If she could afford it it was nearly free. For her -/

LIKE

Writes Edward Flynn Edward’s Newsletter Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Tucker’s Heritage foundation address reminded us that there are ALWAYS restoring forces.

Constitutional governance has been in a slow descent since JFK, hitting the rocks in the 2020

election and scraping and floundering on those rocks since. But, as is the case of economic

downturn, there are several hundred million people who still have to make a living. They will

NOT roll over and die. Mostly.

Perhaps the most stultifying fact unique to this episode in history is this: Joe Biden has

poisoned his ENTIRE electorate. This is beyond dispute, ameliorated slightly by the

incompetent DOD vaccine sourcing. Fortunately some of the vials were low octane. Some

were high octane. Those folks are already dead. Some of the injuries beg description. The

longer term loss of lifespan has yet to play out for many. This is a POLITICAL setback as it

perpetuates the state of denial that has captured so many for so long. A few are awake. How

is Bobby Kennedy supposed to resuscitate the Democratic Party?

Mysterious are the ways...

My conspiracy theory. Fox lawyers in discovery obtained undisclosed information on the

2020 election fraud.

The inexplicable $675M settlement of a was a directive from the WH delivered by intelligence

services to the Murdochs.

Settling the suit and getting rid of Tucker were desperate measures. Sinking the company a

small price per the administration view.

The administration has exterminated more than 1M Americans by hospital protocols and

shots. There is no price too high for this administration in gratifying financial and political
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shots. There is no price too high for this administration in gratifying financial and political

conflicts of interest.
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SamuraiMimi Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Brilliant...simply brilliant. Thank you.
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Mary Walker Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thanks you. Thank you Dr. Wolfe! I do wish there were more of you, Tucker and Bobby

Kennedy.
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Suzanne Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I am a long time admirer of yours! When I read your substacks, you articulate so well my own

experience of current events. We fled Boston last June, leaving the imperious zombies behind

to find a new community of open minded folk up here in NH. It’s so hard to be awake and live

in close proximity to the tyranny, particularly when you live cheek by jowl with your neighbors!
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JeffDavid Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

A real eye opener .. as an apostate you’ll suffer a greater opprobrium than a heretic. I wish

you all the best .. stick to your principles.
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Charty Durrant Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

What a marvellous carefully detailed historic peice; thank you!

It is so needed and necessary - to look back in order to steady ourselves (individually and

globally) and see how far and fast we have gone into 'crazy town'.

Wonderful insight into the early Salons of Washington and the DC back drop. Great thought

and care about looking at our own prejudice as well as others. Seeing how many good decent

credible logical voices are being silenced globally. How many 'friends' now knife each other in

the back. How fast 'Haterism' 'cancel-Culture' and 'Feminism' are morphing in

psychopathy.......

We have never needed more the solid sane background/training and rigour of those times in

journalism. I was privileged to work at the Observer back when it was hot metal press, no

digital and only type writters, everybody chainsmoker and were mostly drunk - real old skool

Fleet Street. Most of my 'news stories' and i was only a crappy Fashion Junior Editor - were
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Fleet Street. Most of my 'news stories' and i was only a crappy Fashion Junior Editor - were

dropped as they were not good enough. I learned the best way, the hard way how to be

excellent. You and Tucker lead the way - as in the end surely it is about excellence, truth,

rigour, facts and having balls to speak out - rather than just take a 'Press release' and a back-

hander and pretend to be legit.

You will be cheered to know in the UK the cognoscenti are gathering and we are printing our

own newspapers and pamphlets much like in the time of Dickens.

Personally i think we should all take being 'shadow-banned' and deplatformed as a weird kind

of compliment. As the 'stupids can only stick their fingers in their ears and have no actual

debate.

NB If you have not yet listened to this i think you might enjoy this - i had already made the

link( via my own diabolical satanic abusive toxic family) between 'Domestic Abuse and what

the Globalist Deleats are doing to us en masse; here the Marvellous Trauma survivor and

therapist Madeline Miller riffs on 'Leaving the Matrix of Abuse' link here;

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x1o--TPzZQs

Keep Going Spirit Warrior - we are all standing up shoulder to shoulder with you - and the

'enemy' is just staring to look naff, squalid tawdry and desperate; quality excellence and good

journalism always wins. And you remain a beacon! BLESS YOU! ( And bless dear old Tucker C!

Neither one of you deserved a kick in the balls - both of you remain elegant.)
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David Cashion Apr 28 · edited Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

You are slowly coming to your senses.

Starting to see and understand what you cannot dare stand to admit.

You Naomi Wolf are a Populist, oh wait it gets worse, that means you are a Nationalist.

We welcome you with loving arms.
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KitchenPatrol Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Excellent, thank you.
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Elizabeth Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Naomi, Thank you for the nostalgic trip from Cali to Washington in the days when good

manners and genuine curiosity allowed for honest civil conversation about important

humanistic matters. There was that time when we felt that it was safe to lay out our well
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humanistic matters. There was that time when we felt that it was safe to lay out our well

intentioned ideas and contribute to the greater good. The hateful criticism and shunning of

today’s discourse is shocking and evil. So many great minds are threatened into silence, all to

our detriment. Im thankful that you remain brave. Stay on your path Naomi. We need your

voice and your heart. You are extremely articulate and your speech is “meaty”, well

researched and kind. You and Tucker are gifted with the ability to shine light on the truth.
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Philanthropy Poketwanus Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

There are no atheists in the foxhole.

Folks are waking to the fact that the enemy is very smart, plays a longer game than we do,

AND is mostly invisible. The enemy is anti-human, therefore not human. No race on earth

commits democide/genocide on its own kind except by corruption.
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Margaret Bullitt Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you, Naomi. We were at Yale together, had some mutual friends. I feel a deep gratitude

for your public transparency and transformation, your beautifully integrated heart and mind,

and your resilient spirit as you suffer the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune. I am among

the many who are cheering you on. It brings me to tears. 

(
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VictorDianne Watson Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you for this article that shows we are Americans first. Your journey has been very

painful, I’m sure, but you have come out of it a stronger and more focused person. I have

been a conservation most of my adult life, voting both Republican and Democrat. However, I

could no longer face the realities of what was happening to the Democratic Party. It turned

away from the values I hold dear of family, freedom and personal responsibility. No longer can

I support any Democratic candidate because of the vast machines behind them.

I also want to thank you for your book, The Bodies of Others. I read it soon after it was

published and felt it spoke to the truth. It shined a light of something that had to be told. Your

importance of your work to try to warn women of the consequences of the COVID vaccine on

fertility and birth rates is immeasurable. God bless you!

LIKE (4)

Horace Beasley Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

When Pentagon officials are cheering the ouster of Tucker Carlson from Fox News; this

should tell anyone listening who controls the mainstream media.
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should tell anyone listening who controls the mainstream media.

Like you, I grew up in the 70's and became politically active in the early 80's. Although I'm a

conservative since birth, I voted a split ticket many times based on the issues, and I even

volunteered for the campaigns of several Democrat candidates, who regardless of their party;

were just great people.

Never before now, have I witnessed the kind of polarization we are seeing and it is tearing our

country apart. We need to get our country back and what I'm hoping for is another Spirit of

'76 (as in 1976)! We had our differences then, but oh how we loved and respected one

another. We Can Get US Back.

Thank You Naomi!

(
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Pat Wetzel BumpInTheRoad Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Tribes can be dangerous things, as you’ve sadly discovered . What’s most terrifying is the

fact that the tribal members have no perspective on their declared allegiances and no interest

in actual facts. This is pre-war Germany on social media steroids.

I hope we’re nearing an inflection point where these labels fall away and thoughtful, informed

conversation can take their place. I find it insightful, and frightening , that political debates for

the Dems are off limits. If that fact alone doesn’t wake people up, I don’t know what will.

We sane people need an army of Naomis, people who will brave the tribal mindset in the

search for facts and truth. I know being expelled from your tribe hurts (been there, done that)

but there is a much brighter world on the other side.
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GeezLouise ... Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I assume Tucker knew of your parallel beginnings and trajectory too, and I can see now, that

you were an Important and Trustworthy Resource for him. Thank you Thank you Thank you,

Ms Wolfe.

LIKE (4)

Writes Coleen Sharp Sharp Turns Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Very thoughtful essay.

My father in law worked for a union and on Democratic political campaigns from Humphrey to

Carter and Mondale and others. He believed in freedom and civil liberties, fighting for the

working class. He was against censorship, against war, against big business, against big

pharma. The Democrats today collude with big business to censor Americans to protect big

pharma and the military industrial complex. Many of the things my father in law believed
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pharma and the military industrial complex. Many of the things my father in law believed

describe Tucker Carlson. He was one of the only cable hosts exposing the censorship that

happened to people like you. He's one of the only hosts that platformed you and others

dissidents on the left: Jimmy Dore, Max Blumenthal, Aaron Maté and RFK Jr.

And I feel like the Dems have become a type of religion with orthodoxies. When you

questioned the vaccines and went on Bannon and Tucker, those were heresies and you

needed to be excommunicated. Differences of opinion are not allowed on orthodoxy.
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Smashing Idols Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I have never been a liberal, but I remember a time years ago that I heard Norm Chompski say

things I strongly agreed with. Also Keith Olbermann was so right on at times in the past that

it's hard for me not to think he had a stroke or something that left him brain damaged, unable

to reason clearly.

But "the View" hosts I found completely vomitable every show. CNN's Fredo, as Rush called

him, and Don Lemmon were both so biased as to be utterly unnerving liars.

It appears to me that now, everyone who hates godliness and anything the Bible upholds has

gravities to the unreasonable left. Lucifarianism has ousted any ability to see clearly in this

den of vipers. I'm glad to see Naomi Wolf reading the Bible and standing up for the rights of

those who have good reason to reject the jabs which are maiming and killing thousands. I'm

glad to see her standing with those protesting the secrecy and censorship that pads the

pockets of big Pharma and Bill gates of Hell.
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Antonia Shusta Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I add my thank you. The process you describe has occurred in other forms in so many social

circles around the country.
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Nancy in NC Apr 28

To me, this article isn't so much about the downfall of Tucker Carlson as it is about the

downfall of the United States and our culture. Great job, Naomi.
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Nancy in NC Apr 28

Too bad the country won't land on its feet like Tucker surely will.

LIKE (3)
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Claudia Apr 28 · edited Apr 28

Thank you for this eye-opening personal history related to Tucker Carlson. Ironically, his

dismissal from Fox is likely the best thing that ever happened to him. (I now hold a no-party

voter card but, in the past, voted primarily for Democrats. I’ve always voted for person over

party. That division has created a sickness in America.) I said it might be the best thing that

ever happened to Tucker based on a recent experience with a friend, a diehard lefty. I asked

him to listen to Tucker’s final monologue on Fox. He had heard about the man but never

watched Fox News. (I didn’t either and no longer watch any mainstream news channels for

obvious reasons. If I want to hear talking heads, I’ll make a trip to Disney.) Ultimately, after

watching the monologue, he said he agreed with everything Tucker Carlson said. He couldn’t

believe it. I heard him talking to a liberal friend yesterday. He mentioned that and

recommended the monologue. The woman said, “Are you freakin’ serious?” His response:

“Yeah, you should listen to him some time.”
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Michelle May 2 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Ms. Wolf, all I can say is Bravo, and thank you for your honesty. If those of us who love

freedom can somehow stave off this horrid worldwide trajectory of what I believe to be pure

evil, and, if we have actual, printed books on paper pages from which to refer, read, and

hopefully learn, I believe you will be squarely secured in the middle of those paper pages as

one of the brave heralds of truth and freedom of our time.
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Dr Naomi Wolf 22 hr ago Author

Thank you!

LIKE

Tinker May 2 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you Ms Wolfe for your profound, and ALWAYS insightful commentary. Though you and

I have spent our lives on opposite political isles, I have always appreciated your search for

truth, and willingness to admit when you have been lead astray. Your open letter regarding

Trump, and your blindness about a lot of things was admirable, at the very least. While he is

certainly riddled with many many flaws, you were willing to NOT throw the baby out with the

bath water and in my eyes, that lends credibility to humanity. Keep up the good work, you are

SO necessary to this republic, an enlightenment to truth during a time which mimics much of

what the dark ages represented…

May the Lord bless and keep you
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May the Lord bless and keep you

May the Lord shine his face upon you

and be gracious to you

May the Lord turn His face toward you

and give you peace

*
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CB Clyde’s Substack May 2 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you for being grateful to those you were encouraged to shun at the initial cost of all

your former colleagues and friends. You inspire me because in spite of taking hits and loses

you press on making lemonade out of lemons, proving we can know, believe in, hope in, be

elevated in, and thus saved in God’s truth! Heaven awaits!!

LIKE (3)

Writes Richard Tjaden Richard’s Substack May 1 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you for the couresty in replying personally. My last commentary was sent while I was

tired, late last night, and with a tone, perhaps, too harshly and exceeding critically written. As

so, in fairness to you, I re-read your opinions with a fresh eye today. Reassessing your past

opinions.

One constant was reconfirmed, you write beautifully. A rare talent, of which, I'm still envious.

It's a rare talent to behold.

With these compliments and admirations behind us, let us delve into content.

In your musings, you are recanting your personal cartharitic experiences, wherein, you are

displaying your personal revelations whenever truth was eventually revealed to you as if it

were some profound moment to be shared as public enlightment. Despite owning a Doctoral

degree, the instant of revelation for you, whenever the light bulbs finally, and eventually

clicked on, these premises were already intuitively obvious and self evident to the rest of us

Midwesterners. While eloguent and truly heart felt, it was soft writing. Points made, were

somewhat, equivocating. Your midwestern audience is much more sophisticated for such

platidudes. Don't underestimate our intellectual capacity.

Not to be cruel, we're just happy that you've that you've finally chosen to join us. Folks with

common sense of forthright right and wrong.

In closing, the recent Tucker Calson espisode isn't all that complicated. Think about it, Naomi,

with jaunticed eye. Mass media wanted Tucker Calson off the air. Purged from the air, and

he's still under FOX contract as an employyee. Until his FOX contract expires, his political

voice is effectively silenced. And we don't know about any future legal non-compete clauses.
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voice is effectively silenced. And we don't know about any future legal non-compete clauses.

Doesn't take a brain surgeon to figure this angle out.

Dick, the Midwestern Licenced Engineer
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Gary Bickerstaff May 1 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

You & Matt Taibbi are true defenders of truth & fairness in journalism. As a Christian

conservative, the irony of turning to former “enemies” to confirm what I’ve suspected for

sometime, is not lost on me. But I appreciate your courage more than you can imagine.
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Freebird Freebird’s Substack Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

If you all know anything about history.. you'd know the left is the master of manipulation! Why

do you think they need to take over education, media and Hollywood as their influencers! The

left have and will canceled anyone who doesn't agreed to their narrative even RFK or Dr.

Malone and so on. Speaking of feminist it was created by the cia funded by the Rockefeller.

They wanted to tax the other half of the population. Children go to school to be indoctrinated.

Selling to women that being at home is enslaved but somehow working 40hrs for a man

is freedom. But 30yrs from now they will flip the script saying the R canceled free speech and

want to mandate vaccines! As they said the party switched bullshit! The amount of

psychological abuse! The gaslighting.. Stockholm syndrome... I'm so over it!
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macDuff macDuff’s Substack Apr 29

not sure why you believe that this thing you call the "right" is not as brainwashed as the

thing you call the left.

I guess the info above came from Aaron Russo. That's where I heard it. I too believe it.

I"m not understanding Wolf's reference to Jefferson and the press. He knew that the

press was about entirely full of shit back then too:

Nothing can now be believed which is seen in a newspaper. Truth itself becomes

suspicious by being put into that polluted vehicle. The real extent of this state of

misinformation is known only to those who are in situations to confront facts within their

knowledge with the lies of the day. I really look with commiseration over the great body

of my fellow citizens, who, reading newspapers, live and die in the belief that they have

known something of what has been passing in the world.

~ Letter to John Norvell, June 14, 1807
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Freebird Freebird’s Substack Apr 29

Yes, I agreed.. We've been propagandized for decades on both side. The R played in

fear of terrorist threats and the D is domestic terrorist of guns and climate change,

blm scams, Antifa (is a new kkk rebranded) abortion, gender affirm (fancy words for

genocide) pushing sex onto a 7yo, censorship, fbi/cia infiltrated the 2020 election.

Hunter laptop and 10% Joe with ChY'na money, mandates and coercion on c19 vax.

During the pandemic i read 48% of the D wants to lock up the unvaccinated. But

just look the D controls education, media and Hollywood as their influencers. That

right there can shift a nation. Carlson was the only person left on mainstream media

calling the thug D and the rhinos out. On his off night .. he still have more viewers

than cnn/msm put together. The D flocked over to watch him at 8pm. They had to

censored him! The globalists have pulled the stings and want the people at a

constant fear and fighting among each other bc if we come together than there are

more of us than them. If you want to know who controls the world then look into the

federal reserve.. nothing about it .. is federal or reserve.

LIKE (1)

le_berger_des_photons Apr 29

perhaps our biggest problem is that they control all of the communications. We

(except for me and very few others) are all carrying these cell phones around.

Even if we might be able to send some messages they won't understand and

be aware of, they know where we are every minute of the day, can listen to

most of our conversations.

And yet we have alternatives available but are too lazy and complacent to use

them.

All of these internet boxes everywhere connected to fiber optics.

We could use them for truly anonymous communications. We'd only need to

cooperate on that.

A good thing to cooperate with that would be the same thing that the peasants

cooperated on when they forced King John to sign the Magna Carta.

The project would be to stop them from disappearing us, now as it was then.

The people in jail since jan 6th have been kidnapped and are being held

hostage.

We are seeing sincere seeming people say that Tucker's releasing the

previously hidden images is a bad thing.
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previously hidden images is a bad thing.

I have no use for such people who are suggesting that having more information

rather than less is a bad thing because they say so.

I could think of some uses for them, but it would be the anger talking.
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Abbybwood Abbybwood’s Substack Apr 30

I wonder if Bobby Kennedy, Jr. would give all the J 6ers pardons on day

one?

Trump has said he would.
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le_berger_des_photons Apr 30

he could have done it january 7. why didn't he?

LIKE
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Thomas A Braun RPh Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Multiple bad actors are thrilled that they are shutting down a voice of rational thought. Big

Pharma sees him and RFK Jr as a major threat to their push to inject humanity. The Biden

Bunch sees it as a threat to prevent the bizarre policies of the left from being dismantled by

RFK jr if he were to win the Presidential election. The military is happy because they see their

role in the Covid of being exposed. The list is long!
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Mary Ann Kreitzer Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Great article. Seeing you on Tucker made me rethink my prejudice against you and others I

saw as radical, pro-abortion feminists. We all benefit from treating serious issues seriously

and discussing them. There will never be common ground between the belief that killing

babies in the womb is ever okay and that every baby has a right to live the life God planned,

but people can still talk to each other and treat each other with respect. Thank you for this

sensible and truth filled message.
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PreppiePlease Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Well said Dr Wolf!
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Writes Elmer Wright Elmer’s Newsletter Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf
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Elmer Wright Elmer’s Newsletter Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you for this , I restores my faith that all is not bad. Bless You
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Jessica R Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you for this column. As far as I know, Tucker Carlson was the only mainstream talk

show host who regularly condemns US foreign policy, which has destroyed countries like Iraq

and Afghanistan and has killed, maimed, and traumatized mostly working-class American

young people.

It surprises me no end that backing Hillary Clinton and Joe Biden--both of whom worked as

cheerleaders for the Iraq War and the punitive 1994 crime bill that has devastated our

country's African American community--marks one as a good liberal. On the other hand, not

hating Trump, the first president since Carter to not start a new war--marks one as a vile

deplorable.

I am disinclined to vote for Trump in 2024 for various reasons, among them his advocacy of

waterboarding. At the same time, I can't regard the Democratic alternatives as any better.
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Vicki Apr 29

Maybe take a look at RFK, Jr….

LIKE (1)

Jessica R Apr 29 · edited Apr 29

My hesitation about RFK Jr regards his book Framed about his cousin Michael

Skakel's murder conviction. His defense of his cousin boils down to "A black guy did

it,."

The evidence he offers is

1. The statement of a convicted criminal and known liar who *refused* to testify

under oath in the Skakel case.

2. The fact that an African American hair was found in a blanket used to wrap the

victim's body shortly after it was found. Apparently, the blanket came from the

victim's house.

In those days, DNA evidence was not available. The victim, who was fifteen, had a

family housekeeper who lived in a cottage behind the main house with her husband

and teen son, all African American. If the housekeeper handled laundry, her hair or a

hair transferred to her person from her husband or son could easily have landed on

the sheet.
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the sheet.

In addition, hair is readily transferrable.

Furthermore, no one interviewed by police at the time mentioned an African

American male in the vicinity. It was Mischief Night, the night before Halloween, and

lots of kids were outside engaging in minor pranks and there would have been

somebody to see and remember "a black guy."

The man Kennedy named has had his life upended in a cruel way.
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Vicki Apr 29

I am aware of the case but did not read the book so I can’t comment on it. What

I am aware of is what some of his goals are for our future. As he moves forward

on what his goals are for this country, I will be paying close attention. What I

have seen with the present administration is instead of America First, it’s

America last…..

The President of any country should always put their country first and if

possible, help globally afterwards.
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Jessica R Apr 30

Yes, as far as his views on current problems go, I am sympathetic to him.
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Letsrock Apr 29 · edited Apr 29

Thank you for that, I was unaware of the book. A black teen would have stuck

out like a sore thumb in that neighborhood. Wonder his opinion on Teddy's

misadventures w Mary Jo and his presence in Palm Bch. during Wm. F. K. Smith

rape? RFK Jr. also has strong ties to Hollyweird. He and actress wife had a

dinner party during Covid and she mandated all guests were vaxxed. Maybe

masks too, I don't recall. No, he's not my man.
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sail Apr 29

How does one "take a look" when the media like ABC news just edited out RFK jr

comments they do not approve
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Vicki Apr 29

Here’s his reply to what happened to him.

47 USC 315 makes it illegal for TV networks to censor Presidential candidates

but Thursday, ABC showed its contempt for the law, democracy, and its

audience by cutting most of the content of my interview with host Linsey Davis

leaving only cherry-picked snippets and a defamatory disclaimer," Kennedy

claimed.

And if you are interested in him, you can get his emails at

http://www.kennedy24.com/.
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Letsrock Apr 29

Both the late HRC and Biden were virulent pedophiles with video taped proof. And that

doesn't even begin to cover their political/financial corruption. It still galls me to this day

that FJB gave a confession on national TV confirming the DNC part in a fraudulent

election, only respondents were crickets. Yet both have 'doubles' running around, his as

President no less, and it's verboten to even point that out. And you're worried about

waterboarding? Cognitive dissonance overload IMO.
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Jessica R Apr 29

Yes, there is a video of Biden working his hands under an elementary school girl's

hair and pinching her nipple. Another one of his hand crawling down a girl's dress in

that direction. Yet, the media ignore it, pretending that his biggest crime is hair-

sniffing. I guess they can claim, "We did cover his sexual indiscretions."

I can understand wanting to protect the girls, but they could blank out their faces

when airing the tapes--which were recorded by CSPAN.
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James t bryden Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

From a small steel town in England. I have followed Tucker, Mark Steyn, gb news and Naomi

amongst others and the reason was I couldn't find common sense anywhere else. So thanks

for keeping me sane in a world of idiots. Its been hard but we must keep spreading the word

as silence is not an option, no matter who it upsets. Just as a footnote if we insist on giving

fools degree's in an education system that concentrates on equity, this is what we get.
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Charlotte Forish Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you! Bravo!
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Christine Mini Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Simply brilliant article. Love it when liberals finally have their epiphany and learn truth as I did

after 911 attack!
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KT Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

May God bless you and hold you close.
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Kevin Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

So glad Tucker had a major role in your "de-programming". There is a poison running through

the leftists in the country based on deep state control and perpetuated in culture wars

against the fabric of what we all knew was America. Welcome to the battlefield!
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ArnoldF Apr 29

Kevin, agreed, fascism/collectivism/globalism is a poison antithetical to the foundation of

the American Republic. As our founder B Franklin said "we are republic IF we can keep

it."
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Robert Evenden Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

For the record, the same thing happened to Rush Limbaugh. Love him or hate him, I suspect

he was the first lightning rod in American Broadcast land.
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Vincent Oliveri Apr 29

I think Tucker Carlson is the true heir to Limbaugh's legacy. There are some really

fantastic voices on the right, but none that are able to combine philosophical

conservatism with media analysis and political commentary the way that Limbaugh did

and Carlson does.
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Robert Evenden Apr 29

I think you’re right.
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Pkrok Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Naomi, you ARE a good person!
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AnnR Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I appreciate your analysis and self reflection. It is my opinion that one of the foundations of

being a leftist (democrat) today, is the ability to convince their followers to NOT listen to or

read the actual words of a conservative but still make those followers believe that the

conservative is evil. I’d like to ask you something: during trumps presidency, did YOU listen to

his state of the union or Davos speeches or ANY of his official speeches, before making any

assessment or drawing a conclusion, or did you just read/watch the liberal mainstream media

that distorted his words and called him every vile name in the book, and accepted what they

said as the truth? Acknowledging that truth will be the true mark of your transformation.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Apr 29 Author

Yes
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AnnR Apr 29

LOL, yes (A) or yes (B)? You are a very courageous and honest broker, I'm not trying

to trick you, nor am I judging you - good grief, none of us on this thread can cast

stones, me especially. I enjoy your substack articles and I share on FB as often as I

can, to spread the word.

LIKE

Simon Stephenson Apr 29

Don't put the "or" in next time, Ann. Phrase it more like "which of A or B best

describes what you did". I know it's tedious to have to do this, but you can take

it that if there's no answer given it means that you can assume the answer to be

the one that they don't want to admit to. Do this with politicians too, because

they will almost certainly attempt to avoid your choices and tell you C in an

impenetrable way, in which case you can fire back "Is C closer to A than to B,

do you think?"
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do you think?"
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Simon Stephenson Apr 29

I'm sure I commented something similar to one of her earlier columns - not as a scolding,

but as a suggestion that she may not yet have assimilated a full understanding of how

utterly irrationally the anti-Trump faction behaved at the behest of a small number of

people who knew the nonsense of what they were pushing out, but who believed they

had a Divine Right to mould America into whatever suited them and their personal

interests best.
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Derek Herman Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thanks for great article
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Philip Joseph Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Yes, truth tellers always have common ground and always eventually prevail. Thank you for

another heartfelt, poignant, honest article. Much appreciated. God’s blessings.
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Roederer Roederer’s Substack Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

A real good article...although I don't know what to make of it....but I gotta ask....What did you

think of Rush Limbaugh?
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RevMikeyMac Apr 28

He was "a lovable little fuzzball."
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Clarence the Seventeenth Life After Wartime Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Sending love, Dr. Wolf. 

❤
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Michael James Gallagher Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I too grew up in that feeling though in Canada. Thank you for confirming that the value of

heated debate still exists. “Bon courage!”
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Sangreal Apr 28

I love that, 'Bon courage'! Did you come up with that, or read it somewhere, very clever.
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Michael James Gallagher Apr 29

I live in a French speaking province, so it is a pretty common expression here in

Montreal. When I was in my 20s in the 70s, people often used it to encourage

people who took on a difficult challenge. The kind of challenge that Ms Wolf is

dealing with now.
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Barry Apr 28

Hello

Pleased to meet you.

Let’s reason and debate together.

I’d like to learn your viewpoint and I will listen to do so.

Will you listen to me?

Can we reason together for the good of all or the majority at least?

Can we coexist?
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Oaf Oaf’s Substack Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Hey MizNaomi. I hope you get a chance to talk with AmazingPolly.

Here is her presentation about the medical mafia:

https://www.bitchute.com/video/qDyh0IYpUeuv/
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Healingroze Earthwise Apr 28

Keep a population divided and they will be conquered. What if there was no “left” and “right”

but just humanity? We have allowed ourselves to be labeled and stuck in a box. Maybe it’s

time to escape the box and live lives of beauty and love. 

❤
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SunnyD Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf
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Love this! I hope he sees this.
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Amr Marzouk Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

You and Carson are 2 descent people dealing with midgets.
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rowantree Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

This is slightly off topic, but I was wondering, what is your view on the transgender

movement? When I read the Beauty Myth last year, I couldn't help but think that it was

something like the next "phase" of the beauty myth, another step down the long dark road of

transhumanism, with the insane body modifications that these poor misguided young people

are going through in hopes it will make them feel better. But maybe you disagree.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Apr 28 Author

Another essay in the future but thank you
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Glass Gun One Apr 28 · edited Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Dear Naomi:

We share taproots in Northern California a place where genius, entrepreneurial spirit,

capitalism and the military-industrial-intelligence community swam in a sea of opportunity

nearby the real sea--Pacific Ocean where life has teemed unabated for millions of years.

I remember being educated in venues where critical thinking was encouraged and avant

guardisms were more than tolerated. Some of the really impactful achievers have come from

CA, either as natives or as transplants where they blossomed into greatness of one sort or

another. We have and have had more than our fair share of villains.

As with you, I barely gave "Tucker Carlson" or any of the media mouths, much attention and

there was a flavor-shift in the "soup du jour" coming from the houses of government. It

became clear that the cumulative effect of Ronald Reagan's veto of the codification of the

Fairness Doctrine, the passage by Bill Clinton of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 and the

core and detritus of George Bush's Patriot Act. have dehumanized and "un-fair-zed" the flow

of information and enabled the ability to fabricate nuances of truth. It took cable

entertainment to produce the clashing of information to give us any fair view of the ends of

fabricated polarity.
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Whether it is his California vibrational harmony or his tone of voice, I have learned to use

Tucker Carlson as one of my touch points to see the constellation of news points.

Unfortunately, the demand for our time in this binary/digital/pico-second age, means that

"we" are programmed (naturally or by intent) to be succinct, narrow and right (not

necessarily correct).

The value of a liberal arts college education with semantics as part of the mix has made me

very attentive of what people mean; I irritate people asking for them to define theirExpand full comment
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Tim Mungovan Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Naiomi: Love your new "Wolf Woman" Conspiracy Theory Branding..!

I often wonder: How many liberals out there have been Socially Correct-ed in the manner you

were..??

Obvious: Establishment Education (your elite alma mater's) and the Hum-dumbingbird Media

(sic) are the incontrovertible suspects in this court of politically correct Mass Formative

Opinion Engineering Psychosis..?? Really warming you have used your exceptional intellect..,

took the Red Pill and jumped the devils-ship and returned to the Lords Family of Humanity

and good sense Signed: A US Army Combat Vet Welcome to the Good Fight..Girl...!!!.

Hoooah..!!
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Mary Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

You are my new favorite writer and while tackling a sad/horrific reality of where our country

and journalism has gone, you make reading it delightful. Favorite line- toss up between "Truth

existed. We would hunt it down, by God, and make our case for it." or the "pleasurably

dangerous" 3rd glass of Pinot Grigio. Both those statements are true. It's so hard for me to

imagine that the left didn't want to hear about women and their disrupted cycles! And yet

there it was! My daughter had several friends who experienced issues and one that

experienced being shed on- not vaccinated herself.

When I read "as our nation is led entirely now by elite-captured traitors to our country," I

spontaneously yelled- "DON'T HOLD BACK, NAOMI!" I couldn't help it. Thank you for being

so real and doing it so eloquently!
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Dawn Slike Apr 28

Amen. The corporate, pharmaceutical, judicial and legislative treason committed in

America, not to mention the people in the WH, is beyond mortifying.
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America, not to mention the people in the WH, is beyond mortifying.
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Nancy R Benedict This is your mother. Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Oh Naomi, thank you for this beautiful, honest assessment of your own journey as well as a

defining description of what happened to the Left these last three years. I have developed a

deep respect for you and your opinions. New alliances are forming and frankly, I am enjoying

it.
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The Watchman Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Good article, will be linking it today @https://nothingnewunderthesun2016.com/

One should always look at opposing views with objectivity, perhaps then we will find that we

really aren't opposed to the views after all or that some of our biases are unfounded.
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polistra Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Beautifully written.

I'm not convinced that journalists used to be better. From the outside, it appears that

journalists have always been loyal Democrat team members. (Not ideological leftists.) In an

earlier era, radio and TV were forced by Federal censorship to be fair and objective. After the

Fairness Doctrine went away, journalists happily reverted to pure D-team loyalty.

Things must look different to an insider.
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Ymarsakar Y's Apocalypse of Revelations Apr 28

Also the 2 watergate heroes were cia and navy intel op. They were shills working to coup

nixon.
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Writes Will T Wilkinson Now or Never Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

The real crime is daring to pop out of the box, that confining paradigm where labels define

identity. "I am a... Liberal, Conservative, Libertarian, father, plumber, teacher..." Meanwhile,

evolutionary pressure is increasing to dissolve the artificial boundaries that characterize

Homo Oppressives, between each other, with other species, with the diverse aspects of

ourselves. There are layers and layers of deceit and denial to navigate, easy to get lost in

those weeds, but ultimately it's simple: just respect each other and listen with an open mind.
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those weeds, but ultimately it's simple: just respect each other and listen with an open mind.

Well, easy to say! Thanks Naomi for modeling this, something you've been doing forever, and

sharing your personal evolution is so helpful. You invite us to confront the reality of our

prejudice and acknowledge our embarrassing hypocrisy. As iconic folk singer satirist Tom

Lehrer said, introducing his song National Brotherhood Week: "There are some people who

do not love their fellow man. And I hate people like that!"
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James Goodrich J Goodrich News Letter Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Naomi, as Tucker and you, Naomi Wolf, both have a loyal following, I have to admit you have

had to remake or reconstruct your career. With Tucker it has yet to be seen. I’m not

concerned however of Tuckers financial future as much as I am of the average citizen as the

government continues its printing of trillions of new dollars. Janet Yellen just the other day

said 50 trillion in debt is not a problem. All countries that have said similar outrageous

statements have gone bankrupt. If you think it can’t happen here I wanted to say my father

had told me he had a younger brother in the depression that he said starved to death in the

depression in Mission Hill Boston. But back to cancel culture. I honestly think cancel culture is

a soft nice term. Erase or eliminate is a much better descriptive term for what these

authoritative tyrants want as an end result of the people they want to have disappear. Haven’t

we witnessed these very same policies not so long ago in Germany? They also had a free

press, freedom of speech, freedom to travel, freedom to own weapons. Because of a push to

erase communists at the time Hitler was granted dictator status and the killing, imprisoning,

slave labor etc. began. This is very similar to these psychological type warfare we witness

today in America. My rant for the day. J. Goodrich
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Astrology Lifecycles Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Beautiful Naomi... and close to home.
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Terrina Troy Rishel Terrina Troy Rishel Apr 28

I appreciate your eloquence on this topic. I too, have tried to explain this to my “Left” and

“Right” friends and family. I find it ridiculous that the Left has ostracized your valuable and

important voice. Who are the real ignorant people? I think it is sad that people have been

indoctrinated to believe that “party first” is much more important than being an American

first. I hope you can help wake up these fools that helping to ruin our Constitutional rights,

and ultimately our future freedom. I loved this Substack topic! Thank you for your continued

bravery! 

#
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A Whip of Cords Apr 28

Beautifully written. I am continually amazed with your thoughtful posts. Thank you... for what

you write and what you stand for. Thank you most for your courage in the face of unrelenting

and invalid criticism.
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Cory Familo Cory’s Substack Apr 28

I respect the heck out of people who speak with genuine honesty and truth. Like, the actual

truth. Especially when doing so requires admitting to something unpleasant like being wrong.
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Linda Hagge Apr 28

Awesome piece.
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OyezOyez Tribune OyezOyez May 4 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

A Brilliant Piece Dr Naomi. I used to think of you about 30% of what you thought of Carlson,

ONLY On The left but since the fully awakening & voicing the attempts of totalitarianism &

your Great advocacy of our Freedom AND Exposing the Truth, the 30% has disappeared. You

now speak for Millions & Millions of us. As A Thank you, I just ordered The Body of others.

God Bless & be with you & Co
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Meredith Trimble May 2 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I come from a conservative area which was culturally racist. I like many others fought to shed

this by leaning hard left, until realizing that irrational positions on either side only divide and

fomenting violence. Now in my old age I have learned to assume nothing regarding behavior

but to seek truth which made sense to me. This means that I may learn from the most radical

leftist. So I went to a “coffee” hosted by my new member of Congress, Rashida Tlieb. When I

proposed the idea of auditing the Federal Reserve, she agreed. I don’t think she knew this is

an old idea first proposed by Ron Paul, conservative Libertarian. Another example of “keeping

my enemies closer”.
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Martin May 2 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Adults can have diametrically opposed opinions and conversations, even heated ones and

should still part friends. As an anarco capitalist- and also an adult I have made many friends
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should still part friends. As an anarco capitalist- and also an adult I have made many friends

that were vehemently opposed to my ideals. We would get into heated debates, they would

get flustered but I keep calm and just keep putting down facts, we sooner or later go to

something more benign and part friends. The amazing part is, to a person I have changed

their outlook and they start questioning their belief in government and corporate America. A

few have gone from left to center and a couple are now with me. Mature adults can have

serious deep intellectual conversations, adult children / cultists cannot.
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Mark Marshall Mark Marshall May 2 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Dr. Wolf, our experiences are mirror images in several ways, particularly in how the past few

years have revealed who our real allies are. I just posted on that with a mention of this post:

https://markmarshall.substack.com/p/new-allies-unexpected-allies

Keep up the good work. (And I'm loving the Geneva Bible series and am doing my best to

catch up with that.)
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Doc Ellis Dance of the Furies May 1 · edited May 1 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

wow....shared to Notes, Gab, Facebook, even though I regard patriotism as a form or

collectivism based on a fallacy that geopolitical preferences define character.

writing only for myself, there is not, and never has been, an America. there is just real land on

which real folks really reside.

since you are one of my favorite literary equivalents of eye candy, I just shrug off my

disregard for your fantasy and continue to read your essays.

thank you for writing such nice fluff so well.
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Richard Tjaden Richard’s Substack May 3

Interesting premise. Worthy of additional thought. I submit this premise for the concept

of Patriotism. True, as you state, it is a collective believe. Of which, the concept of

Patriotism, can be abused. But at it's core, the underlying premise is faith in the

Constitution as our mutual social compact to guide our society. To date, one of histories

most fair-minded documents ever crafted for self governance. And I believe, worthy of

defending, regardless of any social labels ascribed. As a though exercise, I can't think of

a better alternative for fairness principles. guiding our lives.
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Cleft_of_The_Rock Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

You're on the right path. Ask yourself this question, "When I wake up everyday and live my life

and do my work, does what I do and how I live ever cause harm to others or even death to

others?" If the answer is "NO", then you are on the right path in life. There are many very evil

people in Washington DC who because of their desire for power and money have caused

harm and death to millions of people. Mainly through wars and now through infectious

diseases (the new realm of evil). Some are former and present Presidents of the United

States. These are the people who are on the wrong path in life. They are evil and they will

face a judgement. Maybe not in this life but judgement is assured.

Alleluia. Blessed are the "blameless" in the way Who walk in the law of the Lord. (Psalms

118:1).

It's very simple really, no one is perfect. We all have problems and faults but again, does what

we do and how we live help or harm other people? The correct path is cause no harm to

anyone. EVER.

The vast majority of people's everywhere in the world never hurt or harm anyone else in their

entire lives. It's a goal. To reach that end and to have achieved that outcome would be the

best accomplishment of life.
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Fain Zimmerman Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I do think Tucker bravely told the truth in many broadcasts - a truth that no one else dared

tell. That is what got him booted - mostly by the powerful Big Pharma. He said the vax was

dangerous, and it was.
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Patricia Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

So beautiful. Thank you
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Mad Badger Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

The last sentence is gold. Thank you for a great article and the insight you give into Tucker

Carlson and yourself.
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sail Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

demonic democrats are waging a guerilla war to win at all costs and the USA will never
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recover to the days where politics was to debate he best way to govern on the absolute

necessary things we the people asked them to decide
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Abbybwood Abbybwood’s Substack Apr 30

The DNC says there will be no primary debates.

Kennedy is at 20% a few weeks after announcing. What if he is polling ahead of Biden

going into the primaries? Will they still say “No!”?

And they yell and scream about “protecting democracy” through censorship?!
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Michael James Gallagher Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I too was strongly left leaning when I was younger and have been astonished at the change in

tactics introduced by what can only be called far left activists into middle-of-the-road

polemics. I find myself appreciating the openness of the right when it comes to free speech.

Ironically, the right has taken on the banners that were the domain of the left in the 70s. It

seems that becoming the entrenched power has not benefitted the left. Take our peaceful

truckers protest last year. When the trade union movement did not support them I was

flabbergasted. Now the traditional leftest party in Canada, the NDP, keeps a Liberal party in

power that flouts its divisive and anti working class policies. And what happened to “My body

my choice”?
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David David’s Substack Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

There are basically two types of intellectuals, those who are engaged in serious intellectual

work, and those who are not. Serious would mean those for whom real world consequences

occur for mistakes. (The bridge that you designed either stays up, or collapses..) The non-

serious intellectuals lack any such automatic correction to their ideas.
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Diana Eldridge Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you for giving us all courage to face our history and realize we don't have to give up

the ideals of our ancestors and this nation (under God). Having been considered a conspiracy

theorist and even shunned by family, not by beliefs of them vs me, it is from a gut feeling and

knowing that I could not go against my own heart. We have been here before and must

continue to follow what we know is right.
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Janis T Katsu Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

WOW! .... and thank you. (Doesn't seem to say enough.) "But if we hope for what we do not

see, with perseverance we wait eagerly for it." Romans 8:25
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L.L. Horn Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Well written. Thank you. I just wish certain people in my life would read and understand this.

They only believe what they are spoon fed through the liberal media.
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Michael James Gallagher Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I tried to get my kids to read it but they refused as soon as they read the words, Tucker

Carlson, in the title.
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L.L. Horn Apr 29

It is so sad that people cannot even look at an opposing view. If your kids are game

for it, I heard some parents are paying their kids to read and have a 15 minute

discussion on what they read. Some have slowly changed their kids minds. It might

work. I don't think paying my 80 year old mother-in-law will work. So glad my kids

and my parents are open minded.
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ItsMeAgain Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Bravo Dr. Wolf! Well said and I agree wholeheartedly!
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Liliane Grace Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Another wonderful, honest, beautifully-written article. Thank you.
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Jeff Lebowski Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

So very well written, Dr Wolf; thank you.
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Writes Jason Powers DCFPRESS Post Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Amen and God Bless.
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Amen and God Bless.

We all look back and say, why? Then, we (should) say, we can't let it go forth like this.

Unite and find answers. Keep using the voice.

What is true has to be said again and again, and again.
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theshif Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you for this!

Shifra
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'

bee Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Does anyone remember Tucker on CSPAN? Callers would call in for a political topic.
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Migdia Chinea Migdia’s Newsletter Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

What you say may well be true and poignant and I’m acutely aware that if any of your former

woke friends hadn’t blacklisted you from exposing some numbers, you would much rather go

to them — same with Alex Berenson. I’m just, you know, intellectually challenged as a

Hispanic woman immigrant waiting for my crops to ripen so I can pick’em — and have no

platform anywhere as far you guys are concerned on the right or the left, you’re the

enlightened ones and I’m the toilet cleaner/crop picker. Welcome to unorthodox illiterate

Latina fight club, you, Tucker, Alex, and the ghost of William F. Buckley. What’s the first

rule…?
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Dr Naomi Wolf Apr 28 Author

Well I an sorry you feel that way but I’ll publish you anytime.

LIKE (1)

Writes Migdia Chinea Migdia’s Newsletter Apr 28 · edited Apr 28

Ok. I’ll write something about being an accredited long-time writer/member of the

WGAW and TV Academy and being told « a Hispanic woman needs an MFA

regardless of professional experience » (the UCLA film tenured screenwriting

faculty ‘09-‘12 didn’t have either) land in academic TAXES/JAIL and accrue

$237,000 in debilitating student debt. No job outcome (pssst! Not even a job

interview in 12 years) — just a lot of super woke bullying. What ripoff, huh? Some of
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interview in 12 years) — just a lot of super woke bullying. What ripoff, huh? Some of

us are just not elite enough. I had noticed, while in UCLA mediocre « academic »

purgatory , that all the UCLA professors were one thing and the cleaning crew was

all Hispanic -/ I belong to the latter -/
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Dr Naomi Wolf Apr 28 Author

please write this. Send it to Naomi@dailyclout.io and cc kate@dailyclout.io. I

don't blame you for being furious.
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Letsrock Apr 29

While I am a gringa I do speak Spanish and have many Latino friends, some

very successful. May I point out that if you live in California there's problem 1

right there. Leftist liberals. Then there is the 'hierarchy' of just about anything.

Do you really think that it's the most talented who succeed in this 'society'? It's

who you know, no matter what ethnicity you are. Don't take it so personal, you

only make yourself miserable. Negativity never helps anything.
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Deb Hawthorne Apr 28

Hmmm That’s a funny take on the matter All my conservative friends blacklisted me for

my crazy conspiracy theory bullshit but I did not feel compelled to seek out some

democrats and left leaning liberal friends Weird huh??
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Deb Hawthorne Apr 28

Oh Yea I’m not a writer But I still faced rejection from both left and right for my

views
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Deb Hawthorne Apr 28

Oh I also want to point out that Dr Naomi sent her story and observations to all

media sites Conservative and liberal The only people who wanted to hear her story

were Carlson and Bannon I’d say the right reached out to her Not the other way

around Just saying
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Larry Pahl Larry’s Substack Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Here’s the bill… it was considered a model for the rest of the country- I first researched what

had been done in every other state, etc.- until woke opinions entered…

https://www.ilga.gov/legislation/fulltext.asp?

DocName=09900HB4025&GA=99&SessionId=88&DocTypeId=HB&LegID=90242&DocNum=

4025&GAID=13&SpecSess=&Session=
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Dr Naomi Wolf Apr 28 Author

Fantastic
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Cindy Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Wow!
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Deb Hawthorne Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Excellent writing as always Dr Wolf. You tell it like it is. You are one of the few that can open

your mind to opinions from both sides and this has been lost by so many. I think people need

to let go of this absurd dedication to a political party and focus on morals and truth and the

fight for what is right and what is wrong. We all need to stop being afraid of offending

someone because of our beliefs. It’s a tough line to tow and one must be very considerate

with our speech when we convey our beliefs because we never want to belittle someone for

their beliefs while explaining our own. Being accepting of one’s choices with their own body

and the life choices they make is imperative BUT we do not have to give up our own beliefs in

doing that. As you say open discussion in a respectful calm way is the only way to reach a

mutual ground where we can be able to work and live side by side. The powers that be do not

want this! They want us divided as it gives them more power over us at is why they have

promoted this one side fits all narrative. They attack anyone who will not bow down to their

demands. It never became more clear what they are doing to this country when Covid hit. The

media played a huge part in keeping all the information away from the public eye and

promoting a fear like no other. I could go on and on but I think your article hear tells the whole

story. What they did to you and Tucker Carlson and so many others is how they are

destroying this great nation. To silence those who speak truth will bring this nation down.

Keep fighting!! We will only survive because of courageous people like you and Tucker

Carlson. I only wish more would have spoken out right away in 2020! I will never understand

how so many journalists went along with this insanity! For a paycheck I presume. Maybe some

actually believed the lies right from the start. I don’t know. I for one never fell for it but
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actually believed the lies right from the start. I don’t know. I for one never fell for it but

everyone in my family and those around me did.
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Jamison Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Who are the other two liberals?
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Dr Naomi Wolf Apr 28 Author

RFK Jr and sort of Glenn Greenwald
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Jamison Apr 28

Glenn Greenwald I get. RFK Jr.’s advocating that people who don’t believe in climate

change should be jailed doesn’t sound very liberal to me.

And... I really enjoy your writing and your bravery. It must be hard to see much of

your world turned upside-down.
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LadyLiberty Apr 28

RFK Jr's comment was edited to be out of context. He clarified later. This video

from a few days ago clarifies his position on climate change vs

environmentalism.https://rumble.com/v2kgm3o-the-establishment-wants-

these-men-silenced.-rfk-jr-explains-how-he-plans-to.html
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Liberty4all Apr 28

RFKj never actually said that. Another deception of the left.
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Allison Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you!
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Ernie Rockwell Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I also was born in CA, San Francisco in fact. It was a beautiful city and I got absolutely no

indoctrination.

Didn’t have any interest in politics though I noticed things went better under Reagan than
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Didn’t have any interest in politics though I noticed things went better under Reagan than

Carter. First time I voted for President was Bush Jr. I have subsequently learned of course

about the vax injury immunity and that 9/11 was a psyop, so I’m where a lot of the other

posters here are politically.

Tucker was a breath of fresh air, considerably better than O’Reilly who preceded him. He

spoke truth to power even though there were some places he didn’t go.

It is wonderful to see your transformation so well described here. It is beyond appalling how

many people have been completely severed from common sense or true conscience.
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T&J Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Bravo! Well reasoned... Welcome to the team!
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Scooby Doo Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you for speaking the truth!

America is a better place with people like you!
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Jim Richardson From My Brain To Yours Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you for this informative piece Dr. Wolf.
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Jami Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Well said Ms. Wolfe! I appreciate all the work you have done on behalf of all humans and

women! You are a true warrior. Doing the right thing should be celebrated. The right thing is

to call out evil when you see it. Not many are willing to risk it all to do that these days. Both

you and Tucker have done that. You perfectly explained how setting aside preconceived

biases allows us all to come together to attempt to save our country. This must be the most

depressing time in American history. Stay strong! I personally appreciate you and all your

work! 

* # ‼
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Patti Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Grateful as hell for you! We are close to the same age so all of this hits home. What I don’t

understand though is how you only came to see how destructive the Left has been in the last

few years. They did not start losing their minds three years ago! I have seen it since the 60s.
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Leftists may have broadened our collective minds beginning with the sexual revolution, but I

do believe they are mainly responsible for the rot of our culture. This rot has allowed those

elitists to take over what was left of our gov’t and our institutions, etc. The Right has tried to

stop the rot for decades….unsuccessfully! Now many on the right are also a part of the

evilness. All we working stiffs can do now is cling to our religion and guns, I guess. 

,
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Larry Johnson Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Great response. I am with you and Brian 100%.
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Loren Wright Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

I have shared this on Truth Social.
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Elizabeth Cronin Humpty Dumpty Legal Missive Apr 28 · edited Apr 28

Years ago I was on a gender equity commission for a local school district. It was an

interesting group made up of female educators (would such a group now be deemed a hate

group?) I attended an event hosted by a wealthy older woman for the group. She gleefully

told how a 'civil liberties' group had successfully sued to overturn a uniform requirement in

public schools in another district. At the time children were being shot for their coveted shoes

and jackets. I was stunned. While I appreciate the constitutional issues of imposing uniforms

in public schools, I fully appreciated that school officials and concerned parents were trying

to keep their children alive. But the cackling of this woman made it clear that their desires

were irrelevant. I then went to a symposium offered by a national women's group. It seemed

hateful, and I was confused and saddened. Up until then, I had always affiliated with liberal

causes but then was left questioning that loyalty and became independent. I absolutely

appreciate that Dr. Wolf and Professor Miller acknowledge that they were wrong to demonize

the other side, but my question is 'why did it take so long?"
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Writes Second Class Citizen Second’s Substack Apr 28

Some take longer than others.. as a grandma, I just figured things out 7 years ago... let

me tell you, when you start realizing you've been conned, its really hard and you feel

guilt for all the things you've said before when you had no idea what was truly going on.

The 'other side' is no better. Conservatives are just as harsh/brutal in different ways and

when i realized that, i too became Independent and started searching out ppl who tell

the truth no matter the consequences. She apologizes and now understands... thats all
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we can hope for in this insane world as we try to muttle through the propaganda we've

all been subjected too for so many years.
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Patti Apr 28

Because the system is rigged!
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ExcessDeathsAU ExcessDeathsAU Apr 28

Why do Americans always label themselves and others according to political affiliation?

Then they get very distressed when the situation changes.
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BeachGirlSally Apr 28

Yes, great piece! As a former progressive liberal myself, I share every one of your experiences

with discovering Tucker Carlson. When someone suggested I tune in to his show during the

early Covid years, I recoiled because of all the reasons you listed. Now I tune in regularly (and

will follow him wherever he lands) and applaud his work. I am no longer part of the Left tribe

that that negatively labels people and evil just because I am told it is so. I am finding that

being politically estranged is kind of a lonely place to inhabit, which is why I so appreciate

your writing. People really like to hold on to their identities as either Left or Right,

conservative or liberal, and don't really know what to make of us who don't identify as either

any more. So once again, a heartfelt thanks for your writing! I agree with a commenter below

who guessed your writings might be "cathartic" for you. It is also cathartic for me to read

it....and deeply resonant.
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Writes Second Class Citizen Second’s Substack Apr 28

Believe it or not, there are many of us out here.

Debate is a great thing to have and both sides should take it on the chin when wrong. My

Conservative friend proved me to have made a bad choice and i had to concede when i

voted Liberal many years ago. I blew it and started my journey of learning the truth.

However, my friend was a staunch Conservative for years and voted them in no matter

what. I called him out on his hypocracy and he finally gets it and I appreciate that. We are

good friends so we call each other and we've learned so much after hours and hours of

discussion.

We both are politically enstranged as well but our votes will mean something now, when

we cast them.
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we cast them.
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Patrick Conrad Apr 28

I enjoy your insights, and I certainly appreciate your comments here.

So I am even more mystified: how could you have ever believed the present-day Democrat

Party would NOT be pro-lockdown, pro-force, utterly authoritarian? Many of us have seen

this coming for decades (with mere token GOP opposition), and we certainly knew what was

coming with the Biden Politburo.
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Second Class Citizen Second’s Substack Apr 28

and this is why i cant stand you conservatives either.. your arrogance is unbelievable!

Everyone has their 'awakening' moment at different times of life, usually based on an

experience that literally shakes them to their core. I too did about 7 years ago.
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Patti Apr 28

It isn’t arrogance. It is utter confusion as to how people didn’t see this coming.

That’s all.
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Second Class Citizen Second’s Substack Apr 28

Well, when you have a busy life raising kids, paying bills, working and trying to

be a mother, you dont realize whats going on around you. You have no idea the

propaganda has been hitting you from every area of your life (in the news,

movies, books, etc.)

Once you realize it, its a truly shocking experience that breaks your heart. Now,

I feel the weight on my shoulders to stand up and be strong and fight back and

its a lot to take in. You get shamed, berated, mocked, fired from jobs and

disregarded. Some days, i wish i was still in my little bubble and other days, i

thank God i am not.
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Patrick Conrad May 1

That was my point. I applaud her work now, and said so.
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I think it also has to do with the repugnancy of what's been presented as

conservative values, which include sociopathic corporations that operate in a

system that guarantees they will sell out humans, the environment, whatever

for shareholder profits. When a person is negatively affected by and repulsed

by the evils of one side, while being embraced by and supported by members

of the other side, it can take a while to see that serious flaws exist, as well, on

the side with which one has been aligned.
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Patti Apr 29

I don't think it was conservatives who blindly sided with corporations. We

do believe in a capitalist system but don't believe corporations should be

aligned with government. That is fascist! The Left painted us with a broad

brush, villifying us for that which we do not believe.
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Patrick Conrad May 1

How is it arrogant to observe that a respected commentator as educated,

experienced, and connected as Wolf was surprised by what the side she chose

screamed at us on a daily basis in 2020?
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J crickmore Apr 28

Also a child of Southern California in the 70’s. In fact, I remember Tuckers father running for

mayor of San Diego, my home town. My family were staunch Democrats. And yet over the

years I found that the “my way or the highway” mantra of the Party made me drift toward a

middle that was increasingly hard to find. I was also immediately alarmed at the covid

hysteria. I kept telling my six grown children to wait until there was more data on the jabs.

Alas only one did, though almost all of them are now horrified that they were so easily

convinced,despite high levels of education, they did not inherit a distrust of the government

we learned as children of the 60’s and 70’s. Bless you for being brave enough to find truth

where it lay. Tucker and Steve have allowed a platform for truth seekers when all the others

failed
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Susan G May 3 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Beautifully written. Thank you.
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Beautifully written. Thank you.
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Val Archer GreenSmoothie.com Newsletter May 3 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Tucker speaks up: https://twitter.com/tuckercarlson/status/1651376097349578753
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Wendy Balser May 2 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you Naomi for your brilliant and heartfelt message to Tucker but more importantly to all

Americans no matter what their political views are. I feel many people don’t have real

authentic political views because they are being bombarded by mis information and

propaganda from a sinister globalist agenda.

I’m so happy you pushed yourself to be uncomfortable and listen to what you were

programmed to hear.

Many times we as humans are on the same page. We need to stop the real pandemic which is

disinformation and propaganda and stop participating in the division come back better and

together stronger than ever before and save our republic. We must All MAGA Again.
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Jill S May 2 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Always enjoy your gifted writing and honest perspectives. Thank you!
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Thomas A Braun RPh May 2 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

My response to a article from Dr. Malone: Thank you Dr. Malone for speaking out on the very

core of the crisis we are experincing here in the USA and across the globe, because there is a

global agenda to control that goes beyond the Constitutional issue in the US. Our Federal

Government has been infiltrated by globalists.! When three super corporate organizations

control the flow of information here in the US and across the globe, we known we are being

herded and the individual rights of man are being trampled. The Covid crisis was their initial

salvo in their efforts to change the world order. The deplatforming of the truth speakers

continues and Tucker Carlson is just the latest. In my opinion, Tucker and RFK Jr. started to

develop traction and express the truths that are being denied from the assassination of the

Kennedy's to the great harm that Big Pharma has bestowed on humanity. RFK Jr. voice needs

to be heard here in the US and across the globe. He speaks from the heart and his views

need to be made public and civil discussion of viewpoints must follow. The US Sumpreme

Court judges all pledge to uphold the Constitution. Why have they not declared in one voice

through a Supreme court pronoucement that free speech must be restored to protect the
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through a Supreme court pronoucement that free speech must be restored to protect the

Constitution? https://thomasabraunrph.substack.com/p/history-lesson
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Jeff Washburn Jeff’s Newsletter May 1 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

The next step which you have shown is: "What is truth?"
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Eruca Sativa Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

"The more you tell the truth, the stronger you become." -T.C.

LIKE (1)

Writes Douglas Jack Douglas’s Substack Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Naomi, Thanks for your tribute to Tucker, but until we really understand our genocidal colonial

history, we are doomed to continually repeat its atrocities & suffering for all, eternally. i.e.

What goes around, comes around.

FALSE DEMOCRACY DESIGNED & FINANCED DURING FAKE REVOLUTION BY OLIGARCHS

TO FAIL: Europeans fled as refugees from fake 'money' (Greek 'mnemosis' = 'memory')

oligarch 'exogenous' (Latin 'other-generated') war, economic & ecological devastation in

Europe. Unfortunately in compliance to oligarchs, we imposed the same disaster here.

https://sites.google.com/site/indigenecommunity/e-history-evolution/5-celtic-europe

ECONOMIC-DEMOCRACY checks & balances of 'indigenous' (L. 'self-generating') Celtic &

Slavic peoples had been broken & institutionally erased from public memory over some 1500

years after 3000 years of resistance. 1st Nations in the America's understanding our refugee

dilemma, welcomed & included people in their abundant functioning humane & rich biosphere

systems to economically participate as stakeholder progressive owners. When people own

their 'economy' (Gk 'oikos' = 'home' + 'namein' = 'care-&-nurture'), only then can they

assure a functioning 'democracy' (Gk 'power-of-the-people') without the so-common

Campaign-financing, media-control, computerized voting fraud for 's'elected captured

political pawns. https://sites.google.com/site/indigenecommunity/c-relational-economy/8-

economic-democracy

Fake oligarch controlled central issued 'money' (Greek 'mnemosis' = 'memory') amnesia for

individual & collective contributions & intelligence is how the same oligarch lineage has

violently conquered, genocided, made into desert & destroyed every 'exogenous' (Latin

'other-generated') empire from Babylon 7000 years ago till the US empire today. Previously

all humanity's worldwide 'indigenous' (Latin 'self-generating') ancestors cultivated

decentralized fractal distributed culture at all levels through the 1) ~100 (50-150) personExpand full comment
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ArnoldF Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Dr Wolf, a scripture in the Prophets comes to mind:

Isaiah 59:

[14] Justice is turned back, and righteousness stands afar off;

for truth has fallen in the public squares, and uprightness cannot enter.

[15] Truth is lacking, and he who departs from evil makes himself a prey.

The LORD saw it, and it displeased him that there was no justice.

[16] He saw that there was no man, and wondered that there was no one to intervene;

then his own arm brought him victory, and his righteousness upheld him.

The two lessons shown here is when wickedness becomes so embedded into the fabric of a

city or a nation that once honored Him, 1. the righteous's voices are hunted down and

crushed; 2. God is impassioned to act on behalf of His own righteous standards for

government and or society that has corrupted itself. And as we know in the bible, the

consequences are deadly...Sodom, the plagues on Egypt, the destruction of the temple in

Jerusalem (twice) and exile of the Hebrews (twice).

Thank you for everything you do to speak truth in the public square.
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bill steigerwald Clips and Q&As -- The Steigerwa… Apr 29 · edited Apr 29

Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

What young Tucker used to say and think in the mid-2000s, the time period Naomi mentions,

was different but always savvy and funny. Here are four Q&As I did with him.

https://clips.substack.com/p/q-and-a-tucker-carlson-before-he and I did a Q&A with NW too.

https://clips.substack.com/p/naomi-wolf-now-and-then
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Jill Apr 29

Bravo Dr Naomi Wolf. This essay resonated with me in so many ways. You are an inspiring

human being, a pleasure to read, and to listen to. I also thoroughly enjoyed your discussion

with Dr Peterson. It fills me with joy, hope and confidence when listening to wise and

courageous people like yourselves. Thank you. I trust that you know your influence spreads

far and wide.
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JJ Curtis Apr 29 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Bravo Naomi! I truly admire your willingness, or ability, to breech the political divide, as you

have, so respectfully and boldly. I’ve watched you for the past few years on War Room and

appreciate your steadfast pursuit of the truth; evidence that cats and dogs can play nice,

even when eating from the same bowl (of truth).

Thank you for defending Tucker! It’s heartwarming and extremely avant guard, considering

todays political climate.

Please continue to speak out and destroy this evil paradigm that so toxically divides divides

us as a people and a nation.

Wishing both you and Tucker, and those like you, much success and hope to see you all on

ground breaking platforms soon, flooding America and the world with the cleansing power of

truth; hopefully leading to prosecution and incarceration of those evildoers.

JJ Curtis
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Simon Stephenson Apr 29 · edited Apr 29

I'm wholly in agreement that the paradigm is evil, but I also think that most of the people

who approve of it are totally unaware that they are supporting something that is evil.

They sincerely believe that they are on the right side of the divide, and, to my way of

thinking, the reason why they believe this is that they have been brought up and

educated in such a way that their minds have not been fine-tuned so as to be able to

believe anything else. There's a realisation that used to be quietly implanted in the minds

of thinking people: a process of implantation that has increasingly become missing from

modern education. Increasingly, they've been told to see dogmatism as the Holy Grail,

rather than as an obstacle that they will encounter all the time, but need to

circumnavigate.
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Lino D'Ischia Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

P.S. I plan on buying your book! If only you had had a larger platform.
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Writes Larry Pahl Larry’s Substack Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Please read the preamble to the recommendations made by the Task Force… I was asked to

write it, and felt like Thomas Jefferson!

https://www.judybaartopinka.org/wp-content/uploads/il-civic-ed-task-force2014.pdf
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https://www.judybaartopinka.org/wp-content/uploads/il-civic-ed-task-force2014.pdf
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Gwen Griffith Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Posted on GETTR.
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Cindy pennington Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you Naomi for openly admitting that as a former arbitrator of Truth that unfortunately

this is no longer the case for Journalists and Media. The AWAKENING is Happening and I

Thank GOD there are platforms available to discuss and disseminate information such as

RUMBLE featuring: Bannon's Warroom, Maria Zeee, Man in America, Mel K, etc, and soon...

Tucker Carlson. TRUTH must be spoken.
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Gumnut123 Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

In simple terms, YES, I think that the Globalisation exercise has not enriched in all aspects

individuals/peoples lives.
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Ymarsakar Y's Apocalypse of Revelations Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Great integrity naomi. This is the separation of goats and sheepm the bifurcation. The public

may know of it as the rapturr and the tribulation. Transhuman timeline is the tribulation.
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Patti Apr 28

Unfortunately true journalism is dead. My daughter graduated from college in 2020 (in our

living room, because apparently walking across a stage, outside, would have been a death

knell) with a double major in advertising and journalism. She frequently tells people that she's

professionally trained to lie. Because that's how she viewed her education -- which is a very

sad state for our college system.
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David Gustafson Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Thank you so much for that.
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Kay Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf
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Thank you for writing this. I read portions to my husband, who is not a Tucker fan and who

went along with his liberal professor friend’s snark about the firing (although he had the grace

to back down when I called him on it). His friend is much like your former friends, vilifying

Tucker not for what he actually says but simply for who he is.

I had to stop listening to the first clip you embedded: the host sets up the audience to hear a

crazy person, then has to admit you “sound” reasonable (but for an unstated reason, are not),

and then invites his sidekick to weigh in, whereupon we are treated to an incoherent jumble

about slaves and people wearing the scarlet letter as, somehow, reasons why what you said

wasn’t worth paying attention to. There is only so much nonsense I can take.

I loved the way you described the (non)thinking of your former friends. You have a wonderful

(and very amusing) way of getting to the heart of the matter.

And you’re right about the (former) California mindset. I grew up there in the 50s, came of

age there in the 60s, and lived there most of the subsequent years until moving to New York

State in 1985. I remembered my shock when I heard University professors comment about

so-and-so being a Jew (why, I thought, would you even mention that so gratuitously?) and

my bemusement concerning the perceived importance of where you had gone to school. In

California, such things didn’t matter. You were accepted for the person you were, the person

others saw and interacted with. No one made judgments about your background, or even

cared about what it was, except in a friendly way. The playing field was level no matter what

race you were. The people I knew were friendly and open to all. Living in that culture shaped

me profoundly, and even though I have now lived on the East Coast for 38 years, I will always

be a Californian.
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Patti Apr 28

And now most of Cali is liberal and utterly ruined! Hmmm…wonder why?

LIKE
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cgg Apr 28

A couple of years ago, a colleague of mine and I were talking about the change in

California. (I am third generation.) He said, "Do you remember all the assholes in

college who went to Wall Street afterward? They come here now." At the time, that

did not make sense to me as Wall Street was synonymous with old school GOP,

especially as I was looking at his comment from the perspective of a point in time

(80s - 90s) But given what has happened with Big everything, it made me realize

that it didn't matter which uniform they wore. Assholes are assholes.
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Rebecca Allen Apr 28 Liked by Dr Naomi Wolf

Wow! How refreshing!
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Tricia M Apr 28

I was introduced to your work by listening to you on Eric Metaxas and was fascinated hearing

your recorded speech at Hillsdale. I am quickly becoming a fan, looking forward to reading or

hearing your thoughts and discoveries. Thank you for pursuing truth regarding the Pfizer

documents, among other things.

As I said in a comment on this article on Facebook, your concluding paragraphs gave me

chills. I’m a few years younger than you (in college in late 80’s) but I recognize the America

you described. It’s refreshing to hear that description of nostalgia for the “racial optimism”

that existed, as we are often now gaslighted into thinking that “that” America never existed. I

appreciate also your fight to preserve our constitutional freedoms. Thank you also for being

an example of how to civilly engage with those from an opposing camp, so to speak.

I’ll be praying for you as you wage this war, as it is a spiritual battle at play.
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Dawn Slike Apr 28 · edited Apr 28

GREAT overview, Dr. Wolf. But isn't this really about chronic guilting-and-shaming from

stupider-than-you people? After all, I am a passionately pro-life activist who listens to you

closely because you are so very correct about the deadliness of Covid vaccines. Dialogue

and intense assessment of facts are utterly essential in rectifying this madness. I hope the

Jonathan Otto video series NEW HOPE (cures for vaccine injuries) has grabbed your

attention.
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Gail Gail’s Newsletter Apr 30

I’ve lost all faith in our system. Never imagined it possible, but when the level of corruption is

so blatant and unaddressed by either party, there is no rationalization. There is no “ We The

People”. Nobody honoring the oath to “ Protect and Serve”. Whether or not one aligns with all

or any of Tucker’s personal ideology, he is an a virtuous,decent American and completely

honest . “ They” are ALL lying to us and most absolutely loathe us. All of us
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Jim Morris Apr 28

As a baby boomer, I long for the day when journalists do their job. I was a long time
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As a baby boomer, I long for the day when journalists do their job. I was a long time

Democrat, raised by Democrats, and even campaigned for Democrats when I was young. JFK

would not recognize this party today . I remember the Pentagon Papers, after I returned from

Vietnam. Will we ever see journalists do their job again? Frankly I don't see that happening.

That's a bridge to far. This alliance between the media, corporations, big tech, Wall Street,

and Hollywood needs to be broken up. Less we become sheep. Stand for something, or kneel

for anything. A bit of a rant, sorry.
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Dr Howard Tenenbaum Apr 28 · edited Apr 28

Another outstanding masterpiece Naomi! It's interesting isn't it? I know of many folks,

celebrities/journalists etc. who, once being wholly entrenched liberals have completely

switched sides as it were. Some call it being red-pilled but that in my opinion denigrates the

voyage they've taken from being staunch liberals to becoming 'conservative'. Thinking

liberals like yourself have realized that actually, your liberal views have not changed. But your

liberal views are no longer being expressed by those still on that side (Bill Maher has talked

about this). In fact most of the ideals you hold to be important are being expressed by

conservatives. Many of these conservative views relate to such 'traditionally liberal' (not

really traditional actually) concepts such as freedom of speech, freedom of the press, the

role of the press as being the bulwark against government overreach, as opposed to being

stenographers for the government in power, medical autonomy and so on. And we see

evidence everyday for this. Also we see those who oppose us coming up empty when

actually challenged to provide any factual evidence as to why you are wrong, or why you

should not have talked to Tucker! But you know what else I have observed, and I would eat

my hat if proven wrong? I have NEVER seen a conservative minded person switch to the so

called liberal side of things. Not one. Heaven bless you!!!!
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Patti Apr 28

Boom!!!! Great insight
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Bess Apr 28

Guess at the end of the day one would call me a conservative. However, since I agree with

you I don’t know what that makes me. I can tell you that I was raised by God fearing common

sense parents for whom I will be forever grateful for teaching me to think before I make

decisions. I have even been known to change my mind when someone gives me a well

thought out argument. Please continue to stand your ground. We need people to stop being

sheep and to start making up their own minds. Thank you and thank you.
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sheep and to start making up their own minds. Thank you and thank you.
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Donald Jeffries Donald’s Newsletter Apr 28

Brilliant as usual, Naomi. Tucker is closer to the kind of liberal I was, as a teenager in the

1970s, volunteering with Mark Lanes' Citizens Committee of Inquiry, and proudly joining an

ACLU that, at the time, was actually concerned about protecting civil liberties, than any

"Woke" leftist today. He actually talked about civil liberties. And believes in free speech. And

was consistently talking about how disastrous our interventionist, warmongering foreign

policy is. The leading "liberals" of today, like Bernie Sanders, Elizabeth Warren, AOC, Keith

Olbermann, Stephen Colbert, etc., all oppose free speech, and support war. They don't

mention civil liberties, because they don't care about them. And they now love the CIA, the

FBI, and our other intelligence agencies and "Woke" military industrial complex. Tucker was

the only one on network television who opposed the tyranny and corruption that has all but

destroyed this country. Thanks for summing things up perfectly!
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MaryT Apr 28

This is brilliant! I hope someday we can go back to “the old days”
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Franklin Carroll Reactionary Reactions Apr 28 · edited Apr 28

Speaker McCarthy's decision to share evidence with Fox shows he is a liar---apparently.

Imagine pulling this move in the Nixon era. "The decision to share the tapes of my

conversations about Watergate proves the other side is lying." Such a statement would have

been immediately dismissed as self-contradictory.

These people must have some deep understanding of psychology because such blatant self-

contradiction should be immediately dismissed. That he can make it sound semi-coherent

proves he has some deep mastery of rhetoric that is almost otherwordly. His repetition of the

word lying seems especially unnatural. Does saying it twice make it somehow more true?

Schumer, why don't you release the footage to CNN and have them produce a rebuttal to

Carlson, point by point? I know why. Because there is no rebuttal to be made---and the

accusations of cherry picking, in fact, describe their initial presentation of the "facts."
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Wei (Ray) Chang, Ph.D. Wei’s Substack Apr 30

Thank you Naomi for your emotionally moving article. God bless.

LIKE (3)
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Bidman Apr 30

I reread chapter 17 of 'The bodies of others' this morning and it made me sad. We are in a

hate filled society hell bent on punishing anyone who dares to speak out in truth.

LIKE (3)
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Jerry S Apr 30 · edited Apr 30

Naomi Wolf has the innate ability to look into and see through the sham news media and

issues of today with critical thinking and a non-biased, common sense approach.

Personally, I enjoyed the personal touch description she displayed in her narrative about

California 'in the day.' I can't speak for "readers in the Midwest" but I'm on the East Coast

(not that it should matter, because I am an individual) and I DO "give a shit" about Naomi

Wolf's "past California musings" while demonstrating how things have changed so drastically.

I'm pretty astounded how Richard Tjaden thinks he speaks for the entire Midwest.
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Laura HH Apr 30

Thank you for your honesty and your courage in speaking up and speaking out. You and I,

growing up in separate worlds but in roughly the same time period, have lived on opposite

sides of the political aisle.

I was a “Young Republican” Reaganite and Phyllis Schlafly acolyte, timidly handing out flyers

between classes at Auburn University in Lower Alabama (the other LA), while you were

fueling fires of feminism on a much grander and more prestigious stage.

But at this crazy juncture in American history, with possibly little change in either of our

political minds, I am reading your Substack and cheering you on in my inconspicuous corner

of the world (now North Alabama).

Anyway...don’t have much else to contribute except to say “you go girl” (my daughter would

cringe at that lame attempt to be cute and hip).

THANK YOU for your HONESTY and COURAGE and commitment to TRUTH. Praying for

blessings on you and your family in this crazy, difficult and dangerous time. BTW, I’m listening

to your reading of the Geneva Bible and LOVING it.

LIKE (3)

Terry Apr 28

Your previous naivete is stunning. However you still think your previous "tribe" were honest

and true then. They were not and are the cause and the manipu!ators of the horror we're in

now. Happily you have learned better and are leading a charge against them.
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now. Happily you have learned better and are leading a charge against them.
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Sherilyn Wells Apr 28

I don't know that I'd call it naivete so much as a reflection of the way that the Deep State

has shifted from side to side, manipulating each in turn, according to their deeper "pit us

against each other to prevent a focus on THEM" agenda. At one time, it WAS "her" side

that stood for rights and freedoms, particularly against overbearing corporations, but

now it's become the likes of Tucker who calls out that same faction. I never thought I'd

see the day when both Tucker and Naomi would speak for me, but voila... here it is.

Wonders never cease..
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AnnR Apr 29

I agree. I’m glad to find a reader that is not superficially accepting Dr. Wolf’s mea culpa. I

appreciate her honesty but I wonder if she (like she is saying about her former

likeminded tribe) did the same exact thing about Donald Trump, eg: actually listen to his

speeches while

President and determine her own opinion, or just rely on the MSM’s vile distortions of his

words and believe them?
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Kate Apr 28

Great article, though I cringe at the apparent dichotomy: “the post-Enlightenment metric of

“is it true?” versus “a pre-rational metric of ‘is this within our tribe and according to our rituals

and our cult?’” The so-called “Enlightenment” was truly a darkening of the human intellect.

Most people today don’t believe (or consider whether) there is such a thing as (objective)

truth, something that was believed and studied and praised before the “Enlightenment” led to

the bloodbath of the French Revolution.

Also, I don’t understand how someone who works so hard to warn women about the dangers

of the vaccine to them and the babies in the womb can still talk about “reproductive rights.”

Why is baby murder okay when the mommy does it, but not when Big Pharma does (unless

the murder is by an abortion drug?). At least have the honesty to say you’re defending the

(demonic) “right” to kill one’s child in the womb.
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Sandra Slivka Apr 28

Hi Kate, Thank you for pointing this out here. Abortion is indeed murder, and needs to be
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Hi Kate, Thank you for pointing this out here. Abortion is indeed murder, and needs to be

called that, not healthcare. However, I still don't want anyone telling me what I can do

with my body (although suicide isn't usually illegal isn't it). It's time for us all to admit

that this is the ultimate gray issue that even King Solomon couldn't resolve. My

suggesstion to the world is to come up with rational compromises like they did in Europe.

Also, the issue is so different now that 1970. Birth control is readily available and very

effective. We need to find out why our society has so many 'unwanted' preganancies and

do all we can to prevent them so as not to force this moral conundrum on both women

and men.,
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Letsrock Apr 28

Unfortunately unwanted pregnancies happen even w contraception. Contraception

that is mostly the woman's responsibility and any deleterious side effects from that

also falls on the woman. Why is it that there have been no further contraceptive

controls for men??? Yes, abortion is a terrible thing. Illegal abortions even worse. I

personally believe it should be legal first trimester ONLY. That's plenty of time to

make your decision. None, except in rare cases after that, and NO late term or live

birth abortions ever.
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Kate Apr 28

We have more abortions exactly because we have birth control. That makes people

think it’s okay to use the reproductive system for pleasure, and when they don’t

thwart the natural result, abortion is the back-up plan. And the fact that the

inconvenient baby is in the womb doesn’t make the murder moral.

LIKE (1)
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Smashing Idols Apr 28

Tucker Carlson FAR outweighs even Rush Limbaugh for being one of the most compelling

speakers for soundness.

LIKE (3)

Gumnut123 Apr 28

The WHOLE WORLD is NOT talking about Tucker Carlson.

The WHOLE WORLD is so fed up with USA and have been for a very long time (since WW11),

and just want them to clean the mess up that has been foisted onto The Whole World.

Remove ALL the military/NATO and like from OUR Countries, the Psychopaths' from your

politics, judiciary and so many areas, the interactions with your Imperial Masters in the UK,
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politics, judiciary and so many areas, the interactions with your Imperial Masters in the UK,

who have inflicted THEIR sick World onto so many. The interference in Science that they have

spread throughout the World with blackmail and other underhand tactics. The Bio Weapons

that they have NO right to do, causing deaths, disabilities, poverty, so, so many atrociously

negative actions reaction and to stop being so obsessive about the Almighty Dollar. Stop

talking about God and start living a godly life.

Americans are not right about many things, and need to stop being so inward looking, and a

bunch of taking heads, and start to grow up and take their responsibilities with deep thought

and positive actions on a daily basis.

Look around you and see the real World with Countries destroyed, incredible pain and

destruction of peoples lives, Countries in debt because of loans taken with blackmail strings

attached. Its being going on since WW11.

WAKE UP AMERICA and get your Justice system working. People in other Countries cannot

believe that a large number no people are not in Court or awaiting the Death penalty.
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Patti Apr 28

So you, like me are against globalism?
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David Cashion Apr 28

Who you gna call ?
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ExcessDeathsAU ExcessDeathsAU Apr 28

"we certainly would have found it racist to assume that immigrants or people of color could

not succeed entirely on their own merits."

Madam, in 2023 this is a ridiculously revolutionary statement and that makes me extremely

sad. It is the humiliating soft bigotry of low expectations writ large that this should be the

prevailing narrative and also completely untrue given that Indians and non-Indian Asians have

the highest incomes in the US. What an absolute state the world is in right now. As always,

thank you.
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Patti Apr 28

This has been the Left’s position for many decades. Still is!!!

LIKE
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Karen Baetz Apr 28

All of the things you thank Tucker for, I thank you for.
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Karen Keener The Sovereign Mom Apr 28

Also, I want to say that in reading this, I feel the pain of your ostracism from your tribe. I

recognize it from my own experience as a fiscal conservative living in California at the end of

the Bush era and dawn of the Obama era. I remember hearing Obama saying among other

things, "you have to get in their faces." I thought, in a world that used to value not speaking of

politics in mixed company, this will not end well, even for me spending most of my life in

Orange County, even not really voting much. The fact that I'm not a communist is going to

make living in california nearly impossible for me if people start getting in my face about their

communist ideals which I do not share. I've moved twice since then. I'm in Utah, but still

looking for my tribe of people who are not drowning in the deluge of cognitive dissonance

from a political apparatus that on both sides is a sea of lies. It's very precarious sailing in this

storm of polaristic hostility and ignorance. I'm not a polarizing public figure. I'm just a free

thinker. I can't go with the communists, and I can't align with Q-cumbers.
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JJ Curtis Apr 29

Nicely said, but don’t dismiss, what might seem outlandish “claims” from the, as you say

“Q-Cumbers”...too funny, btw. How many “conspiracies” read the truths, have you held

so dearly COME TRUE? I suspect most, if not all of them .

We are living the novel of 1984. What was meant to be fiction has now become

prescriptive and reality. I’m not a Q-cumber, but those theories posited by them aren’t

too far from reality. The world we live in is not the same and everything we knew to be

impossible has shifted possible, and actual.

LIKE (1)

Writes Karen Keener The Sovereign Mom Apr 29

I definitely make a distinction between conservatives who see there is more going

on behind the scenes from those who thought the business and school lockdowns

during Covid were part of a larger plan to rescue children from literal underground

tunnels and use the businesses to shuffle children up to the surface. There's a

reason "Qcumbers" is so fitting. The cognitive dissonance has turned them into

mental vegetables. They will use any excuse to believe Trump was in control and

doing everything right over the dismal 4 years he was in office selling us all out to
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doing everything right over the dismal 4 years he was in office selling us all out to

pharma with their big thumbs up throughout the process.
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Pat Wetzel BumpInTheRoad Apr 28

I also moved from woke Santa Fe in search of sanity. I cannot begin to describe the

intolerance and insanity that I witnessed and experienced. It was truly terrifying and very

reminiscent of Eastern Europe before the wall came down (and yes, I have actually been

there during that time period). I cannot believe what is happening to this country. Now in

Northern AZ, I have found a tribe of people who are sane and I'm deeply grateful. And

I'm hoping it stays this way. Now to battle the election non-integrity machine that

masquerades as leadership in this state!
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Karen Keener The Sovereign Mom Apr 28

By any chance, are you near Snowflake? I have a friends near there who are really

loving the community.
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Mark Marshall Mark Marshall Apr 28

It is interesting how people on both the right and left have been red pilled in recent years. And

now we even find ourselves allies.
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Lysander Spoonbread Apr 28

Gosh. Read alot of 'analysis' of the post Fox/TCT situation.

This is my favorite.
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Chris Apr 28

Thank you for the perspective. Sharing with family (most of whom are Democrats) and

friends. Enjoyed your interview with Dr. Peterson.

LIKE (3)

Donna Ruth Apr 28

Yes, fascinating interview. First half was the cautious dance and then the settling in.

Should tee up for more interviews. I love Dr. Peterson but do wish he would give his

guests more air time.
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reality speaks Apr 28

I listen to it as well and I enjoyed it too
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JohnTyler May 3

Let's see if i understand this; Naomi Wolf is shocked, shocked !!!! that those residing within

her ideological milieu - her putative political allies - are now targeting her for stepping outside

the echo chamber she "knows" she is never to allowed to interact with in any way.

Well Naomi, you may be academically smart, but you sure are an idiot to believe leftist

progressives are open minded or willing to hear and discuss opposing views.

They are only interested in hearing affirmations of their own worldview.

LIKE (2)

Tesla Ozone for Optimal Health 7 hr ago

You missed the point of her article. She is nostalgic for a time in America's history when

there was a real left, not the hijacked "Washington Consensus" of the past 50 years.

Neoliberalism, the fascist economic policy that began in the mid-70's, but really gained

steam during the Reagan/Thatcher years, killed the momentum of the left.

Neoliberalism is/was all about privatization, which lies at the core of fascism. It's

destroyed our once great middle class. Workers have no benefits today thanks to

corporate totalitarianism. Libertarians brought us neoliberalism because they wanted

ECONOMIC unfettered liberty for capital only. Union-busting, capital flight, wage

stagnation, whittling away at our basic human rights... and now they're trying to lock in

privatization with CBDCs. Money is a public utility. The creditor class (private banking

industry) and transnationals want to reduce the world to serfdom.

After the social revolution of the 60's, when the Real Left was ending an illegal war,

winning civil, labor, food/consumer safety, women's, environmental rights, Big Business

rounded their wagons and began their war on the people, calling our demand for a

quality standard of living an "excess of democracy".

Wall St took over public finance. (see: How the Trilateral Commission Drove a Bankers’

Coup Across America ) https://strategic-culture.org/news/2019/08/12/how-the-trilateral-

commission-drove-a-bankers-coup-across-america/

No more FDR-style fiscal policy for public purpose, a necessity in creating a healthy,

prosperous society. With the public sector in shambles due to deliberate underfunding,

people were forced to live on credit cards and predatory loans. See: Life in a
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people were forced to live on credit cards and predatory loans. See: Life in a

Creditocracy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0WlZAypbos

If "boomers" became more concerned with self-preservation (labelled the "me"

generation), it was because jobs were being slashed left and right. This scheme was
Expand full comment
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Denton Scratch Apr 30

Ignore it, even relish it when the neo-Maoists accuse you of some Wrong-Think/Thought-

Crime/Counter-Revolutionary-Activity:

“Criticism from people who hate me doesn’t really mean anything to me. I really don’t care. I

care what the people I love think.” (quote from Tucker Carlson's interview on Megyn Kelly's

podcast: <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UmG9bqZ-qQY>
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Tom Wigand American Discerner by Thomas Wi… Apr 28

The Alexandr Kerensky model comes to mind: high-minded (Utopian?) revolutionaries who in

good faith believe that they're going to make a better (if not perfect) world. Who later find

that they were "useful idiots" inadvertently serving the ends of true (Satanic) evil -- in that

case, the Bolsheviks and Communism.

I say this not to convey self-righteousness directed at Ms. Wolfe. No, plaudits that she was

true to her principles and is now speaking out against evil. We all have different backgrounds

and personal histories: in achieving realization I came after many others, and before some.

Whenever it occurs for each of us, we must all welcome and embrace those who come after.

They can be our most effective advocates, for they've lived both sides, and those not yet

awakened are more likely to listen to them (David Horowitz comes to mind).

We are truly in period of profound spiritual warfare; the manifold forms of evil that are a

marchin' on so many fronts s inexplicable but-for spiritual warfare in the Biblical sense. In

this, it is a binary choice we each have to make. Meanwhile, the Great Deceiver is succeeding

in keeping many from seeing this. But increasingly, many are "red pilling" and slipping

through his grasp, and seeking redemption. We must not be self-righteous or prideful to

them because we may have gotten here sooner, but embrace them, and recognize that they

may have had greater obstacles to overcome to get to the ground we now share.

LIKE (2)

Jennifer Incognito Apr 28

I have never watched him either, for many of the same reasons you articulated, but I am

rooting for him now. I am rooting for anyone willing to participate in and guide a conversation

of the deep dark issues of our times for which we need REAL solutions - and we can't have

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0WlZAypbos
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of the deep dark issues of our times for which we need REAL solutions - and we can't have

real solutions if we refuse to discuss the inconvenient truths.
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ExcessDeathsAU ExcessDeathsAU Apr 28

I've never really watched him because I don't watch TV or live in the US but have seen

bits of his stuff online and he seems like a perfectly reasonable American - not hysterical

in any way and very charming. He talked about the CIA killing Kennedy which is

important. I didn't know that people actually hated him.
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The Christian Chronicler The Western Testament Apr 28

I'm in the same boat, never watched him because I don't watch cable news, but I

always caught things he said and interviews he did on social media. He is a unique

voice, one who discussed topics no one else wanted to broach. So many people

posted clips of his show on social media that he has truly become someone who

doesn't need a traditional platform. He has a large group of fans who will find him

and help broadcast whatever he does.
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Patti Apr 28

Only very unreasonable people dislike him. Or people with an agenda perhaps!
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Santini Fan Apr 28

What an absolutely beautiful article! Thank you for writing it so that as I read it, I was able to

shake my head repeatedly in agreement.

LIKE (2)

KRNapa Apr 28

Naomi, thank you. I truly appreciate your candor, your tireless quest for truth--regardless of

the stones thrown in attempts to prevent you from finding it, and I thoroughly enjoy your

writing style and command of the langauge. It’s like a balm to my often exasperated mind to

read about reason and diligence and bravery and real science, for which you are always on

the hunt!

I hope and pray that even though the road of integrity and honesty and defense of the truth is

rutted and painful and often treacherous, you’re finding amazement and joy and satisfaction

for your efforts.
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Blessings.
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Stuart Biliack Apr 28

I so appreciate your open-mindedness and respect for truth above all. I hope that it starts to

spread through the Left so that maybe, just maybe, we can return to some sort of normalcy

and decency.
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Camilla Apr 28

I feel that that your writings, Naomi, are cathartic for you- a way for you to make sense of how

you were deluded by the left for decades; how the left is in fact exactly who they screech the

'extremists' /right (now interchangeable) are. Thank you for this thoughtful writing, and for

thanking Tucker. I think you also owe him an apology:)
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Holly Pender-Love Apr 28

Thank you for your straight talk, Naomi.
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Ernie Laubacher Apr 28

What a great 'Common Sense' article! Your an old line Liberal that is fair & true. Thank you fro

your honesty and standing up to the elites who think like and are Authoritarians. Bless you

dear Naomi. e
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Ernie Laubacher Apr 28

Thank you Mauri, I'm 87 years old and have seen the changes in our country and CA;

that I would have ever thought come about. The elites have succeed in dividing our

country into many faction that I have never heard of. Its a sad state of affairs were in

now. I pray for a change of heart for our survival! God bless you, e
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Marsali S. Apr 28

Loved this. You're a very gracious person. Keep up the good work.
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Richard Apr 28
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Richard Apr 28

Well stated. People seem to prefer hanging on to their differences, their dislikes, even their

hate, versus trying to reach across the (in most cases, imagined) chasms that have separated

and polarized "us" to discover our common ground and to move together to address and

support the resolution of the issues of our times, which are approaching freedom/slavery,

life/death, and truth/propaganda -- and brother/sisterhood versus drones who simply spew

the established rhetoric to try and sound politically correct for the transient time that

whatever that is is vogue (always subject to revision and to a "new truth") that emerges not

from facts, history or investigation, research and confirmation, but from carefully crafted and

imposed messaging from outside "us" to further confuddle and divide and disarm "us" so we

are more easily disadvantaged and made prey for those who seek not our liberty, but our

harm and even our demise.
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Writes werpor werpor’s Substack May 4

Readers here ought to read Brownstone. Ms Wolf’s article was featured today. It was noted

that her article was originally published on the author’s Substack. After clicking on the button

I read many of the comments. Brownstone founder Jeffrey Tucker is providing an important

format for thoughtful insight into the concerns people are expressing in the comments.

Most of the comments here suggest a recent disillusionment. History suggests that every

now and again events conspire to upset the prevailing beliefs. And that all moments of

substantive recognition of events are preceded by a small number of heretics whom are

reviled when they first emerge.

Maybe the people first disillusioned are reviled the most. No doubt because they are thought

and judged to be traitors. But they were in a position to notice contradictions and hypocrisy

whereas most people were not. But do not be too quick to judge. Five hundred and fifty years

ago Gutenberg used movable type to make possible writings reflecting ideas the Church did

not imagine existed. Or if they did, accepted there was no way these ideas could be inflamed.

But the invention and use made of movable type encourage widespread writing and reading

of heretical ideas. The Church could not burn thousands at the stake.

The Church was the establishment in 1450. By 1550 the emergence of ideas about the nature

of the world and possibilities formerly unimagined began to overturn belief and prefigure the

eventual emergence of behaviours the church formerly condemned.

But the inherent need for certainty and foundational belief did not disappear. The Christians

religions gave rise to beliefs and strictures which worked within the bounds of those religions.

Europe was largely Christian. Certain beliefs though make the believers vulnerable. When

those beliefs are widespread they lead to automatic presumptions. …Even a sense of

entitlement. When an elite accumulates certain distinctions begin to grate on the masses.
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entitlement. When an elite accumulates certain distinctions begin to grate on the masses.

The elites continue to profess values which they evidently do not subscribe to themselves.Expand full comment
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Pierre Bonneau May 1

Thank you again, Naomi. I certainly resonate with your recognition of Tucker Carlson'

qualities, openminded attitudes, and common sense values. Recognition of who he is as a

man, a person, an american. I, being a French living man from up North (Québec), can easely

state that most or at least many of his offerings ( the people he invited, his monologues, his

questions and responses) were confirming to me and contributed in my feeling less alone

with these unwelcome perspectives. The censorship, as you can imagine, is also alive and

well both in Canada and the Povince of Québec. Once upon a time, Canada was a

Democracy. Though imperfect in many ways as are all Democracies, obviously, the core of

the democratic apple, so to speak, was healthy and strong. Now this core is rotten. Many on

different fronts are working tirelessly to save what is left in the hope of healing this rotten

core. It takes courage, clarity of mind and heart, discernment about who to trust, and an

irrepressible love of truth. Thank you so...
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Russell Lockhart Apr 30

Thank you for being willing to stand up for the truth! Especially, when you have been so

viciously attacked by your former tribe. You give me hope that true journalists are still looking

for the truth, regardless of where the evidence leads. Who could ever have thought that

people would so vehemently hold to “their truth “ regardless of facts and historical records

showing the abject failures of such behaviors?
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Writes Larry W Brown A Higher View Apr 30 · edited May 1

Naomi, as always you bring the best perspectives! We love you and also Tucker. So true that

we learn from perspectives, a pure process of observing and proving or disproving principles

(physical, metaphysical, emotional, spiritual, moral, ethical, et al) that promote survival and

procreation in life-giving and liberty-friendly ways, pronouncing and implementing these.

Tribal rituals and rules are interesting and cohesive to an extent but don’t always lead to a

higher level of virtue, human spirituality, and happiness. I personally believe Truth leads us

there. God IS Truth.

I follow your appearances and interviews and Bannon War Room, plus other venues and the

www.dailoclout.io with the reports (where we were privileged to help you and Amy with 3 so

far!). You always “blow my mind” with your thoughts and writing. I read The Bodies of Others

2x and gifted a few.
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2x and gifted a few.
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Larry Schaeffer Apr 30

Now that she has come to realize the clot shot massacre can’t be denied it’s interesting to

see her realize how wrong she’s been over her career.

Question I have is, does she have the courage to speak out against the scum running the shit

show.

I doubt it.
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Katrina the Hurricane Apr 30

What a profound piece of writing! Read it yesterday and I am still pondering the anecdotes

and observations. As a Christ follower, I attend worship with others throughout the week.

Today we read and discussed the passage in the Gospel of John where Christ is being

interrogated by Pilate, who asks, “What is truth?” That is the question, Dr. Naomi, that you

and other likeminded individuals, regardless of political bent, have been wise enough to stop

and ask with regard to the vaccine, the virus, our government’s response to it, our freedoms

during and now after the pandemic, and so on. And you CARE about the answers. The

answers will change our lives. As in the day of the earthly ministry of Jesus, however, there

are those surrounding us who are only interested in the power and the money associated with

the situation, which you have quite clearly identified. I for one would greatly appreciate if you

would continue to write about the truth.
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Mark Young Apr 30

Thank YOU for your principled good will.
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Arlene Solomon Apr 30

Another great piece. You are a treasure. I was born on the Fourth of July. All my life people

thought that was cool (it actually got annoying) now they barely notice. Patriotism is dead.

After President Trump left office I sent him a letter thanking him for his efforts to restore

patriotism to our land. I sent it to miralago . To my utter surprise I actually got a response. My

heart aches for this country as yours does. Thank you for taking the fire and speaking truth.

You help make the rest of us stronger.
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coop Apr 30

Why is no one talking about this? Free speech is being attacked in Florida, Minnesota,

Washington state. Maybe it's a good time to repost your article Fascist America, in 10 easy

steps: https://www.theguardian.com/world/2007/apr/24/usa.comment

Minnesota:

"Minnesota Is Set To Pass A Bill That Will Create A Database To Track Speech Deemed

“Hateful” And “Biased”"

https://winepressnews.com/2023/04/27/minnesota-is-set-to-pass-a-bill-that-will-create-a-

database-to-track-speech-deemed-hateful-and-biased/

Florida:

Anti-semetic speech is now illegal in FL. DeSantis signed the bill into law while in Israel. This

opens the door to other speech crimes. ADL definition of "anti-semitism" is very broad. It

includes talking about "driving out globalists"...etc.

https://twitter.com/GovRonDeSantis/status/1652002360657424391

https://www.infowars.com/posts/florida-senate-passes-harshest-hate-crime-bill-in-america-

to-combat-anti-semitism/

ADL: https://twitter.com/ADL/status/1633188817598398464

Former President Trump also delivered remarks that were in character but still dangerous. His

claims about expelling warmongers, driving out globalists, casting out communists, and

throwing off those who hate our country echo classic #antisemitic rhetoric.

Washington state:

Not sure on the current status of this but it might soon be/or it already is illegal to have

“extremist views”. You can not question these things and if you do you are a white

supremacist and domestic extremist or terrorist :

Election Fraud, Masks and Vaccines, Critical Race Theory, School Boards / Curriculum, or

Gender Ideology

https://www.investmentwatchblog.com/washington-hb-1333-an-act-relating-to-

establishing-the-domestic-violent-extremism-commission/

They say this WA state model could/should be the "model for the nation":

https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/how-a-washington-state-plan-to-fight-domestic-

extremism-could-be-a-model-for-the-nation
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Reasonable Horses Apr 30
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Gotta hand it to Ben Dixon. Leaping through hoops of irrationality armed with nothing but

ignorance and pomposity is quite a feat. Did he actually build this syllogism? P1: 19th century

slaves were branded. P2: 21st century Americans did nothing about it. Conclusion: 21st

century Americans don’t care about 19th century slavery. That would be unhinged if there

were any hinges on it.

Naomi, I admire your battle-hardened strength and courage. Stay the course, and God bless

you.
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MariKate Apr 30

Thank you Dr. Wolf for continuing to speak out in defense of the truth and those who share it.

This piece is beautifully written and the many comments express so much gratitude to you for

sharing your voice and your journey. God bless you.
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Richard Tjaden Richard’s Substack Apr 29

You're a brilliant writer. Love your writing style. But content is key to a trained eye.

To be a critic, I found this recent post to be mostly, equivocating. I view your recent opinions

as if you're hanging upon a clift. Geez, girl, make up your mind. Either this or that. Can't have

it both ways. Pick a side and give us readers a respite. Else lose us as readers.

People in the Midwest don't give a shit about your past California musings and past persoanal

relationships. Its irrevelant, except to pehaps, you. Give us a break.

Call me a midwestern hard ass, wherein, I assess, you're still attempting to negotiate the

Washington DC political swirl in these recent notes to your readership. Soft writing. In my

mind, as an umpire, start calling "Balls and Strikes" elsewise, lose your newly found

viewership. Me? I'm looking for pithy analysis not found elsewhere.

Dick. Licensed Engineer.
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Dr Naomi Wolf Apr 30 Author

Thank you for the feedback. I don't agree of course -- I write as truly as I can and can't

claim the certainty that you seek.
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MariKate Apr 30

Midwest here. I loved the background and insight into your experience on both
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coasts. The added context paints a more complete picture of your experience.
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Abbybwood Abbybwood’s Substack Apr 30

We can have it “both ways”. It is called “critical thinking”.

Which is why Tucker invited Naomi Wolf, Jimmy Dore, Glenn Greenwald, Aaron Mate,

Max Blumenthal and others from “The Left” on his show. Truth tellers like Lt. Col.

Douglas MacGregor to speak about what is really happening in Ukraine.

People who watched Tucker every night and since his being taken off the airwaves are

boycotting FOX, are trying to figure out the real reason for his being “let go” (Megan

Kelly says he was not fired and if they pay out his contract he can be censored until the

end of 2024).

I don’t think it was January 6th. Probably the RFK interview about Covid and vaccines,

considering big Pharma holds around 70% of the advertising on FOX.

Probably him laughing at Zelensky and his grift didn’t help.

Since he was censored last Monday my TV has gone dark (except for my granddaughter

watching “Bluey”).
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Larry OLSON Apr 30

don't leave. an opposition voice is always appreciated. this from one who was moved by

the history lesson 1970's and forward and by human touch in this article

LIKE
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YourVoiceCounts Apr 29

How was ZELENSKY RAPIDLY PROPELLED to the world stage? Where are we (U.S.) and

where are we going? This documentary stands the test of time - prophetic. If you only review

(1) vid today, choose this: "THE ZELENSKY FILE".

https://www.bitchute.com/video/excGw1i5Hx5O/ Runtime: 22min 30sec.

LIKE (1)
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Letsrock Apr 29

"How was Zelensky rapidly propelled..."? My guess is exactly the way Ovomit was.

LIKE

YourVoiceCounts Apr 29 · edited Apr 29
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Watch the vid... take 22 minutes to agree or disagree. the vid has no guesswork, just

facts.
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Letsrock Apr 29

Thank you for the link. I pretty much knew most of what was explained. And

yes, pretty much same MO as Ovomit. The powerful ones behind the scenes

are who is in charge as the guy Wolfe at the end explained. I did not however,

know that Zelensky had a law background. I try to go as deep as understanding

a situation but then it just becomes too depressing as this is. Why doesn't Putin

just destroy them already? The other deeply disturbing part was Dupont,

Monsanto and Cargill buying all the farmland. I saw a video not too long ago of

AZOV Nazis torturing prisoners. Now I'm not particularly squeamish but I had to

turn it off. There aren't even words anymore.
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YourVoiceCounts Apr 29

I totally get what you express and are saying. We Will Win! Even if they

take out 1/2 of us, We Will Win, of that I am 100% sure. imho, Putin is

keeping the conflict going (yes i agree with you) b/c he chooses to Only

escalate conventional warfare as absolutely necessary to prevail, AND

during the process, BRICS is picking up steam to rid member states of U.S.

/ U.K domination - and it's working, and I support BRICS, b/c in the long

run, U.S. must get our house in order and there is no point in slowing down

BRICS for our selfish reasons implemented by CIA in overseas operations

for our domination of sovereign countries. U.S. is <5% of world population

having controlled global economies since end of WWII - (First), that cannot

last; (Second) nor should it. It is time to pull in our horns, let others work

out their differences and build strong economic ties to each other whilst

we save our Republic. To me, it's that simple. We have plenty of domestic

enemies of the Constitution to put into the frying pan - we do not need to

make more enemies abroad...Not today, and hopefully, not ever again.
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AndreaS Apr 29

Excellent article! Thank you.

LIKE (1)

Anthony Radd Apr 29
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Anthony Radd Apr 29

Beautifully said. Thank you.
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Simon Stephenson Apr 29 · edited Apr 29

Naomi, if you've got an hour and ten minutes to spare, and you're not already familiar with Dr

Iain McGilchrist and his thoughts on the modern world, I think you'll find this video more

thought expanding than most of what you would otherwise be spending the hour and ten

minutes doing:-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v4IeuIg9nGY

I hope this isn't a spoiler, but there's an audience questioner at an hour and 2 minutes in who

asks "Could we say, rather worryingly, that we're living in a world where the very reasons for

doubting are doubted, and there is this crusade for certitude?" to which the first word of

McGilchrist's reply is "Absolutely"
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Jill Apr 29

Yes, it was an excellent thought provoking discussion presented by Dr Iain Gilchrist that I

attended in person. How nice it was to be in a room with actual people and to deepen my

understanding of why we are where we are. Thanks for posting this link Simon so that

more people can benefit from Dr Gilchrist's wisdom gleaned from decades of research

and knowledge from brilliant philosophers.

LIKE

Simon Stephenson Apr 29 · edited Apr 29

I watched it on YouTube this morning, Jill, and I know I'll have to watch it again,

because I kept reaching for my note pad to write down something he'd just said.

Probably I should have just watched it straight through first time around, but instead

I like to write down things that resonate with me as soon as I hear them - as if

they're going to disappear unless I record them at the time.

Anyway, I think that the idea that an entirely Left-brained analysis can't possibly

produce a Whole-brain conclusion is fascinating in that it's itself an idea that cannot

be produced by a Left-brained analysis. I've previously had similar thoughts about

Daniel Kahnemann's Slow/Fast Thinking, and Edward de Bono's Lateral Thinking -

that sometimes the "right" answer can't possibly be reached by orthodox methods,

that it isn't just that unorthodox methods are quicker or more understandable, it's

that they are essential to get to the end-point at all.
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KuhnKat Apr 28

So you still don't know what the America our Founders created is like or could be...

LIKE (1)
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David David’s Substack Apr 28

There is an old saying that liberals think conservatives are evil while conservatives think

liberals are stupid. Your article elucidates those mindsets. Conservatives know that liberals

are not stupid in the academic sense, yet they still seem stupid.
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David Cashion Apr 28 · edited Apr 28

The past utopia you speak of (intermingling of the permanent Washington class) had a name

and it still does. The Uni party.

This party knows what's best for the world and anybody that doesn’t agree must be crushed.

That was true in your utopia just as it is true now.

You wonder what changed, where has utopia gone. It's gone public, it's now openly Marxist

not only in its thinking but in its actions. Why did they all come out of the closet ? The

question isn't why but how. DJT opened the closet door and the filth tried to recoil into the

safety and darkness of a corner in the closet. DJT then turned on the light and the bats from

hell came shrieking out. They attacked anyone, any thinking that was a threat to their

demonic wishes.

You now belong to a new group. So quit your whining.
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Patti Apr 28

Agree- DC has always been a swamp. I grew up there and loved following politics until it

all became unbearable. Conservatives were always the red headed stepchild because we

were traditionalists who insisted on fairness. Nothing in politics or DC is fair!!!

LIKE (1)

Alan Davis (FlyoverAlinCT) Apr 28

Bravissimo once again!

It doesn’t appear that your tribal friends tried to stage an intervention that even alcoholics

and addicts get - it was instant guillotine.

Always heartfelt, especially lately on the outré Jordan Peterson podcast.
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Always heartfelt, especially lately on the outré Jordan Peterson podcast.

FlyoverAl circa 1990: Naomi Wolf? I dunno - dishy chicky who tried (and failed) to give human

toothache Al Gore Alpha Male lessons.

Circa 2021 et seq: Hero - receiver of Alpha Male wisdom - humbly seek the truth and aspire

to Spiritual fitness.

And my usual slight correction: You ARE brave AND they are wu$$ies.
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Guy Duperreault Becoming A Refugee in the Time … Apr 28

Hello, Ms. Wolf.

I am reminded of someone else who got trashed by her 'liberal left tribe' in much the way you

describe for similar reasons.

You may enjoy this discussion, as the articulate and passionate Africa Brook delves deeply

into her having fallen into the trap of ideology in a way that you describe and what happened

when she 'talked with THE ENEMY.'

"Leaving the Cult of Wokeness with Jordan Peterson | Africa Brooke - Makhaila Peterson

Podcast #120"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qU7iXtHTVtI
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Patti Apr 28

Saw the feminism trap in my teenage years and always stood up for boys/men and

against vilifying them the way feminists loved to do!!! Pitting anyone against the other is

always a no win! I wish people would wake the hell up!!!

LIKE (1)

Writes Guy Duperreault Becoming A Refugee in the Time … Apr 28

Yes. It has been a blessing for me to talk with my sister who fell into that briefly,

then climate issues that have likewise been hijacked. She quickly saw the

ideological manipulation and indoctrination that was happening.

I was introduced to the importance of balancing the male/female masculine/feminine

'energies' from a young age through Jung and his students. It has informed my

perception of 'things'.

It seems to me that one of the key draws to these ideologies, perhaps even all

ideologies, is that they are a great escape clause from fully growing up in the

individuation sense, because the encourage the lazy actions of 'blame and
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individuation sense, because the encourage the lazy actions of 'blame and

complain', which have today become 'vilify and cancel'.

If all *that* is unquestionably *wrong*, then I am unquestionably *right*, and in that

way I am absolved from being personally responsible to see, let alone heal, my own

shadow. (In some places, the feminazis have 'cancelled' me because I mention Jung

or other 'male' writers.)

We are living in a true dystopian world of adolescent shadow projection.

Hmmm.

Nefahotep shared a great 'shadow' animation video of a few years ago. You may

enjoy it.

Here is her substack with link to the video:

"In Shadow, a great video and accurate portrayal of Forces at work in our

Psychology and Society". https://nefahotep.substack.com/p/in-shadow-a-great-

video-and-accurate
Expand full comment
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Patti Apr 28

Thanks for the links! More people need to be brave and speak up against the

nuttiness. You can’t care about being disliked/canceled. We must not sell our

souls for comfort! Find like minded people instead.
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53rd Chapter Apr 28

Once again, Naomi, wonderful writing and fearless truth-telling. I hope that the same myopic

partisanship on our side will shelve the snarkiness and realize that none of us has it all figured

out. Rather, that standing before the Throne in honest humility can only end in awe and

wonder.
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Steve Apr 28

Brava! I applaud you for your intellectual integrity. It takes real guts to stay true to your own

thoughts in the face of peer pressure.

Road to Damascus stories like this always interest me. I've got my own (not anywhere near as

colorful,; a middle-aged political moderate in a Ph.D. program)--but New Neo has blogged

about her evolution at https://www.thenewneo.com/bio/.
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J.R. Apr 28

Well said, as always. Thank you Dr. WOLF!
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Mark Much Apr 28

Is it true that Fox has hired Dylan Mulvaney to replace Tucker?
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FinemRespice Apr 28

Can someone post a link where one can get the "I am a good person" cards? I lost mine.
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Suzanne Utts Apr 28

I love your comments Dr. Wolf. I love your integrity and the story of how your eyes were

opened. It gives me hope that others will open their eyes too. I have been awake for many

years and it has been painful (still is) to see how far America has gone down. For me, Robert

Frost's "The Road Not Taken" has been the story of my life. Sounds like it is now the story of

yours. Take heart! It is not at all bad.
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Bernard Gallo Apr 28

You can write
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Gary Hogan Apr 28

Great commentary as usual!

LIKE (1)

Francie 1 hr ago

Is there something in the water?

Wouldn’t be a bit surprised.

Good on you Naomi - all it takes for evil to prevail is that good men - and woman, do and say

nothing.

God bless you in your quest for truth and thank you for being our voice in a world gone mad…

the truth will out and these self styled ‘elites’ will soon stand before their maker to give an

account.
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Ziggmeister Cat 6 hr ago

Thank you for writing this, it’s beautiful and true.
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Tesla Ozone for Optimal Health 8 hr ago

Now that the bloated tick of financialization is imploding (see:

https://www.ineteconomics.org/perspectives/blog/the-end-of-financialization), might we

finally get back to intelligent government again and focus on the real (productive) economy?

We have 40+ years of structural neglect and eroding public purpose to rectify.

FDR’s Employment and Wage Strategy Worked

"This all changed under FDR. The key to evaluating Roosevelt’s performance in combating

the Depression is the statistical treatment of many millions of unemployed engaged in his

massive workfare programs. The government hired about 60 per cent of the unemployed in

public works and conservation projects that planted a billion trees, saved the whooping

crane, modernized rural America, and built such diverse projects as the Cathedral of Learning

in Pittsburgh, the Montana state capitol, much of the Chicago lakefront, New York’s Lincoln

Tunnel and Triborough Bridge complex, the Tennessee Valley Authority and the aircraft

carriers Enterprise and Yorktown.

It also built or renovated 2,500 hospitals, 45,000 schools, 13,000 parks and playgrounds,

7,800 bridges, 700,000 miles of roads, and a thousand airfields. And it employed 50,000

teachers, rebuilt the country’s entire rural school system, and hired 3,000 writers, musicians,

sculptors and painters, including Willem de Kooning and Jackson Pollock. So much for the

notion that government jobs are not “real jobs”, as we hear persistently from critics of the

New Deal!"

https://seekingalpha.com/article/223012-the-real-lesson-from-the-great-depression-fiscal-

policy-works

LIKE

Alberto 9 hr ago

That blindness you describe from your friends on the left, is present also on your new friends

on the right. We all share the blame for where we have brought this once great nation. We all

carry far too much hubris within us.

To what do you attribute your ability to see things more clearly? What is it that opened your

eyes, but not those of others? Your diverse California upbringing cannot be it, for many

others with similar backgrounds remain blinded by tribalism.
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Find the essence that removed the scales from your eyes, and you will find the antidote

needed to cure this epidemic that is destroying our country. To find it, you must search

within.
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rockymarcianorules 9 hr ago

Madam, may God bless you for the courage to speak the truth, and to hold truth above the

seduction of what amounts to "peer pressure" (there's a term from the 1970s). Many people

feel the need to "belong" so deeply that they will disavow readily apparent evidence, in favor

of the temporary pull of "belonging" that blind adherence might provide. When you describe

your being politically abandoned you actually are describing the hijacking of one sector of

Western political thought, by the poison of Communism. Communism has been insinuated

into our society, for the past 80 yrs. And those who injected it into our society did so with the

intent of destabilizing the free West, in favor of their totalitarianism. I have some experience

with this topic having exposure to Soviet defectors and multiple confrontations with Chinese

Communist industrial espionage. The admissions and evidence I’ve seen, from each group,

confirm they each plotted de-stabilization of the West, via utilization of disaffected under-

classes; impressionable youth; amoral persons ripe for corruption; and other useful idiots.

They have succeeded in converting what you describe as “liberals” encompassing those in

academia, journalism, and other walks of life prone to statism. They also have successfully

targeted amoral capitalists. We are paying a dear price for that surrender now. But, I am

heartened when people like you overcome the terrible peer pressure which clouds clear-

thinking in many. Keep up the good work.
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Jeepster 11 hr ago

A small circle of friends are paying attention to Naomi's writing. Along with her Genesis

readings, she is showing others the nature of the battlefield. This is not a cultural fight, nor

political, social battle. This is a spiritual battle zone. The lines are clearly defined, as you have

lost friends who belong on the other side of the line. Naomi, you should be commended. I

would also add, prayed for. There are people who believe that is the only way to stand in this

fight. Thank-you!
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Dr. Naomi,

While we would also be considered different sides of the spectrum, I have read with extreme

appreciation and support your vital missives warning of the real and present dangers and
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appreciation and support your vital missives warning of the real and present dangers and

harm of the experimental mRNA gene therapy for Covid (as established by the over 17,000

signatory doctors, virologists, medical scientists, etc. – including Dr. Robert Malone, inventor

of the mRNA technology – in the carefully unreported and suppressed Physicians Declaration

Global Covid Summit in Rome during the pandemic) – and particularly as regards women and

what you were early-on warning of in terms of the very real and documented damage and

harm to them reproductively

(And, I know you know why they actually even changed the definition of “vaccine”. The

manifest aspects of the Great Scandal are continuing, and will, come to light.)

This essay is deeply profound in the truths you layout in the process of emphasizing that

what matters above all is the Truth itself. And, in times past, was the unifying link even

between different political stances. You made me think of those two great icons, Ruth Bader

Ginsberg and Antonin Scalia who were very close and dear friends.

While I shook my head at the reaction to all those in your sphere and the sophomoric,

immature reactions, I also realize it is within the frame of the real issue today not being any

vague “threat to democracy” (mindlessly parroted and vacuous explanation when queried as

to specifics) but rather is a very real and concerning National Psychosis.

But just wanted to let you know, from afar you have a new and very appreciative friend and

supporter and greatly look forward to more of your distinctive voice. This national mental

health issue will pass and transmute as only the Truth prevails and is eternal. And, for you and

Mr. Carlson, you both are at the vanguard of the inevitable transition.

Arthur Schopenhauer nailed it.

“All truth passes through three stages. First, it is ridiculed. Second, it is violently opposed.

Third, it is accepted as being self-evident.”

Blessings.
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Doc Ellis Dance of the Furies May 4

Thank you, Richard.

I regard the u s constitution as being like a condom in that it provides a sense of security to

folks whilst other folks interact with them.

Lysander Spoon's essays and Gary North's essays about the u s constitution influenced me

to regard it as I do.

I still appreciate your comments.
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Gail Gail’s Newsletter Apr 30

If anybody needs more proof of how corrupt complicit and how little either party gives a rat’s

ass about “ We The People”… Listen to the

cricketshttps://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/follow-the-money?utm_source=post-email-

title&publication_id=746475&post_id=111640570&isFreemail=true&utm_medium=email
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Jeck Apr 30

Yes!
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Adrienne Metcalf Adrienne’s Substack Apr 30

There is nothing more beautiful than the light that America - as designed by our founding

fathers in our founding documents - can embody for humanity. NOW is our moment when we

are uniquely positioned to answer the ‘Are You Sure's’ for our entire species and our future.

'Are We Sure' we are ready to drop the need to be ruled by parents, be they benevolent or

tyrants, political or corporate?

'Are We Sure' we we can take the reins of responsibility that are the only insurance policy of

freedom?

'Are We Sure' that, like adults, we can learn to live together in mutual cooperation and

respect; bearing and sharing the weight of self governance by the people and for the people?

'Are We Sure' we have matured enough to be exceptional because of our real actions, not just

our words now so easily cheapened by the deception of distance, the trickery of pixels and

light rather than the eye to eye, hand to hand assessment of truth?

'Are We Sure' we are ready to move beyond the old programming of thousands of

generations who have grown, fought, died and given their all to reach and stretch for the

opportunity to be free from the old patterns, because they believed we have hearts and

minds good enough to care for ourselves and our home?

Are We Ready to recognize the challenges of the moment, the challenges to the very

foundations of our nation, as opportunity to say ‘YES’ We Are Sure!?

Only a blink of cosmic time has passed since the words of promise in our founding

documents were birthed on a continent of great bounty and opportunity to make the words

real. What incredible Divine hope is entrusted to us to fulfill. It is up to us to make good on the

promise.

Thank you Naomi so much for the light you shine that we may see the opportunities to
LIKE
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Larry OLSON Apr 30

it is important to keep hope alive because without it love is not possible, and without love

there is only darkness. thank you for that.
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imbroglio Apr 30

Lovely Naomi. We've outlived our time. Tucker is the champion of a passing era. America will

be scourged. Brutally. Prophets like Farrakhan will be proven right. The sin of the greed and

opportunism of the Second Wave feminists, your contemporaries, are being visited on the

fourth generation, women collegiate athletes whom feminists have betrayed. Recall Joni

Mitchell one of our generational icons: "We're captives on the carousel of time. We can't

return, we can only look behind from where we came..." You've done yeoman service. Be

proud and grieve.
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Anita Söderman Anita’s Substack Apr 28

Thank you so much for these views. I only regret that your fine thoughts and insights about

the way especially women and babies have fared and still do with regards to the injections,

were not better received. It is really horrible to take part of what you describe as a new wall

and a stupid, one-minded one at that, totally unreasonable and without any logic thinking. I

so recognize this from my own country Sweden and I certainly wonder how this phenomenon

could emerge so all of a sudden. Before there was the seventies and feminism and flower

power actually, and out of that as a backlash if ever one, came the stone walling and

cancelling we all know so well. Pity! Pity I must say, and disastrous as you describe it...
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Judy Kaplan Warner Apr 28

Oh yes, I caught that right away but there is no way to respond to a particular person. And I

forgot to make a correction. I'll do that now
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KellyG Apr 28

Judy your post didn't land where you wanted it to.

LIKE

Writes Turfseer Turfseer’s Newsletter Apr 28

Who is Benjamin Dixon? Actually an Uncle Tom. He bows to his slavemasters at the CDC. So
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Who is Benjamin Dixon? Actually an Uncle Tom. He bows to his slavemasters at the CDC. So

pathetic.

Discrimination rears its ugly head again. Listen to Turfseer’s hit song THE BACK OF THE BUS.

https://turfseer.substack.com/p/the-back-of-the-bus
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SPQR70AD Apr 28 · edited Apr 28

Naomi are you telling me in the 70's Cali was a septic tank of non whites all over? that is not

what I heard from many friends I had that lived there. they were the type to be bothered by

that and say it. were you living in Oakland or south central LA?

It was great of you to acknowledge cucker carlson and bannon allowing you to shine on their

programs
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Larry Pahl Larry’s Substack Apr 28

I also put together this website:

https://www.civicsisback.com
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Amuzed_Traveler Apr 28

As I begin reading the website, why oh why do you conflate “democracy” with

“Constitutional Republic”? The Founding Fathers studied “democracy” and specifically

rejected it!

If we’re going to teach civics, let’s start off on the right foot, can’t we?
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Jack Apr 28

Very nice

Big fan of tucker since the bow-tie days. How or why do you think he got/gets Ukraine so very

wrong ??
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Megan Parker Apr 28

He doesn't

LIKE (5)

Jack Apr 28
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So Russia didn’t invade sovereign Ukraine and the US did not guarantee Ukrainian

sovereignty in exchange for the relinquishment all Ukrainian nuclear weapons ??
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Space Bastard Apr 28

Russia invaded "sovereign" Ukraine after our CIA supported a coup there in

2014.
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Jack Apr 28

Are you referring to the Maidan Revolution of 2/14 ?/
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Space Bastard Apr 28

I'm only aware of one coup in Ukraine in 2014.
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Jack Apr 28

Well, at least you do have the decency to admit your ignorance.

But the question does remain. Tucker is not ignorant and he is

widely considered to be an all around good guy. But when the

nazi , excuse me, commie tanks invade a neighboring sovereign

country, he inexplicably backs the sociopath held of the KGB.
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Space Bastard Apr 28

So why did the CIA support the coup that provoked Russia?

(Enlighten me.)
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Sherm Shorthairs Sherm’s Newsletter Apr 28

Rather than argue about it - just watch Oliver Stone’s

Ukraine on Fire - he sticks to facts - or at least as close

as we can get these days.
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Space Bastard Apr 29

Thanks, I'll check it out.
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Thanks, I'll check it out.

I imagine in about thirty years when everything is

declassified, we'll hear the truth about it.

Until then, I'm with Dr. Pierre Kory on this one.

("Folks, I don't know what's happening in Ukraine; I

just know that I'm being lied to about it.")

LIKE

Writes The Lady Victory The Lady Victory’s Newsletter Apr 28 · edited Apr 28

I think Tucker Carlson is a chauvinist. I think his attack of Canadian men for "not keeping their

wummin in line!" as he blames women's equality for what he calls "male feminization" is

ludicrous.

The Canadian men and women are wonderful. The male Canadian Truckers were neighborly,

peaceful, friendly, inspiring: masculine.

Tucker mocked them saying that Canadian men now take their wife's names, and men not

keeping women in their places is the cause of the WEF rising and Trudeau's tyranny.

Tucker went on and on blaming women with self-respect and equal rights for all planetary

crisis.

And put the cherry on top saying women have different, inexplicable, and initially defined

"crazy" brains.

So Tucker Carlson is a misogynist chauvinist PIG.

He insults both men and women with his woman and man degrading tripe.

The Canadian Trucker Movement was the most inspiring protest season and movement of a

century.

Those Canadian people hold my deep respect.

But as far as appearing on the Tucker Carlson show, why not?

A person with a message speaks where given opportunity.

The left ought to be sorry they made no space for you.

The shifts in pre-coverture law overthrow; and pre-Enlightenment do not portend progress on

the right or left.

Speakers like you aim to keep us from backsliding into the Dark Ages (a technocrat Dark Ages

these days).

And for that, the truly enlightened should be grateful.
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Thank you for all you do!
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Patti Apr 28

So tired of Canadians who Pat themselves on the back for being such a “nice” people!

Take a deep look at your politics and your Premier. Laughable and utterly embarrassing.

My Canadian relatives laughed and shamed me for supporting Trump. Guess who’s

laughing now?
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The Lady Victory The Lady Victory’s Newsletter Apr 28

The Canadian Trucker protest and movement was the most inspiring protest and

movement of a century.

And Trudeau certainly is not about being nice.

Saddened to hear your Canadian relatives did not back the truckers realizing they

were lied to.
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Thomas Lewis Useless Liberal Apr 28

.

Rules Are Meant To Be Broken.

&

The Broken Are Meant To Be Ruled.

“Y” Intersection 1 mi

.
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Tim Apr 28

First of all, Thank you for standing in the breach and your commitment to truth.

Shamefully it seems the Biden Administration treats foreign affairs in the same manner.

But after the weaponization of the dollar and CIA operations why would anyone want to talk

with the U. S.

“This world is an uncertain realm, filled with danger. Honor undermined by the pursuit of

power. Freedom sacrificed, when the weak or oppressed by the evil but they are those who

oppose such forces to dedicate their lives to truth, honor and freedom”
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oppose such forces to dedicate their lives to truth, honor and freedom”

Quote adapted from “The Three Musketeers”
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Fastrailer Apr 28

Thank You for writing this. It continues to amaze me that the prog propaganda machine

castigates SO MANY with the "kryptonite" label and they abide by it. NOBODY is taking truth

to power on televised media any longer. Tucker was it, nobody else will spend more than 20

seconds castigating anyone for the copious failures of Afghanistan, Covid, the election,

Hunter and the Big guy, the trans craze, and many other stories. Tucker was that canary in

the coal mine. And the gasbags gaslighting got him.
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Cheryl Mason Apr 28

I thank God for you, for your openness and willingness to search for Truth. With voices like

yours, Truth will prevail. It is heartwarming to see conservatives and true liberals come

together to preserve America and our Constitution.
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Cara Wurst Apr 28

Another excellent thought provoking and honest piece. Thank you for your courage and

bravery to say what is true. Too many have succumbed to the unspoken and spoken threats

coming from those in power. I am also loving the Geneva Bible readings and your

explanations/translations of the Hebrew. Thank you 

-
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Dana Grimes Apr 28

Fascinating memories of DC social life in which opposing views could be argued in safe

spaces, and alliances struck. I thank you for sharing your story and I admire your honest

appraisal of yourself as you seem to check your actions against your core beliefs on a regular

basis. You give me hope for humankind. You give me hope that America will rise up through

the muck and embrace moral virtues again. Thank you.
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Mark Much Apr 28

Bobby and Tucker(or Tulsi) in 24!
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Sherm Shorthairs Sherm’s Newsletter Apr 28

Their inability to talk about it is the giveaway - all they want to do is apply the label to you and

walk away.

Everything I believed as a conspiracy theorist has come true - and what hasn’t likely will.
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Fred Leonard Apr 28

No conspiracies, no coincidence
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Meemanator Apr 28

Thank you!
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Karen Keener The Sovereign Mom Apr 28

Well said.
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deleted Apr 28

Comment deleted
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Smashing Idols Apr 28

What is a CSR?
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reality speaks Apr 28

Are you looking in a mirror?
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Dawn Slike Apr 28

I would imagine you have reasons for saying this.
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